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Integration of an Equivalent Aperture Method into Full-wave Electromagnetic Simulation of Airborne Radomes
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Abstract — A method is provided for performing efficient, accurate, full-wave electromagnetic simulations of airborne radomes by representing the enclosed antenna with an equivalent aperture field distribution. In this case, the antenna and radome problems are essentially decoupled, and fine meshing details in the antenna region of the problem are eliminated. The equivalent aperture governing equations are discussed, and an algorithm for forming a representative aperture field distribution from far-field radiation patterns is provided. The success of the equivalent aperture method is demonstrated via an example problem. Equivalent aperture results are compared to full-wave simulations of a corresponding fully-detailed slot array antenna. For both the equivalent aperture and corresponding slot array antennas, a 2:1 fineness ratio tangent ogive radome with dielectric constant of 7 and metallic tip is simulated to determine the effects on radiation patterns, loss, and boresight error. Radome insertion loss agreement is achieved to within 0.3 dB or better and boresight error agreement is achieved to within 0.05 deg or better in both elevation and azimuth scan planes for a significantly detuned radome wall. Both transmit-mode and receive-mode formulations of the full-wave radome analysis and their appropriate uses are described.

Index Terms — Airborne radomes, aperture antennas, boresight error (BSE), Fourier transform, Lorentz reciprocity, monopulse radar.

I. INTRODUCTION

The simulation of radome effects on an enclosed radar antenna has been a topic of investigation for more than half of a century. The analysis of sharp-nosed, airborne radomes is particularly challenging. These airborne radomes are often electrically large structures— with respect to the operating frequency of the enclosed radar—which can require large amounts of computational resources to solve. Additionally, this class of radomes can often be considered electrically complex, particularly in the sharp-nosed tip region of the radome where the geometry does not appear locally flat and diffractive effects can dominate the electromagnetic interactions. For these two reasons, airborne radome modeling still remains an ongoing topic of investigation, and a universally accepted modeling technique has yet to exist.

Computational resources have improved drastically over the years, allowing for larger and more complicated antenna and radome simulations to be performed. As a result, the techniques used to model large, complicated radomes have evolved, with the fidelity of simulations being primarily limited by the computational resources available to the design engineer.

The first methods that were developed for radome analysis were based off of geometric optics (GO) [1-4], or ray-tracing, which is a high-frequency approximation method for analyzing the distortion of electromagnetic energy propagating through the radome. Bundles of rays are tracked as they propagate through and bounce off of the inner radome surface. This ray-optical approximation is typically based off of analytic Fresnel transmission and reflection coefficients [5] for planar slabs of infinite extent and therefore yields relatively quick results. Radome effects over entire scan spaces for both electrically and mechanically scanned arrays can be solved for in only a few minutes. This approach is particularly advantageous for modeling multi-layer structures because radome transmission and reflection coefficients can be determined by cascading 2x2 ABCD transmission line matrices for each of the layers [6]. However, the GO approximation does not fully capture the distortion of electromagnetic waves due to the radome, especially in the sharp-nosed tip region of the airborne radome where the geometry of the radome does not appear locally flat.

Over the years, advances have been made to
increase the fidelity of high-frequency approximation methods. Physical Optics (PO) methods and Aperture Integration Surface Integration (AiSi) methods [7-12] were developed to treat monolithic and layered radomes as scattering objects. In both the PO and AiSi approximations, equivalent electric and magnetic “currents” induced on the radome surfaces are integrated to determine radome effects. In both cases, the currents can be approximated by the same Fresnel transmission and reflection coefficients that are used in GO approximations. Additional advancements have been made in comprehending diffractive tip effects by hybridizing high frequency approximation methods with full-wave method [13, 14].

While radome simulation accuracy has indeed been increased as simulation fidelity is improved, all of the aforementioned approaches are at a fundamental level an approximation to the true electromagnetic wave interactions that take place in an antenna/radome system. Present-day computing capabilities have now permitted full-wave field solutions of certain radome geometries that are not too large or too complex. Commercially available software packages contain fast, accurate solvers which generate numerical solutions to Maxwell’s equations for arbitrary, complex geometries [15-17].

Presented in this paper are the results of full-wave simulations in CST’s commercially available time-domain solver, modeling the effects of a sharp-nosed airborne radome on a mechanically gimbaled seeker antenna. A case study is presented where a slotted array antenna sits in close proximity to a high fineness ratio radome with a sharp metallic tip. The seeker antenna is then replaced by an equivalent aperture field distribution that was derived from the far-field radiation patterns of the slotted array antenna. The use of an equivalent aperture to represent the seeker antenna eliminates the fine meshing details that are often required for complicated radiating elements and feeding structures (resonant cavities, power dividers/combiners, layer-to-layer transitions, etc.). The approximations that exist when using an equivalent aperture representation of the seeker antenna will be described.

By comparing results from a full-wave radome simulation that includes a physical antenna model to another full-wave radome simulation with a representative equivalent aperture, one can isolate and study the impact of decoupling the antenna and the radome. Additionally, there are benefits towards using full-wave simulation results as the basis for quantifying the accuracy of another proposed modeling technique instead of measured data. Firstly, expensive manufacturing of antenna and radome test articles and test facilities are avoided. Secondly, measurement errors associated with antenna and radome ranges are removed. Finally, accounting for discrepancies between the manufactured benchmark test articles and nominal simulation models is unnecessary.

II. RADOME/ANTENNA PROBLEM UNDER INVESTIGATION AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The radome and antenna system under evaluation is shown in Fig. 1. The antenna diameter is 10 in and consists of 4 quadrants, each containing 17 half-wavelength resonant slots [18] designed for operation at 7 GHz. Each slot is individually fed by a WR-137 waveguide located behind the ground plane. The radome is a tangent ogive with an approximate fineness ratio of 2:1, inside base radius of 11 in, and an inner length of 22 in. The radome gimbal center is positioned 4 in into the radome from its base. The plane that the slots reside is located 1 in from the gimbal center. The edge of the antenna is less than 0.25 in (15% of a freespace wavelength at 7 GHz) from the inside of the radome. The top 1 in of the radome is a sharp metal tip, modeled as a perfect electric conductor (PEC). The radome shell is 0.3 in thick and is constructed from a lossless dielectric with a relative permittivity of 7. The thickness of the radome wall was intentionally chosen to provide a detuned response at the operating frequency of 7 GHz to demonstrate the presented modeling methodology in a circumstance where significant bounce energy exists.

The normal of the antenna faceplate is directed along the positive z-axis and the radiating slots are y-polarized. The elevation plane is defined as the YZ plane, and the azimuth plane is defined as the XZ plane. The radome is gimbaled about the gimbal center while the antenna is fixed and results will be presented as such.

Fig. 1. Radome and antenna geometry under evaluation with a portion of the radome cut away for visual access to the antenna. An array of 68 half-wavelength resonant radiating slots is in close proximity to the radome.
Far-field radiation patterns, antenna boresight transmission loss and boresight errors are modeled using two different simulation methodologies. In both cases, simulations are performed in CST’s time-domain solver based on the Finite Integration Technique (FIT). Firstly, the entire radome and antenna are simulated together using the previously provided parameters. By modeling the radome and antenna together the mutual coupling between these two entities is fully captured. The results from these simulations will be considered “truth” for the purpose of this paper, and henceforth be the standard by which we compare the proposed modeling method. As stated previously, it is convenient to allow a simulation to represent “truth” rather than a measured result as it eliminates any uncertainties in both the measurement system and the device under test. The second design methodology replaces the antenna with an equivalent aperture defined by representative fields or currents with no physical scattering object present. As a result, this method does not capture mutual coupling between the seeker antenna and radome. For this approximation to be valid, little energy propagating from the seeker antenna should bounce off the radome and couple back into the antenna and re-scatter off the antenna. Such interactions are fully captured in the first simulation methodology. Moneum et al. [13] believed this mutual coupling to be small for well-tuned radomes of this shape. The presented antenna/radome system under investigation aims to demonstrate the validity of this approach for a radome of this size/shape, even when the radome wall is significantly detuned.

The notion of using an equivalent aperture to represent an antenna is not new, but rather an old and well-understood concept [19]. The significance of what is presented here is the use of this method in conjunction with a full-wave radome solution that can accurately quantify the validity of this approach for radome design and analysis. Furthermore, the equivalent aperture method is applied to an intentionally detuned radome, which is a scenario that often yields unsatisfactory results in high-frequency approximation methods for radome analysis.

It is well-known that for large (many wavelengths in diameter), well-collimated antennas, one can perform a 2D Fourier Transform of the antenna’s far-field radiation pattern to generate a well-representative equivalent aperture plane field distribution, which if inverse transformed, would reconstruct the original far-field pattern [20]. This method requires both the magnitude and phase of the far-field data for uniqueness. It is clear to see from (1) and (2) that the equivalent aperture field, \( F(x, y) \) is related to the far-field response \( U_\theta(k_x,k_y) \) by a two-dimensional Fourier transform, where \( k_x (3) \) and \( k_y (4) \) are the x and y components of the free space propagation vector \( k \) (5). The far-field response is normalized by the freespace scalar Green’s function, removing the amplitude and phase dependence associated with absolute far-field data;

\[
F(x, y) \approx \int \int f(k_x, k_y) e^{-j(xk_x + yk_y)} dk_x dk_y, \tag{1}
\]

\[
f(k_x, k_y) = \frac{-j \lambda U_p(k_x, k_y)}{e^{-j \lambda R} - (1 + \cos(\theta))}, \tag{2}
\]

\[
k_x = k \sin(\theta) \cos(\phi), \tag{3}
\]

\[
k_y = k \sin(\theta) \sin(\phi), \tag{4}
\]

\[
|k| = \frac{2 \pi}{\lambda}. \tag{5}
\]

The equivalent aperture approach is a high-frequency approximation, and for the size of the antenna under consideration it is applicable. The method starts with the acquisition of measured or simulated far-field radiation patterns for the antenna under evaluation in the absence of a radome. In this specific case study, simulated far-field patterns were computed utilizing the full-wave antenna-only model where the four quadrants are individually and simultaneously excited. The far-field radiation patterns are then Fourier transformed to form equivalent aperture field distributions. Because only propagating-mode information from the far-field is initially provided to the Fourier transform, this is an inversion problem.

Since the far-field data does not contain evanescent mode information, the equivalent aperture derived from the propagating mode far-field data is initially not a good representation of the antenna and is lacking in its ability to accurately model the antenna’s near-fields. Correctly modeling the aperture near-field is imperative when the antenna is in close proximity to the radome. In an effort to reconstruct the lost evanescent mode energy, an extrapolation algorithm was implemented [19]. The method requires as an input a user-defined diameter of the resulting equivalent aperture. Future research could focus on non-circular apertures, and determining the optimal outer-aperture contour to be used in the extrapolation algorithm. The diameter used for this study was chosen to be equal to the ground plane diameter of the radiating slot antenna. The equivalent aperture should be as large as the physical extent of the antenna it is representing. Consequently, the original farfield pattern data must be sampled in fine enough increments to create an equivalent aperture with maximum extents larger than that of the physical antenna. The extrapolation algorithm is summarized as follows:
1) Far-field data is Fourier transformed to create an equivalent aperture.

2) Aperture fields outside of a user-defined aperture diameter are removed.

3) The truncated aperture is inverse Fourier transformed to obtain its corresponding far-field data.

4) The newly created evanescent mode information from this far-field data is appended to the original far-field data.

5) Steps 1-4 are repeated until fields in the aperture plane have converged to a steady value.

The aperture is flat and exists in a 2D plane. In general, because the Fourier transform operates on a scalar, this process must be repeated separately for the two orthogonal far-field polarizations to form the two orthogonal polarizations that fully define the tangential aperture fields.

The magnitude and phase for the initial antenna far-field simulation can be seen in Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 2 (b), respectively. Ludwig's 3rd definition of co- and cross-polarization is utilized, and the co-polarized far-field radiation pattern is what is shown [21]. According to Ludwig's 3rd definition, the y-polarized radiating slot array in the absence of the radome produces a primarily co-polarized far-field response and very little cross-polarized energy exists. Full-wave solutions of the equivalent aperture behind the radome will fully comprehend the polarization distortion that the radome causes. By applying the two-dimensional Fourier transform to the co-polarized far-field response, the y-directed electric field distribution in the aperture plane is approximated as shown in Fig. 2 (c) and Fig. 2 (d). As stated previously, if the antenna under investigation had produced significant cross-polarized energy in the far-field, an additional transform would have been necessary to approximate the x-component of the electric fields in the aperture plane. The corresponding equivalent aperture magnetic fields are determined by applying the same relationship that exists between electric and magnetic fields under far-field conditions [22].

The implementation of (1)-(5) in conjunction with the extrapolation algorithm was successful in producing a 10 in diameter equivalent aperture surrounded by energy approximately -30 dB or lower from the peak aperture field value outside of the user-specified diameter. These fields outside the 10 in diameter aperture are removed prior to performing analysis with the radome. Containing the aperture energy into a diameter no greater than the original antenna is desirable for its use in applications where the radome is in close proximity to the employed antenna.

The resulting aperture field distribution can be utilized in two ways. Firstly, as a source to the radome problem where the radome scatters electromagnetic energy propagating from the aperture plane to the far-field, herein referred to as “transmit-mode.” Alternatively, the fields can be utilized to receive energy from a plane wave passing through the radome by exploiting the Lorentz reciprocity integral provided in (6) [22] herein referred to as “receive-mode.” $E_T$ and $H_T$ are the fields in the aperture plane due to the incident plane wave passing through the radome, while $E_R$ and $H_R$ are the equivalent aperture source fields. Because mutual coupling to the radome is neglected, these transmit and receive fields in the Lorentz reaction integral are approximate;

$$VR_{APER} = C \int \int \Theta (E_T \times H_R - E_R \times H_T) \cdot \hat{n} \, dxdy.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The complex scale factor $C$ in (6), is required for determining an absolute received voltage; however, this term is not necessary when only a relative or normalized voltage is needed, as is the case when determining radome boresight errors or relative transmission losses.

The antenna and associated equivalent aperture are divided into four equal quadrants as is done in a conventional monopulse tracking system. Sum and difference channels are formed by adding or subtracting the received or transmitted voltages for each of these quadrants from one another, as is provided in (7)-(9) where $VR_{SUM}$, $VR_{DEL}$, and $VR_{AZ}$ are the received voltages for the formed sum, delta elevation, and delta azimuth channels, respectively;

$$VR_{SUM} = VR_{q1} + VR_{q2} + VR_{q3} + VR_{q4}, \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

$$VR_{DEL} = VR_{q1} - VR_{q2} - VR_{q3} + VR_{q4}, \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

$$VR_{AZ} = VR_{q1} + VR_{q2} - VR_{q3} - VR_{q4}, \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

Fig. 2. Transformation of antenna far-field patterns to an equivalent aperture. (a) Normalized magnitude (dB) of antenna far-field in k-space. (b) Phase (deg) of antenna far-field in k-space. (c) Normalized magnitude (dB) of equivalent aperture. (d) Phase (deg) of equivalent aperture.
\[ VR_{d\varepsilon} = VR_{q1} + VR_{q2} - VR_{q3} - VR_{q4}, \]  
\[ VR_{d\alpha} = VR_{q1} - VR_{q2} - VR_{q3} + VR_{q4}, \]  
\[ \text{The loss due to the radome is calculated in (10) by} \]  
\[ \text{comparing the formed sum channel transmission through the} \]  
\[ \text{radome (7)) to the case when the radome is} \]  
\[ \text{not present, referred to as “Air Radome”. Additionally, the} \]  
\[ \text{elevation boresight error and azimuth boresight} \]  
\[ \text{error are calculated in (11), (12), where} \]  
\[ S_{EL} \text{and} S_{AZ} \text{are the monopulse slopes for the formed} \]  
\[ \text{delta elevation and} \]  
\[ \text{formed delta azimuth channels, respectively [23];} \]  
\[ \text{RadomeLoss}_{dB} = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{VR_{SUM} \text{(Radome)}}{VR_{SUM} \text{(Air Radome)}} \right), \]  
\[ BSE_{EL} = \frac{1}{S_{EL}} \text{imag} \left( \frac{VR_{SEL}}{VR_{SUM}} \right), \]  
\[ BSE_{AZ} = \frac{1}{S_{AZ}} \text{imag} \left( \frac{VR_{SAZ}}{VR_{SUM}} \right). \]  
\[ \text{In the section to follow, far-field radiation pattern} \]  
\[ \text{results make use of the transmit-mode application of the} \]  
\[ \text{aperture fields, while boresight radome loss and} \]  
\[ \text{boresight error calculations utilize the receive-mode} \]  
\[ \text{application of the aperture fields. Boresight radome loss} \]  
\[ \text{and boresight error can also be calculated via transmit} \]  
\[ \text{mode, but this requires the individual simulation of} \]  
\[ \text{each of the aperture channels within the radome. By} \]  
\[ \text{calculating these results using a receive-mode} \]  
\[ \text{formulation, the radome simulation only needs to be run} \]  
\[ \text{once per look direction with an incident plane wave} \]  
\[ \text{source, and the Lorentz reaction integral can be utilized} \]  
\[ \text{in post-processing to calculate the different aperture} \]  
\[ \text{received voltages. It is important to note that in this} \]  
\[ \text{method a full Lorentz reciprocity is not achieved as} \]  
\[ \text{scattered fields from the radome back into the aperture} \]  
\[ \text{plane are ignored. A transmit-mode simulation would} \]  
\[ \text{be required to acquire such information. Furthermore,} \]  
\[ \text{since the radome problem is only run once for each} \]  
\[ \text{gimbal direction, numerous apertures can be analyzed} \]  
\[ \text{independently and seamlessly integrated with the} \]  
\[ \text{radome simulation results to quantify boresight radome} \]  
\[ \text{loss and boresight error for various antennas.} \]  

\section*{III. RADOME MODELING RESULTS AND DISCUSSION}

\[ \text{The equivalent aperture method is demonstrated by} \]  
\[ \text{comparing far-field radiation pattern cuts along the} \]  
\[ \text{elevation and azimuth planes at three radome gimbal} \]  
\[ \text{directions of interest, using either the full antenna or the} \]  
\[ \text{equivalent aperture as the radiation source within the} \]  
\[ \text{radome under investigation. Each of the four curves} \]  
\[ \text{within each far-field pattern figure are created by one of} \]  
\[ \text{the four radiation scenarios: the full slot antenna by} \]  
\[ \text{itself, the equivalent aperture by itself, the full slot} \]  
\[ \text{antenna enclosed by the radome, and the equivalent} \]  
\[ \text{aperture enclosed by the radome. As stated previously} \]  
\[ \text{simulation results including the full antenna (designated} \]  
\[ \text{by solid lines) are considered to be “truth” and serve as} \]  
\[ \text{the baseline to quantify the accuracy of the equivalent} \]  
\[ \text{aperture method simulation results (designated by} \]  
\[ \text{dashed lines).} \]  

\[ \text{Radiation patterns with the antenna looking out} \]  
\[ \text{the radome nose are of particular interest since the tip} \]  
\[ \text{is directly illuminated by the main beam of the} \]  
\[ \text{antenna/aperture and diffractive effects are significant.} \]  
\[ \text{The pattern comparisons along the elevation and} \]  
\[ \text{azimuth planes are presented in Figs. 3 (a) and (b),} \]  
\[ \text{respectively. One feature of primary significance is how} \]  
\[ \text{much the detuned radome influences the main beam of} \]  
\[ \text{the antenna. In this case study, there is approximately 2} \]  
\[ \text{dB of attenuation due to the radome; meaning almost} \]  
\[ \text{forty percent of the original energy transmitted towards} \]  
\[ \text{antenna/aperture boresight is now scattered in different} \]  
\[ \text{directions. The energy lost from the main beam results} \]  
\[ \text{in an overall increase in sidelobe levels.} \]  

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig3.png}
\caption{Effect of radome on antenna/aperture far-field patterns where the radome is gimbaled 0 degrees in Azimuth and 0 degrees in elevation. (a) Far-field patterns in EL-plane. (b) Far-field patterns in AZ-plane. Patterns are normalized to peak antenna/aperture far-field value.}
\end{figure}

\[ \text{Even though the radome has such a dramatic effect} \]  
\[ \text{on the radiation pattern of the antenna, it is clearly} \]
shown that the equivalent aperture method is indeed applicable in predicting these RF radiation pattern perturbations. Peak gain is predicted to within small fractions of a dB for the main beam and first three sidelobes, and to within a few dB for a majority of the remaining low-energy sidelobes. This agreement is an indication that the coupling of energy back into the antenna is likely low for this radome shape, for this look-direction, even with its detuned thickness. Similar agreement between the two methods is witnessed in the azimuth plane.

Another radome gimbal angle of interest is 0 deg in azimuth and 20 deg in elevation. Excellent agreement between far-field patterns in the elevation plane can be seen in Fig. 4. The sidelobes are relatively unaffected by the presence of the radome at this gimbal angle, but significant deflection of the main beam is present, which is successfully predicted by the equivalent aperture simulations.

Fig. 4. Effect of radome on antenna/aperture EL-plane far-field patterns where the radome is gimbaled 0 degrees in Azimuth and 20 degrees in Elevation. Patterns are normalized to peak antenna/aperture far-field value.

The remaining radome gimbal angle of interest is 14 deg in azimuth and 0 deg in elevation. Here, a noteworthy phenomenon is successfully predicted and can be seen in Fig. 5. A bounce lobe—sometimes referred to as a flash lobe—has formed in the azimuth plane far-field pattern cut and is centered about 60 deg theta. Bounce lobes are a result of strong main beam reflections off the radome wall which coherently add to form a sidelobe of significant amplitude. This is a common occurrence for poorly tuned radomes which possess high fineness ratios.

Loss at antenna boresight is an important radome performance parameter and is difficult to appreciate in Figs. 3 – Fig. 5 due to their large vertical scale ranges.

With such a large scale it is very difficult to quantify how well the radome-induced loss is being predicted. That being the case, the radome loss at boresight for both the elevation and azimuth planes is presented in Fig. 6, where zero to half-power transmission is used as the plot’s y-axis. It can be seen that using the aperture fields in receive mode, the deviation from our “truth” baseline is at most 0.2–0.3 dB which is approximately 2–4 % error in the far-field intensity prediction.

Fig. 5. Effect of radome on antenna/aperture AZ-plane far-field patterns where the radome is gimbaled 14 degrees in azimuth and 0 degrees in elevation. Patterns are normalized to peak antenna/aperture far-field value.

Fig. 6. Effect of radome on antenna/aperture bore-sight transmission as radome is gimbaled in the elevation/azimuth plane. Transmission values are normalized to antenna/aperture bore-sight transmission.
the radome perturbing the magnitude and phase of energy as it propagates through the radome at varying incident angles and thicknesses. The results for both the elevation and azimuth plane boresight error can be found in Fig. 7. Excellent agreement is achieved between the two methods for both BSE AZ and BSE EL, indicating that the equivalent aperture has sufficiently represented the full seeker antenna in the radome simulation without including higher order effects that may exist due to mutual antenna and radome interactions.

With the presented modeling approach, an antenna/radome engineer can utilize the receive mode formulation to quickly compare several different antennas under the same radome. First, several different antennas can be simulated independently. Next, the effects of the radome on each different antenna’s transmission and induced angle errors can be quickly quantified by performing an approximate Lorentz reaction integral. Conversely, if the radome engineer has the time and computation resources and requires more accurate results, radome loss and boresight error can be calculated in transmit mode; however, this will require up to N (i.e., number of aperture channels) simulations per antenna per radome gimbal direction and is no longer independent of the antenna(s) under consideration.

Fig. 7. Antenna/aperture bore-sight error as radome is gimbaled in the elevation/azimuth plane.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
There is a growing demand for accurate, full-wave modeling of radome induced angle errors, insertion loss, and effects on antenna patterns, while being mindful of computational resources and run time. The presented equivalent aperture method helps to bridge the gap between the speed of high frequency approximation solvers and the accuracy of full-wave modeling.

It is important to re-iterate that the equivalent aperture that is formed via the presented transformation/extrapolation method is in no way specific to the radome. The aperture is formed from antenna-only radiation patterns and does not depend on the radome or its properties. As a result, the antenna and radome problems can be decoupled, simulated separately and combined seamlessly using the equivalent aperture receive mode to obtain accurate and efficient predictions of radome loss and boresight error. Furthermore, radiation pattern predictions using the equivalent aperture transmit mode are obtained without the additional cost of meshing the complex antenna structure behind the antenna, which results in significant cost savings in computer memory and runtime. This approach is valid for the sharp-nosed airborne geometry that was presented because little energy that scatters off the radome reflects back into the aperture plane.
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Abstract — A technique is derived by means of which the calculation of radiation from arbitrarily shaped aperture antennas can be greatly simplified compared to the conventional approach. In the conventional approach the null field region of an equivalence problem is typically filled with a conductor, effectively short-circuiting the aperture and the electric surface current density everywhere. The remaining aperture magnetic surface current density, which is known, then radiates in the presence of the conductor and the Green’s function associated with each particular antenna configuration has to be derived, usually a very cumbersome process. In the proposed technique a conductor is placed within the null field region of the equivalence problem, but with an infinitesimal small distance between the conductor and the aperture region. The image of the electric current density on the aperture is shown to be induced on the conductor and the free space radiation integrals can now be used to solve the radiation problem. Examples are presented to prove the new technique and to demonstrate the mechanics of the equivalence principle when applied to aperture antenna problems.

Index Terms — Aperture antennas, aperture theory, equivalence principle, horn antennas, image theory, reflector antennas, slot antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is intended to augment a technique published by the author in 2003 [1] through which radiation from arbitrarily shaped aperture antennas can be calculated by means of the free space radiation integrals, circumventing the need to derive problem-specific Green’s functions as stated in most textbooks on the topic. The technique is based on the placement of a conductor in the null field region of a surface equivalence problem to “short-circuit” the aperture, and in [1] the author merely conjectured how the process should be interpreted from a mathematical point of view. In this paper it is demonstrated through an example that the author’s initial assumptions were valid, and the implementation and limitations of the technique are discussed through additional examples. Whereas only radiated fields were presented for the examples discussed in [1], this paper focusses specifically on the induced current densities in the aperture region of the free space equivalence problem. Through the examples it is shown that the short-circuited aperture indeed reproduces the original aperture fields as would be required.

Figure 1 (a) depicts a physical aperture antenna radiating in free space (two-dimensional, for the sake of simplicity). The surface equivalence principle [2,3] can be applied to replace the physical antenna with equivalent electric and magnetic surface current densities radiating in free space, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). The equivalent electric and magnetic surface current densities are defined by (1) and (2), respectively, with a unit vector normal to the aperture, pointing towards Region 1. The magnetic current density is zero everywhere except in the aperture region.

The electromagnetic fields external to the aperture are equal to the electromagnetic fields in the original problem, but the fields internal to the aperture are selected to be zero (Love’s equivalence [4]). The sources and in Fig. 1 (b) radiate in an unbounded medium (same everywhere) and can be used in conjunction with the free space radiation integrals (two-dimensional) in (3) and (4) to calculate the fields both regions of Fig. 1 (b). In Equations (3) and (4) is the frequency, the wavelength, the angular frequency, the wavenumber, and the constituent parameters for the medium of propagation and the distance from the integration point to the field evaluation point.

For many aperture antenna problems the distribution of the electric field in the aperture is known to good approximation, but not necessarily so the distribution and relative magnitude and phase of the magnetic field in the aperture, with slot antennas being a good example. One would, therefore, try to redefine the problem such that only the magnetic current density needs to be taken into account as a source:

\[
J_s = \hat{n} \times H_1,
\]
DERIVATION OF THE NEW
TECHNIQUE

Since the electromagnetic fields within \( S \) (Region II) are zero, we can as before place an electric conductor within \( S \), with the difference that the conductor does not fill Region II completely as shown in Fig. 1 (d). We can treat this as simply another equivalence problem in which the physical conductor, which is illuminated by external sources \( J_s \), \( J_{ap} \) and \( M_{ap} \), is replaced by an equivalent electrical surface current density \( J_c \) on \( C \), with all current densities now radiating in free space. The induced electrical surface current density \( J_c \) in Fig. 1 (d) is equal to zero as all the electromagnetic fields within \( S \) are zero, but can still be expressed as:

\[
J_c = J_c(J_s) + J_c(J_{ap}) + J_c(M_{ap}) \equiv 0. \tag{5}
\]

We next bring \( C \) infinitely close to \( S \) (\( C \ll S \)), with \( d \) small but not zero (i.e., \( d << \lambda \)). As proven by the reciprocity theorem, an electric current density radiating in the immediate presence of an electric conductor will produce no field. In terms of the configuration shown in Fig. 1 (d), and keeping in mind that all the current densities radiate in free space, this is mathematically speaking only possible if \( J_c(J_s) \approx -J_s \) at any point on the conducting part of \( S \) and likewise \( J_c(J_{ap}) \approx -J_{ap} \) in the aperture region. The fields radiated by \( J_c + J_s \) external to \( S \) are calculated from (3) and (4) and can only be zero if \( J_c = -J_s \). The “image” of \( J_s \) is therefore induced on the conductor that backs \( J_s \), irrespective of the shape of \( S \).

With the electric source current densities having accordingly been cancelled everywhere on \( S \), the problem in Fig. 1 (d) is reduced to the one shown in Fig. 1 (e), where \( M_{ap} \) induces \( J_c(M_{ap}) \) on \( S \), which now is a closed electrical conductor. In other words, the aperture has been short-circuited with \( M_{ap} \) placed infinitely close to it in the aperture region as shown in Fig. 1 (e), and \( J_c(M_{ap}) \) is merely the electric current density it induces on \( C \).

The magnetic surface current density \( M_{ap} \) is usually known for many aperture antennas and \( J_c \) can then be solved for by techniques such as the Electric Field Integral Equations (EFIE) and the Method of Moments (MoM) [11]. Significantly, it is no longer necessary to derive the Green’s function of the specific radiating structure. Note that it does not matter whether the conductor is placed inside \( S \) on \( S^* \), or on \( S \) with \( M_{ap} \) moved an infinitesimal distance outside \( S \) to \( S^* \). The latter approach is often easier to implement as the radiating structure may be quite complex while the aperture field distribution typically is simple by comparison (see the horn antenna examples at the end).

This forms the premise of the new technique.
One may ask whether the new technique will reproduce the original surface current densities \( J_s \) and \( J_{ap} \) on \( S \) and this is indeed what we can expect. From (5) we have:

\[
J_c(M_{ap}) = -J_c(J_s) - J_c(J_{ap}),
\]

(6)

and as we have argued above, for \( d \) approximating zero, \( J_c(J_s) = -J_s \) and \( J_c(J_{ap}) = -J_{ap} \) on \( C \), which yields:

\[
J_c(M_{ap}) = J_s + J_{ap},
\]

(7)
or to be more precise, \( J_c(M_{ap}) = J_{ap} \) in the aperture region of \( S \) and zero elsewhere, and \( J_c(M_{ap}) = J_s \) in the conducting region of \( S \) and zero elsewhere.

Fig. 1. Application of the equivalence principle to an aperture antenna problem.
III. SHORT-CIRCUITING AN ELECTRIC SURFACE CURRENT DENSITY RADIATING IN FREE SPACE

In order to prove the validity of the new technique, we will first demonstrate through an example that when an electrical conductor is brought infinitely close to an electric surface current density \(J_s\) defined on an arbitrarily shaped surface \(S\), radiating in free space, the oppositely directed current density will be induced on the conductor \(\mathbf{J}_c = -\mathbf{J}_s\) and \(\mathbf{J}_s\) will effectively be short-circuited. No electromagnetic fields will be radiated by the combination of \(\mathbf{J}_s\) and the current density \(\mathbf{J}_c\) on the conductor. Although this sounds logical, it is important to note that the conductor can be replaced by the negative image of \(\mathbf{J}_s\) everywhere on \(S\), although classical image theory [12] does not apply to the problem in any sense.

As an example, Fig. 2 depicts a surface current density \(\mathbf{J}_s\) superimposed onto a circular surface \(S\) of radius \(R=\lambda\), with an electrical conductor of radius \(r\) having been placed at the centre of \(S\). The gap between \(S\) and the conductor is given by \(d=R-r\). The surface current density \(\mathbf{J}_s\) is defined by (8) to (10) and does not produce a zero field inside \(S\). Note that the phase function \(\alpha\) is calculated first for \(0 \leq \phi \leq \pi\), from which the magnitude function \(J\) is calculated over the same sector. As indicated by (10), the current in the sector \(-\pi \leq \phi \leq 0\) is numerically duplicated from the \(0 \leq \phi \leq \pi\) sector. Placing a conductor inside \(S\) will therefore affect the total radiated field.

The induced surface current density \(\mathbf{J}_c\) and the total radiated field were calculated by means of the EFIE and MoM for \(r=0\) (i.e., no reflector, denoted ‘Source’ in the plots), \(r=0.5\lambda\), \(r=0.95\lambda\) and \(r=0.999\lambda\), respectively. Figure 3 shows the magnitude and phase of the calculated electric current density \(\mathbf{J}_c\) for the abovementioned reflector radii, and Fig. 4 the radiated far field (calculated at 100 m at \(f=2\) GHz). It is clear that as \(d \rightarrow 0\) (i.e., \(r \rightarrow R\)), \(\mathbf{J}_c \rightarrow -\mathbf{J}_s\) and the total radiated field given by \(\mathbf{J}_s + \mathbf{J}_c\) tends to zero (already being 45 dB down from the case where \(r=0\)). In Fig. 3 (b) a value of \(+180^\circ\) was added to the phase of \(\mathbf{J}_c\) in order to facilitate a direct overlay of the curves.

\[
\alpha(\phi) = \phi + \pi \cos 2\phi, \quad 0 \leq \phi \leq \pi, \quad (8)
\]

\[
J(\phi) = \left| \cos \left( \frac{\alpha(\phi)}{3} \right) \right|, \quad 0 \leq \phi \leq \pi, \quad (9)
\]

\[
\mathbf{J}_c(\phi) = J(\phi) e^{i\alpha(\phi)}, \quad \mathbf{J}_c(-\phi) = \mathbf{J}_c(\phi). \quad (10)
\]

We will next discuss the application of the new technique through several examples.

---

Fig. 2. \(\mathbf{J}_s\) superimposed onto a circular surface \(S\) with conductor \(C\) placed inside \(S, r \rightarrow R\).

Fig. 3. Magnitude and phase of \(\mathbf{J}_c\) for \(r=0, r=0.5\lambda, r=0.95\lambda\) and \(r=0.999\lambda\).
IV. EXAMPLE 1 – A LINE SOURCE RADIATING IN FREE SPACE

Perhaps the simplest example for demonstrating how the new technique can be used is the case of a line source radiating in two-dimensional free space, as shown in Fig. 5. The electric and magnetic source fields at distance \( r \) from the source are expressed by Equations (11) and (12), respectively:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{E}_i(r) &= \frac{1}{\eta} e^{jkr} \hat{z} = E_i(r) \hat{z}, \\
\mathbf{H}_i(r) &= -\frac{1}{\eta} E_i(r) \hat{\phi}.
\end{align*}
\]

In (12) \( \eta \) represents the free space wave impedance.

An equivalent surface \( S \) can now be placed around the line source and together with the surface current densities \( \mathbf{J}_{s1} \) and \( \mathbf{M}_{s1} \), it will produce the true fields with \( S \) and a null field external to \( S \). For external equivalence, the surface current densities \( \mathbf{J}_{s1}=-\mathbf{J}_i \) and \( \mathbf{M}_{s1}=-\mathbf{M}_i \) will produce null fields internal to \( S \) and the original (true) fields external to \( S \). For the sake of simplicity, we define surface current densities \( \mathbf{J}_i=\mathbf{J}_{s1} \) and \( \mathbf{M}_i=\mathbf{M}_{s1} \) to produce the external fields (Region 1 as defined in Fig. 1). Two examples were considered, one in which \( S \) is a circle and the other in which \( S \) is a square with the line source at its centre. Note that since \( \mathbf{J}_i \) is \( z \)-directed, the surface divergence term in (3) is zero. The surface divergence integral in (4) can also be neglected for slowly varying \( M_s \) as the coefficients of the two integrals involving \( M_s \) differ by a factor of \( k=2\pi/\lambda \), and for evaluation points directly below \( M_s \), we have \( \hat{n}=-\hat{r} \), so that from (1) and (4) the cross product will be zero. As before, an electric conductor \( C \) is next placed inside \( S \) and brought infinitely close to \( S \).

The free-space fields can be viewed as aperture fields and, in accordance with the new technique, \( S \) can be viewed as a conductor \((\hat{n}\times\mathbf{E}=0\) on its surface) with \( \mathbf{J}_e \) on \( S \) and \( \mathbf{M}_e \) having been placed an infinitesimally small distance outside \( S \).

We first consider the case where \( S \) is circular, \( f=3 \) GHz and \( r=R_o=3\lambda \). From Equations (1), (2), (11) and (12) we have:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{J}_1 &= -\frac{1}{\eta} E_i(R_o) \hat{z} = -46.29 \text{ dB } \angle 180^\circ \hat{z}, \\
\mathbf{M}_1 &= +E_i(R_o) \hat{\phi} = +5.23 \text{ dB } \angle 0^\circ \hat{\phi},
\end{align*}
\]

everywhere on \( S \), due to the symmetry of the problem. With \( d=0.03 \lambda \), the value for \( \mathbf{J}_e \) calculated by means of the MoM (the author used a rather elementary pulse basis function with point matching scheme) was \( \mathbf{J}_e = -46.19 \text{ dB } \angle 168^\circ \hat{z} \). Note that since \( \mathbf{M}_e \) was used as the source and it was placed a distance \( d \) away from the equivalent surface \( S \) (see Fig. 6), one should expect a phase difference between \( \mathbf{J}_1 \) and \( \mathbf{J}_e \) of about \(-kd = -10.8^\circ \), which is indeed the case (180°-10.8°=169.2°).

Since the source surface current density \( \mathbf{M}_s \) will typically be approximated by segments, a general rule of thumb for the ratio between \( d \) and \( \Delta M \), the length of the segments, is \( \Delta M \leq d \). Conversely, the distance between integration or sampling points on \( \mathbf{M}_s \) should be smaller than \( d \).

We next consider the case where \( S \) takes the form of a square that replaces the circle with radius \( R_o \), as shown in Fig. 6. In this case (13) and (14) still hold where \( r=R_o \), but the equivalent surface current densities \( \mathbf{J}_1 \) and \( \mathbf{M}_1 \) are no longer uniform on \( S \). With \( r(x,y) \) and \( \hat{\phi} \) as defined in Fig. 5, we can derive the following equations for the right hand side of the square, and similar equations for the other three sides of the square:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{r} &= r(x,y) = \sqrt{x^2+y^2}, \\
\hat{n} &= \hat{x},(16) \\
\hat{\phi} &= -\sin(\phi) \hat{x} + \cos(\phi) \hat{y}, \\
\mathbf{J}_1 &= \hat{n} \times \mathbf{H}_i(r) = -\frac{1}{\eta} E_i(r) \cos(\phi) \hat{z}, \\
\mathbf{M}_1 &= -\hat{n} \times E_i(r) = E_i(r) \hat{y}.
\end{align*}
\]
Fig. 6. Rule of thumb for ratio of $d$ to $\Delta M$.

Figure 7 shows the geometrical optics current density from (18) as well as the MoM current density calculated from $M_1$ in (19) as backed by a conductor a distance $d$ inside $S$. The erratic behaviour of the current density amplitude at the corners is most likely due to the field distribution at the 90° corners, which would generate a diffraction term for $d$ not equal to zero. The phase difference of about 10° is like before due to the distance $d$ between $M_1$ and the conductor on which $J_1$ is induced.

From these graphs it is clear that $M_1$ backed by a perfect electrical conductor does indeed reproduce the original free space electrical surface current density $J_1$ on $S$.

It is instructive look at the total fields radiated by $J_1$ and $M_1$ to add up to zero, and to the true (geometrical optics) fields outside $S$. For this example a cross section of the equivalent surface was taken as shown in Fig. 8.

Inside $S$ we expect the fields radiated by $J_1$ and $M_1$ to add up to zero, and to the true (geometrical optics) fields outside $S$. This is indeed the case, as shown in Figs. 9 (a) to 9 (c). In these figures ‘Original’ designates the electric field as calculated from (11), ‘J&M’ the results obtained from the geometrical optics expressions for $J_1$ and $M_1$, ‘Circle + SC’ the MoM $J_1$ obtained by placing $M_1$ on a concentric circle around the line source and backing (short-circuiting) it with a conductor, and ‘Square + SC’ the same for the square surface. As expected, the fields in the null region are not identically equal to zero, most likely due to the limitations of the pulse basis function with point matching scheme used by the author, and phase differences between $J_1$ and $M_1$.

Inside (left) of $S$, $J_1$ and $M_1$ will more or less add correctly in phase as $J_1$ already lags $M_1$ in phase by $-kd$, but when $M_1$ radiates inward, it will also have undergone a phase change of $-kd$ (see Fig. 10). However, for external radiation $J_1$, which already lags by $-kd$, will undergo another phase shift of $-kd$ before reaching $M_1$. The new technique will, therefore, introduce a local phase difference of $-2kd$ between $J_1$ and $M_1$, which will have some effect on the total radiated fields. Nevertheless, the effect will still be almost negligible when the closed surface integration is performed as is evident from Fig. 9 (c), which shows the magnitude and phase differences between MoM calculated results and the original field calculated form (11).

Fig. 7. Magnitude and phase distribution of $J_1$ along one side of the square.

Fig. 8. Cross section through $S$ for electric field strength calculation.
V. EXAMPLE 2 – REFLECTOR WITH LINE SOURCE FEED

The next example demonstrates how the new technique can be used with arbitrarily shaped aperture fields and radiating structures. The basic problem is depicted in Fig. 11 (a), where a line source illuminates a parabolic reflector with dimensions D=10λ, F=1λ, which is evaluated at \( f = 10 \) GHz. The problem was initially solved by means of the MoM, following which an artificial circular equivalent surface \( S \) was introduced as shown in Fig. 11 (b), with \( r = 3.02\lambda \). The electric field along this surface was calculated by means of the MoM and was then converted to the magnetic source current density \( \mathbf{M}_1 \). \( S \) was then “short-circuited” (i.e., treated as a continuation of the reflector surface), and \( \mathbf{M}_1 \) was moved a distance \( d = 0.05\lambda \) away from \( S \), in accordance with Fig. 1 (e), and the equivalent electric current density \( \mathbf{J}_c \) on \( S \) was calculated by means of the MoM.
It is relatively straightforward to calculate the geometrical optics reflected electric and magnetic fields on $S$ as depicted in Fig. 12, from which the geometrical optics magnetic and electric equivalent current densities $M_{GO}$ and $J_{GO}$ at point $(x,y)$ can be calculated as:

$$M_{GO} = \left( \frac{e^{jka}}{\eta a} - \frac{e^{jkb}}{\eta b} \right) \hat{\varphi},$$ (14)

and

$$J_{GO} = \left( -\frac{e^{jka}}{\eta a} + \frac{e^{jkb}}{\eta b} \cos \varphi \right) \hat{z}.$$ (15)

Fig. 12. Geometrical optics ray paths for direct and reflected fields.

Figures 13 and 14 show the magnitude and phase plots of the MoM calculated magnetic and electric current densities $M_1$ and $J_c$, respectively, compared to the geometrical optics calculated current densities $M_{GO}$ and $J_{GO}$. The difference between the MoM and GO current densities in the centre region can most likely be attributed to the fact that diffracted fields from the edges of the reflector had been ignored in the GO calculations (these would add in phase along the axis of the reflector). At the magnitude peaks in Fig. 14 (a) the difference between the MoM and GO results is, however, very small and the phase difference in Fig. 14 (b) at these points is about $-18.6^\circ$, as can be expected for $d = 0.05\lambda$ ($kd = -18.0^\circ$). The abrupt discontinuity in the electric surface current density of (1) at the transition from the reflector to the circular region is due to the abrupt change in the direction of $\hat{n}$ at this point. It will become less as the segmentation (the distance between sampling points) is made smaller.

Note that the x-axis in these graphs reflects only the number of sampling points, of which the density is greater in the centre of the parabola, and not the true distance along $S$. The Physical Optics current density $[13]$ (PO), which is given by the approximation $J_{PO} = 2 \hat{n} \times H_0$, is also shown in Fig. 14, overlaid with the MoM current density as calculated outside the aperture area. The magnitude difference between the PO and MoM results is typically less than 0.5 dB and in fact reduces even further as the electrical size of the parabola is increased.

It is of interest that the stationary phase solution of the radiation integrals associated with $J_{PO}$ can be shown to yield the geometrical optics reflected fields $[14]$ as used to derive (14) and (15).

This example again confirms that a short-circuited magnetic current density radiating in free space induces the corresponding free space electric current density on the conducting surface, which also radiates in free space. It would be near impossible to derive a Green’s function for the geometry shown in Fig. 11 (b).

Figure 15 shows the far field radiation patterns for the original configuration of Fig. 11 (a) and the configuration with the circular equivalent surface shown in Fig. 11 (b), respectively. Despite the two approaches being fundamentally different, the agreement is excellent.
VI. HORN ANTENNA EXAMPLES

It is important to note some of the practical applications of the new technique. As an example, radiation from an X-band flared horn antenna with waveguide dimensions $W_W=22.86$ mm and $W_H=10.16$ mm, aperture dimensions $A_W=22.86+2\times20=62.86$ mm and $A_H=10.16+2\times20=50.16$ mm, and length $L=20$ mm (Fig. 16) was calculated by means of 2D and 3D (FEKO [15]) simulation software. In the 2D case, the waveguide aperture was short-circuited and the equivalent magnetic current densities $M_W=\cos(y/W_w*)\hat{y}$ for $-W_W/2 \leq y \leq +W_W/2$, were placed a distance $d=0.02\lambda$ to the right of the short-circuited waveguide aperture, respectively.

Note that for the 2D calculations the E-plane and H-plane problems were solved independently of each other. The 3D horn antenna was fed by a waveguide which was excited with the FEKO rectangular waveguide source model. As shown in Fig. 17, the correlation between the 2D patterns and the 3D principal plane patterns is very good despite the simplifications made from the 3D to the 2D models. This example also serves to demonstrate the usefulness of 2D simulation to obtain first-order design results for problems that can be reduced to 2D analysis.

Fig. 14. Magnitude and phase distribution of $J_c$ along $S$ for parabolic reflector example.

Fig. 15. Far field radiation patterns for parabolic reflector example.

Fig. 16. 2D and 3D models of X-band flared horn antenna.

Fig. 17. E- and H-plane radiation patterns of an X-band flared horn antenna.
VII. CONCLUSION

The aim of this paper is to augment an equivalence principle-based technique earlier published by the author, for simplifying the calculation of radiation from arbitrarily shaped aperture antennas when the electric field distribution in the aperture is known. Traditionally the Green’s function specific to the problem had to be derived, but with the new technique the aperture can be short-circuited and the free space Green’s functions (i.e., the free space radiation integrals) can be used to calculate the fields radiated from the aperture in the presence of the arbitrarily shaped surrounding antenna structure. The validity of this technique is demonstrated and the examples presented provide valuable insight into the mechanics of the equivalence principle and the concept of placing a conductor in the null field region of surface equivalence problems.

The author would also, in conclusion, like to present a brief overview of the arduous route the development of the new technique had taken. During the mid-1990s he had developed an elementary Electric Field Integral Equation free space MoM code for the design of certain types of antennas. As an afterthought he decided to add aperture antennas as well, because of its apparent simplicity. The problem was that although the electric field in the aperture is usually known, the magnetic field is not, and he soon found that for certain examples completely inaccurate results were obtained. Through trial and error he discovered that when the aperture is short-circuited and the magnetic field is placed a small distance away from it, the free space calculated results agreed perfectly with measured and theoretical results. This was in direct contrast to all the textbooks he could find at the time, in which it was stated that the free space radiation integrals could not be applied to such problems, as discussed above.

The author submitted a paper to a prominent antenna journal in August of 1996, but it was eventually rejected in March 1998, in hindsight for perfectly valid reasons. An opportunity then came along to present a paper on the topic at a local symposium in South Africa in September 1998 [16], but there were no experts in the field who could venture an opinion either for or against it. The author then presented the same topic at the international AP Symposium in Orlando, Florida, in 1999 [17], to which he invited several recognised experts in the field of electromagnetic theory. At both of these presentations the author proceeded to show through examples that it is possible to use the free space radiation integrals to calculate radiation from arbitrarily shaped aperture antennas, and presented an admittedly somewhat heuristic mathematical approach in an attempt to prove the validity of the new technique. More importantly, however, the author mistakenly argued that the placement of a conductor in the null field of an equivalence problem was incorrect, as no current would be induced on the conductor and no ‘image’ could therefore ever be generated. At that stage he had not realised that although the total induced current would be zero in the null region, it is comprised of the sum of more than one source, as expressed by (5), and that the electric current density would indeed be short-circuited as discussed by Harrington and others. It was in fact this realisation that had eventually led to the technique presented in this paper ([1, Section 2], Section II above).

Needless to say, no support for or interest in the proposed technique was expressed during these presentations. The author then derived a new theoretical ‘proof’ of the new technique based purely on a mathematical manipulation of the free space radiation integrals [1, Section 3], that did not rely on the placement of a conductor in the null field of the equivalence problem. He next contacted Prof. Sembiam Rengarajan, whom he had met before and who generously agreed to work through the paper the author intended to submit to the IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society Magazine. After a couple of months of back-and-forth correspondence, it was agreed that the paper was probably suitable for submission to the Magazine, which the author proceeded to do. The author was soon afterwards contacted by Prof. Joseph Mautz, who had been appointed as Reviewer of the paper, but was concerned that he might not be able to completely follow the author’s arguments. He graciously suggested that the author and he correspond about the contents of the paper, which resulted in a series of friendly battle-of-wits exchanges until he was finally prepared to accept the paper for publication (see [1]).

Due to an apparent lack of recognition of his proposed technique, the author decided to take another look at it during the latter half of 2015, with the emphasis on the calculation of the actual induced electrical current density in the short-circuited aperture, as demonstrated by the examples presented above. It was during this process that he managed to demonstrate the validity of the “short-circuiting” concept (Section II), which is now reconciled with the conductor-in-the-null-field approach presented in practically all antenna textbooks that deal with aperture theory. In his opinion the value of this paper is not only to present confirmation of the new technique he had discovered earlier, but also to provide students with additional insight into the application of the equivalence principle to a specific class of antenna radiation problems.
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Abstract — It is proposed to replace RF volume coils in high-field Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanners by a microstrip patch antenna system. The performed computational studies have demonstrated an opportunity to form extended 3D volumes of homogenous RF magnetic fields by using a system of placed vis-à-vis two patch antennas. In order to control antenna dimensions and homogeneity of antenna near fields, the substrates of antennas have been engineered by appropriate patterning of high permittivity dielectric inserts. A variety of antennas with engineered substrates responding at 600 MHz for application in 14T MRI scanners have been designed, and the homogeneity of magnetic fields achieved inside the antenna system has been demonstrated.

Index Terms — High-field MRI systems, magnetic field uniformity, patch antenna, RF probe.

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a major tool for investigating a comprehensive range of biological systems from single cells to humans. The advantage of high-field MRI scanners is their potential to provide higher signal-to-noise ratio and, consequently, improved anatomic and temporal resolution [1]. Major advancements are anticipated, in particular, for animal and plant imaging carried out in MRI scanners with the strength of the applied static magnetic field $B_0$ exceeding 7T. Employing higher magnetic fields leads to increased Larmor frequency, which characterizes the precession of nuclear magnetic moments around the direction of $B_0$. In particular, in 14T systems this frequency is equal to 600 MHz. RF coils, serving for both transmitting and receiving functions in MRI, generate an oscillating magnetic field $B_1$, which is normal to $B_0$. If oscillations of the $B_1$ field match the Larmor frequency, the energy of the $B_1$ field can be effectively transmitted to the nuclear spin system. The performance of conventional volume coils, such as birdcage coils [2], degrades at high frequencies in the high field MRI, since dimensions of coils become large compared to wavelengths, so that wave phenomena take place. As a result, obtaining a spatially homogeneous magnetic field covering a larger field of view (FOV) that is required for high image quality becomes a principal challenge [3].

Recently, it was proposed to apply a microstrip patch antenna for excitation of circularly polarized travelling wave in the scanner’s bore that acted as a waveguide, with expectations to provide a more homogeneous fields over larger FOV compared to that achieved by using conventional volume coils. However, this approach demonstrated relatively poor transmit efficiency and receive sensitivity, therefore, it was proposed to add multi-channel receive-only arrays to increase the sensitivity [4, 5]. In order to decrease patch antenna size for fitting it inside a 16.4T magnet bore, a substrate of high relative permittivity ($\varepsilon_r = 9.6$) was used that decreased radiation efficiency. In addition, high cutoff frequency for the dominant mode of the magnet bore in 16.4T scanner did not allow for supporting wave propagation at 698 MHz, so only an evanescent wave was generated [4].

In this work we propose to substitute volume coils in 14T MRI scanner operating at 600 MHz by a system of two microstrip patch antennas. The system is, in particular, applicable for small animal imaging. The target of the design is to produce extended 3D volumes of highly homogeneous and strong magnetic fields inside the system of miniaturized antennas with engineered multi-dielectric substrates. The transient solver of the commercial software package CST Microwave studio was used for conducting full-wave electromagnetic simulations to control antenna near fields, characterize antenna performance, and guide antenna substrate engineering. The field post-processing option of the CST solver was employed to plot the curves of spatial field distribution.

II. DESIGNING PATCH ANTENNA SYSTEM

Figure 1 presents the schematic of the projected placement of two patch antennas in 14T magnet bore
with the diameter of 5.4 cm. The dimensions of the antenna system were chosen to accommodate an object between two patches with the size of about 2 cm × 2 cm (representing the head of a mouse), so that the antenna substrate had a square shape and the area of 3 cm × 3 cm while the separation between two patches was 2 cm. The patch electrodes had rectangular shape with the length L along Z axis and the width W along X-axis, so that B1 field produced by the antenna at the half-wavelength resonance along the patch length was directed along X-axis, i.e., normal to B0 oriented along Z-axis (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Schematic of patch antenna placement in the magnet bore.

A. Conventional patch antenna with uniform substrate

It is known that the length of rectangular patch electrode of a microstrip patch antenna is related to its operation frequency f at the half-wavelength resonance by the expression:

$$L = \frac{\lambda}{2} = \frac{c_0}{2f \sqrt{\varepsilon_{\text{reff}}}}$$  (1)

where $c_0$ is the speed of light in free space and $\varepsilon_{\text{reff}}$ is the effective permittivity of the substrate defined by the relative permittivity of the substrate ($\varepsilon_r$), height (H) of the substrate and width (W) of the patch electrode [6].

As the first step in developing patch antenna for 14T MRI system operating at 600 MHz, an antenna with uniform substrate made of a typical material Arlon ($\varepsilon_r = 3$, $\tan \delta \approx 0.028$) [7] was designed. Figure 2 (a) presents the schematic of the antenna fed by a 50-ohms coaxial probe, where the feed point location was optimized to provide impedance matching. The $S_{11}$ and the fringing field spectra shown in Fig. 2 (b) demonstrate that the antenna does radiate at 600 MHz. The dimensions of this antenna, however, were $L' \times W' = 17$ cm × 13 cm at the substrate height (H) of 1.6 mm, while the patch electrode dimensions were $L \times W = 13$ cm × 10 cm. It is obvious that such conventional patch antenna cannot fit in the magnet bore with the diameter of 5.4 cm. Although, according to (1), the antenna size could be decreased by using a substrate of high permittivity material, this would lead to pulling fields inside the substrate at the expense of fields outside antenna.

Fig. 2. (a) Antenna schematic and (b) $S_{11}$ of the antenna and the spectrum of the fringing E-field magnitude sampled at point P located at 1.5 mm distance from the patch edge. The point F denotes the optimised feed location.

In our earlier work [8, 9] we proposed to use a substrate composed of a combination of low and high permittivity materials for both shrinking the antenna size and manipulating its characteristics. In the following sections we show how, based on the analysis of simulated field distributions, non-uniform substrates could be designed to provide uniform and strong magnetic near fields and desired antenna size for its application in the MRI system.

B. Patch antenna with one high permittivity insert inside the low permittivity substrate

For the first design of a miniaturized antenna we followed our approach proposed in [8] to insert a rectangular plug of a material with high permittivity such as Calcium Titanate ($\varepsilon_r = 170$, $\tan \delta \approx 0.004$) into Arlon substrate with the thickness of 1.6 mm, so that dimensions of the plug were smaller than the patch dimensions in order to minimize fringing field distortion. Targeting the operation frequency of 600 MHz and the area of the substrate of $L' \times W' = 3$ cm × 3 cm, the chosen combination of materials allowed for designing the antenna with the patch electrode dimensions $L \times W = 2.4$ cm × 1.9 cm, while the dimensions of high permittivity plug after optimization were 2.1 cm × 1.6 cm. The dimension of inserts were chosen to make the effective permittivity
under the patch being close to 110 so that the antenna would resonate at 600 MHz.

The simulated electric field pattern inside the substrate and magnetic field pattern sampled at 10 mm above the patch of the miniaturized antenna are presented in Fig. 3 at the frequency of 600 MHz and at optimized feed location providing matched input impedance of the antenna at this frequency.

Fig. 3. Distributions of: (a) E_y field component in XZ plane inside the substrate at its half height, and (b) H_x field component in XZ plane located 10 mm above the patch at 600 MHz for the antenna with one high permittivity insert in the substrate. Dashed lines mark the patch electrode and solid lines mark the insert.

The designed antenna has appropriate dimensions to fit in the magnet bore and its magnetic near field, as seen from Fig. 3, covers the major portion of the area above the patch, except for the regions along the boundaries. In the next section we investigate opportunities to further increase the uniformity of near magnetic fields by using multiple high permittivity inserts instead of one in the antenna substrate.

C. Patch antennas with multiple high permittivity inserts in low permittivity substrates

As illustrated by Fig. 3 (a), electric field inside the antenna substrate at the half-wavelength resonance is concentrated in the substrate under the patch edges. Since high permittivity material provides for wave compression by directly influencing electric field, high permittivity inserts located under patch edges should be more efficient for antenna miniaturization, than similar inserts placed under the central part of the patch. Consequently, in order to increase miniaturization efficiency of a non-uniform substrate and to make its fabrication easier, the next step in advancing the antenna design was to use instead of one big high permittivity insert two smaller inserts near substrate edges, where electric field was concentrated (Fig. 4 (a)).

In order to maintain the level of miniaturization with smaller inserts, a higher permittivity insert material was required, which was chosen to be Strontium Titanate ($\varepsilon_r = 300, \tan \delta \approx 0.002$).

Fig. 4. Schematics of high permittivity insert placement under the patch in antenna substrates: (a) two inserts and (b) four inserts.

Figure 4 (a) shows the schematic of the substrate with two high permittivity inserts having the dimensions of 2 mm x 18 mm and the thickness of 1.6 mm (equal to the substrate thickness). The inserts with the above parameters were found to provide antenna operation at 600 MHz with the same dimensions of the patch electrode (2.4 cm x 1.9 cm) as those of the antenna with one big insert. Figure 5 compares magnetic field distributions for antennas with one and two inserts sampled at 10 mm above the patch at 600 MHz and at feed locations in antennas providing for matched input impedance.

Fig. 5. Distributions of H_x field in XZ plane located 10 mm above patch antennas with one and two inserts: (a) along antenna width (X-direction), i.e., along A-A' in Fig. 4 (a), and (b) along antenna length (Z-direction), i.e., along C-C' in Fig. 4 (a). Vertical dashed lines mark the edges of the patch.
As seen in the Fig. 5, smaller high permittivity inserts, which are easier to fabricate, provide, in addition to similar antenna miniaturization, similar magnetic field uniformity, as one big insert does, and even about twice higher magnitude of magnetic field above the patch. The latter could be related to additional secondary field originating from displacement currents in high permittivity material [10]. Based on the results presented in Fig. 5, it is reasonable to suggest that placing various permittivity materials under patch locally would increase or decrease local magnetic field in a controlled manner. This consideration guided the placement of four high permittivity inserts in the next design of the antenna depicted in Fig. 4 (b).

In order to keep the same dimensions of the antenna for operation at the same frequency of 600 MHz, the dimensions of each of four inserts made of the same material ($\varepsilon_r = 300$) as that of the design with two inserts, were found to be: 4 mm $\times$ 4 mm $\times$ 1.6 mm. Figure 6 compares magnetic field distributions for antennas with two and four high permittivity inserts sampled at 10 mm above the patch electrodes at 600 MHz and at feed locations in antennas providing for matched input impedance. Although field distributions were not significantly different, the uniformity of magnetic field along antenna shorter edge was improved, as expected, for antenna with four high permittivity inserts (Fig. 6 (b)).

D. Combining miniaturized antennas in an antenna system

As illustrated in Fig. 1, two identical miniaturized patch antennas should be placed vis-à-vis in the magnet bore 20 mm apart. Antennas should be excited with 180° phase difference, therefore, their magnetic near fields $H_x$ will add in the space between antennas. Figure 7 (a) presents the distributions of magnetic fields of each antenna and of the field resulting from summation, along the axis normal to the patches within the separation distance between antennas.

Fig. 6. Distribution of $H_x$ field in XZ plane located 10 mm above patch antennas with two and four inserts along antenna width (X-direction), i.e., along (a) A-A’ in Fig. 4 and (b) B-B’ in Fig. 4, and along antenna length (Z-direction), i.e., along (c) C-C’ in Fig. 4 and (d) D-D’ in Fig. 4.

Fig. 7. (a) Distribution of $H_x$ field for each antenna and for the antenna system along the axis normal to patches (Y-axis) within the separation distance of 20 mm between antennas, and (b) schematic of placement of the MRI object with dimensions ($a \times b \times c$) between two antennas.
As seen in Fig. 7 (a), the distribution of the magnetic field in the antenna system along the axis normal to patches demonstrates high uniformity. To illustrate the level of field uniformity in all three directions, Fig. 7 (b) shows the schematic of placement of an MRI object with dimensions \((a \times b \times c)\) in the space between two antennas. The uniformity of field can be defined by the ratio of minimal and maximal field strengths along the antennas. The uniformity of field can be defined by the ratio of minimal and maximal field strengths along the antennas. The uniformity of field can be defined by the ratio of minimal and maximal field strengths along the antennas. The uniformity of field can be defined by the ratio of minimal and maximal field strengths along the antennas. The uniformity of field can be defined by the ratio of minimal and maximal field strengths along the antennas. The uniformity of field can be defined by the ratio of minimal and maximal field strengths along the antennas.

\[ \text{Uniformity} = \frac{\text{Min. Field}}{\text{Max. Field}} \]

In the previous section, it could be obtained that in Z-direction along the object length of 10 mm \((a = 10 \text{ mm})\), the achieved uniformity is 91%, while for the object with the height \(c = 10 \text{ mm}\) it is 90%. From the results presented in the previous section, it could be obtained that in Z-direction along the object length of 10 mm \((a = 10 \text{ mm})\) the achieved uniformity is 91%, while in X-direction along the object width of 10 mm \((b = 10 \text{ mm})\) the uniformity is around 90%. Overall, for a sample with dimensions \((a \times b \times c) = (10 \text{ mm} \times 10 \text{ mm} \times 10 \text{ mm})\) placed between two antennas, the magnetic field uniformity in the volume covered by the object is not less than 90% and is even higher for smaller objects, respectively.

### III. CONCLUSION

A system of two microstrip patch antennas has been designed to substitute RF volume coils in 14T MRI system operating at 600 MHz. In order to miniaturize antennas for fitting in the magnet bore with the diameter of 5.4 cm it is proposed to use a combination of two dielectric materials with low and high permittivity in the antenna substrates. Based on the analysis of simulated near fields produced by antenna, several designs of miniaturized antennas have been developed. It is demonstrated that uniformity of the magnetic field within the volume of an object with the dimensions \((10 \text{ mm} \times 10 \text{ mm} \times 10 \text{ mm})\) placed between two antennas exceeds 90%.
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Abstract — An accurate technique has been proposed for the analysis of dual-reflectarray antennas, which takes into account the angle of incidence of the field impinging on main reflectarray cells. The technique has been applied to the analysis and design of a contoured beam antenna in Ku-band that provides a European coverage. The reflected field on the sub-reflectarray is computed using Spectral-Domain Method of Moments assuming local periodicity, as customary. The sub-reflectarray is divided in groups of elements and the radiation from each group is used to compute the incident and reflected fields on the main reflectarray cells. Different degrees of accuracy can be achieved depending on the number of groups considered. A 50-cm antenna demonstrator has been manufactured and measured in a compact range. The measured radiation patterns are in good concordance with the simulations and practically fulfill the coverage requirements with a cross-polar discrimination better than 25 dB in the frequency band 12.975 GHZ - 14.25 GHz.

Index Terms — Antenna, countered beam, dual-reflectarray.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reflectarray antennas present a competitive performance for applications like long distance communications [1], spaceborne antennas for contoured beams [2,3] and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) [4], when compared with phased arrays and reflector antennas. Reflectarrays are manufactured by photolithography and bonding processes which are a well-established technology in multi-layer printed circuit boards (PCB). The reduced bandwidth of the printed elements used on the reflectarrays and the differential spatial phase delay limit the total bandwidth in reflectarrays [5,6]. To overcome this problem, different techniques have been applied, such as the use of several layers of patches [7,8], multi-resonant elements [9], aperture-coupled patches with delay lines [10], or faceted configurations [11].

Although, single reflectarray antennas have been deeply studied in the last years, dual reflector configurations present some advantages with respect to single reflectarrays [12,13]. Two of these advantages are the reduction of the volume of the antenna for a large focal distance and the possibility of using a small reflectarray subreflector with a main large parabolic reflector. The last configuration combines the broadband and high gain capabilities of parabolic reflectors with the advantage of using a small reflectarray that can be used to improve the behavior of the antenna. In this kind of antennas, the sub-reflectarray can be used to correct the errors in the surface of the very large deployable reflectarrays [14] or to provide beam scanning in a limited angular range [13,15]. The beam can be reconfigured or scanned when the phase-shift on the reflectarray subreflector is electronically controlled by using MEMS [16-18], PIN diodes [19], varactor diodes [20,21], or liquid crystals (LC) [22-24] for frequencies around 100 GHz and beyond.

The main, the sub-or both reflectors in a dual-reflector configuration can be replaced by reflectarrays [14,15,25]. Antennas implemented with two reflectarrays [25] as shown in Fig. 1 (a), one as sub-reflector and the other as main-reflector, provide phase control in both surfaces which gives additional degrees of freedom that can be used to improve the performance of the antenna.
for certain applications. The bifocal antenna principle applied to dual reflectarray antennas can be used for designing multi-beam antennas providing a stable performance for all beams as shown in [26]. Dual reflectarray antennas implemented with two flat reflectarrays have a high degree of compactness. In dual reflectarray antennas, the beam can be scanned or reconfigured by controlling the phases at the elements of the sub-reflectarray while using the main reflectarray for additional functionalities or improvements in the antenna performance. The sub reflectarray can be also used to change the linear polarization of the feed horn to circular. Applications of this kind of antenna configuration can be Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) [27] and radiometric remote sensing [15].

The accurate analysis of a dual-reflectarray antenna is difficult and requires a high computational effort, since for every single element of the main reflectarray all the field contributions radiated by the cells of the sub-reflectarray must be considered. An analysis technique has been recently reported for the analysis of dual-reflectarray antennas [25], in which the reflection coefficients on the elements of both reflectarrays are computed by Spectral-Domain Method of Moments (SD-MoM) [28] assuming local periodicity. A reflection matrix, which relates the incident and reflected fields, should be computed for every pair of cells in the main and sub-reflectarray. Since the computation of the reflection coefficients NMRxNSR times was computationally unaffordable, being NMR and NSR the number of cells in the main and sub-reflectarrays respectively, the impinging electric field on every cell of the main reflectarray was approximated by a single plane wave. In this approximation, the incident plane wave is computed as the superposition of the fields coming from every sub-reflectarray cell. The field reflected on every cell of the main reflectarray was computed approximating the incidence angle by that coming from the center of the sub-reflectarray (fix angle of incidence). The approximation reduces significantly the computation time, since each reflection coefficient matrix is computed NMR, instead of NMRxNSR times. When the phase response of the cells in the main reflectarray is practically no affected by the incidence angles from different sub-reflectarray cells, this approximated approach will provide an accurate analysis on the main reflectarray. In many practical configurations, incidence angles up to 30 degree produce a negligible effect on the response of the main reflectarray cells. The approximate technique was successfully used in [29] to design a compact dual-reflectarray antenna in Ku-band that produces a pencil beam with gain better than 32 dBi and a cross-polar discrimination (XPD) better than 30 dB in a 20% bandwidth (12.2 GHz - 15 GHz), covering Tx and Rx frequency bands. To ensure the validity of the approximation, the reflectarray elements on the main reflectarray were chosen to be almost insensitive to the angle of incidence. They were made of a single layer of varying-sized patches in a small period (0.4λ x 0.4λ, at 15 GHz, which is the highest frequency). The experimental results showed a good concordance with the simulations, even though the incidence angles on the main reflectarray were up to 50° in some extreme elements.

The approximation of the fix angle of incidence used in the main reflectarray may not be accurate in many cases, when other reflectarray elements more sensitive to the angle of incidence are used, or when large angles of incidence exist in the antenna configuration. Furthermore, when the antenna is used to produce a contoured beam as in Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS) applications [2,3,30], the phase errors produce a more drastic distortion in the contoured radiation patterns than in the simple case of a pencil beam, as demonstrated in [3].

The high performance in broadband and cross-polarization achieved by dual-reflectarray configurations shown in [29] for a pencil beam can be also extended to contoured beams for Tx-Rx DBS antennas with high requirements in coverage and cross-polarization [31]. Up to the knowledge of the authors, the only dual-reflectarray prototype designed to produce a shaped beam (sectored in azimuth) was reported in [33], for the particular case of a centered configuration with the reflectarray subreflector placed on a polarizing grid, which limits the operation to single polarization.

In this paper, an analysis technique is presented to provide an accurate and flexible model for dual-reflectarray antennas, which improves the simulation accuracy by taking into account the angles of incidence in each element of the main reflectarray. A dual-reflectarray antenna demonstrator has been completely designed and analyzed using the proposed technique to produce a contoured beam for DBS European coverage. To simplify manufacturing, a limited size demonstrator of 50 cm is implemented, although a larger aperture of approximately one meter should be necessary for a real coverage. The antenna optics has been chosen to limit the total phase variation on the two reflectarrays to a range of 360° to eliminate any need for phase-delay elements. The idea that motivated this paper is to demonstrate that the coverage can be achieved in both transmit and receive frequency bands by using a dual-reflectarray configuration that emulates a large F/D (F/D=4)). An appropriate analysis technique for dual reflectarray configurations has been applied and validated in the present paper to produce a contoured beam. The antenna was manufactured and measured at Universidad Politécnica de Madrid and the results show good performance in coverage and cross-polarization in the entire working band (12.975-14.250 GHz).
II. GENERAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE FOR DUAL-REFLECTARRAY ANTENNAS

The proposed dual-reflectarray configuration comprises a feed-horn and two flat reflectarrays with the phasing elements arranged in a rectangular lattice. The analysis method described here can be used for a flat sub-reflectarray (SRA) and a flat main reflectarray (MRA) with any type of reflectarray elements, including single or multiple layers of patches. The analysis technique consists of four main steps as explained in [25]. The sub-reflectarray is analyzed as a single reflectarray through SD-MoM considering local periodicity. For the analysis of the main reflectarray cells, the sub-reflectarray is divided into groups of elements, and the field radiated by each group with its incident angle is used to compute the reflection response on every main reflectarray cell by SD-MoM. Finally, the radiation pattern is computed from the field on the main reflectarray by applying FFT. This is a very general analysis technique since it provides the chance of making the analysis with different degrees of accuracy and efficiency, by dividing the sub-reflectarray in higher or lower number of groups. The demanded analysis accuracy will depend on the antenna geometry, which defines the maximum angles of incidence on the main reflectarray, on the period and type of cells used in the main reflectarray. \( R_{p,q}(m,n) \) represents the reflection coefficients of every cell of the main reflectarray \((m,n)\) for a plane wave coming from each cell of the sub-reflectarray \((p,q)\); this matrix depends on the positions of the cells \((m,n)\) and \((p,q)\) in the main and sub-reflectarrays, and therefore on the angle of incidence. Note that, if the \( R_{p,q}(m,n) \) matrix is computed for all combinations of cells \((m,n) - (p,q)\) an extremely long CPU time will be required.

In a dual-reflectarray antenna when the reflectarray subreflector is small and far from the main reflectarray, every field contribution coming from the different cells of the sub-reflectarray are very similar. Thus, there is practically no difference in the computation of the reflection coefficients if the origin of the incident field is considered to be the center of the sub-reflectarray, in this case the effect of the angle of incidence can be neglected \( R_{p,q}(m,n) \approx R(m,n) \) as in [25]. However, if the main reflectarray cells are located in the near field zone of the sub-reflectarray, the incidence angle can vary strongly for some sub-reflectarray cells. This effect can be neglected if the two sub-reflectarray cells are neighbors but it is strong if they are far away one from each other. To consider this effect, the sub-reflectarray is divided in groups of elements. The incident field on every element of the main reflectarray is decomposed in waves radiated by each group. Each group of cells of the sub-reflectarray produces an electric field contribution in every single cell of the main reflectarray. Each of these contributions has a different incidence angle, which is taken into account in the computation of the reflected coefficients for each cell in the main reflector. Therefore, for every cell of the main reflectarray, a number of \( NG \) reflected coefficients are calculated, being \( NG \) the number of groups. The size of the groups is calculated such that the main reflectarray cells fulfill the far field conditions with respect to each group in the sub-reflectarray. For simplicity the size of the groups is maintained constant, although near the reflectarray edge the groups may have some elements left, particularly when the reflectarray subreflector is not rectangular, see Fig. 1 (b).

The field contributions of the cells integrating a group are added before computing the corresponding \( R(m,n) \) matrix on the main reflectarray. All these field contributions are considered to leave from the center of their group. The incident and reflected field on every \((m,n)\) cell of the main reflectarray due to one group of cells is shown in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) respectively:

\[
E_{inc}^{X/Y}(m,n) = \sum_{r=1}^{Size_x} \sum_{s=1}^{Size_y} E_{inc(r,s)}^{X/Y}(m,n) ,
\]

\[
E_{ref}^{X/Y}(m,n) = \sum_{g=1}^{NG} R_{(g)}(m,n) \cdot E_{inc(g)}^{X/Y}(m,n) ,
\]

where

\[
R_{(g)}(m,n) = \begin{pmatrix}
\rho_{(g)xx}^{(m,n)} & \rho_{(g)yx}^{(m,n)} \\
\rho_{(g)xy}^{(m,n)} & \rho_{(g)yy}^{(m,n)}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\( R_{(g)}(m,n) \) is the reflection matrix for the cell \((m,n)\) of the main reflectarray due to the group \( g \). The components \( \rho_{(g)xx}^{(m,n)} \) and \( \rho_{(g)yx}^{(m,n)} \) are the direct and cross polarization reflection coefficients for an incident wave polarized with the electric field on X\(_{SR}\) direction (without component in Y\(_{SR}\)). On the other hand, \( \rho_{(g)xy}^{(m,n)} \) and \( \rho_{(g)yy}^{(m,n)} \) are the reflection coefficients for an incident electric field on Y\(_{SR}\) direction.

For this general analysis method, there are two possible limit cases: the full-wave case, in which each group of sub-reflectarray elements has only one cell, and the case based on the approximation of fix angle of incidence, in which there is only one group of elements in the sub-reflectarray. In the first case, the electric field coming from each cell of the sub-reflectarray impinges on each cell of the main reflectarray with different angle, which is taken into account in the computation of the
field reflected by each cell in the main reflectarray. In the opposite case, a unique angle of incidence is assumed for all the field contributions arriving from sub-reflectarray elements, as described in [25].

Finally, the co-polar and cross-polar radiations patterns are computed from the field on the main reflectarray by applying an Inverse Discrete Transform.

![Fig. 1. Scheme of a dual reflectarray structure (a). Scheme of a dual reflectarray structure with the sub-reflectarray divided in groups of elements (b).](image)

### III. DESIGN OF A CONTOURED BEAM DUAL-REFLECTARRAY ANTENNA

A dual-reflectarray demonstrator of limited size is designed to provide a European coverage. The antenna optics parameters are given in Table 1 and they are similar to the dual-offset configuration presented previously in [29], considering the same feed-horn, sub-reflectarray, and relative positions respect to the main reflectarray. The phase-shift distribution on the SRA is defined to emulate a hyperbolic subreflector in order to provide an equivalent parabolic system with a large F/D (F/D=4), which reduces the range of phase-shift required in the subreflector to eliminate the steps of 360º. However, in this work the phase-shift distribution on the MRA is synthesized to produce a contoured beam that provides European coverage.

#### Table 1: Geometrical parameters of the dual-reflectarray antenna

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Reflectarray (SRA)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main reflectarray dimensions</td>
<td>41 x 37 elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rows x columns</td>
<td>492 mm x 444 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>12 mm x 12 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-reflectarray dimensions</td>
<td>380 mm x 380 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rows x columns</td>
<td>38 x 38 elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>10 mm x 10 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table 1](image)

The sub-reflectarray is illuminated by a corrugated horn operating in dual-linear polarization, vertical (V) and horizontal (H), with the electric field polarized towards the Y_F and X_F axes, respectively. The antenna position on the satellite is assumed with the Y_MR axis perpendicular to the Equator and pointing the North, so that V-polarized field is parallel to Y_M. Since the same coverage is considered for both linear polarizations, the antenna can operate in dual circular polarization by simply using a dual-circular feed. For this antenna configuration the reflectarray subreflector is placed on the Fresnel-zone of the corrugated horn, and therefore a near-field model of the feed-horn [35,36] should be used for an accurate analysis. The incident field on the sub-reflectarray is computed from the field radiated by the feed represented by a spherical wave expansion [37]. The feed-horn produces an illumination taper of -13.48 dB at the sub-reflectarray edges and -16.24 dB at the main reflectarray edges.

The phase shift required on the sub-reflectarray surface is calculated through ray tracing. The phase-shift at each cell is proportional to the difference of the distances from the cell to the feed and to the virtual focus as shown in [29], see Fig. 1 (a).

#### A. Phase synthesis for European coverage

The European coverage to be synthesized is referred to a geostationary satellite located at 10ºE longitude and 0º latitude. For the limited sized demonstrator, a minimum gain of 25 dBi is required in the enlarged European region defined in [32], which accounts for the satellite pointing errors. This enlarged coverage is plotted in solid blue line in Fig. 2. The main reflectarray is designed with a phase distribution...
synthesized to produce a contoured beam that provides this coverage. Note that a simple coverage has been chosen because of the limited size of the main reflectarray (45 cm x 50 cm). More stringent requirements as shown in [31], or higher levels of gain can be achieved using a more realistic size of the main reflectarray, at least 1 meter for Ku-band antennas.

![Synthesized radiation pattern for vertical polarization at 13.75 GHz superimposed to the coverage mask.](image)

A phase-only synthesis technique based on the intersection approach [38] is used to obtain the phase distribution on the main reflectarray surface to produce the required contoured beam. The intersection approach [38] has been successfully used in the design of contoured-beam reflectarrays for DBS antennas [30,31]. The phase-shift to be implemented on the reflectarray is obtained as the difference between the phase of the field obtained from the pattern synthesis and the phase corresponding to the distance from the virtual focus to each cell of the main reflectarray, since the sub-reflectarray is emulating a field radiated by the virtual focus. Considering this phase distribution, the calculated radiation pattern is superimposed to the required mask for the European coverage in Fig. 2. The radiation pattern fulfills the coverage requirements but the gain contours are not able to accurately match the coverage contour because of the limited size of the antenna demonstrator.

**B. Design of main and sub-reflectarrays**

Once the illumination and the phase distribution are determined, the design is carried out for both reflectarrays, considering dual-linear polarizations at 13.75 GHz. The patch dimensions are obtained by the iterative process described in [7] that calls an analysis routine based on SD-MoM [28] assuming local periodicity. The sub-reflectarray has been designed as described in [29]. The same sandwich configuration is used for both the main and sub reflectarrays. The sandwich stack-up, including the thickness and electrical properties of each layer are provided in Table 2. In the two-layer main reflectarray, the patches are distributed in a rectangular lattice within an ellipse of 492 mm x 444 mm. The selected period is 12 mm in x- and y-axes, thus the main reflectarray is arranged in 41 x 37 elements. The period of the elements in the sub reflectarray is 10 mm in x- and y-axis and they are arranged in a grid of 38 x 38 elements.

![Table 2: Lay-up of the sandwich and radio-electric characteristics of the materials](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dielectric/Metalization</th>
<th>ɛr</th>
<th>tan δ</th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copper (printed patch layer 2)</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SRA) Cuclad 217LX/ (MRA)Diclad880B</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SRA/MRA)Cuclad6250 (thermoplastic bonding film)</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>1.524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (printed patch layer 1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(SRA) Cuclad 217LX/ (MRA)Diclad880B</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>1.524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (ground plane)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For both reflectarrays, the phase-shift as a function of the patch size for the design frequency (13.75 GHz) present a practically linear variation covering a phase range of around 400° when the patch side on the first layer vary from 4-mm to 9-mm, for incidence angles up to 50° as can be seen in Figs. 3 (c and d) for both linear polarizations. The losses in the reflectarray cells are very low, with an average value less than 0.1 dB, see Figs. 3 (a and b). For an incidence of 50°, the phase can vary up to 80° in the main and 30° in the sub-reflectarray, respect to normal incidence. For the angle of incidence θ=50° and ϕ=0° in the main reflectarray, the losses drastically increases when the patch length is 9 mm due to a resonance. Note that the elements with an incident angle of 50° are near the edge with an illumination 10 dB below than in the center and their effect is less significant in the radiation pattern.
Fig. 3. Reflection coefficient vs. the patch length in the first layer for the cell used in the main reflectarray for (a) amplitude and (c) phase of \( E_X \) field component at \( \varphi = 0^\circ \) (horizontal polarization), and (b) amplitude and (d) phase of \( E_Y \) field component, \( \varphi = 90^\circ \) (vertical polarization) at 13.75 GHz.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The previously designed dual-reflectarray antenna has been analyzed by the technique described in section II under different degrees of accuracy. First, a full wave analysis is considered, when the elements in the sub-reflectarray are considered individually, without grouping (\( \text{Size}_x = 1, \text{Size}_y = 1 \)). As a second case, the main reflectarray is analyzed using the approximation of the fix incidence angle. Then, the division of the sub-reflectarray aperture is used to analyze the antenna, when dividing the sub-reflectarray in a high number of groups, the radiation pattern are getting closer to those obtained with the full wave analysis.

The number of groups in the sub reflectarray to fulfill the far field conditions with every cell of the main reflectarray is computed, considering the minimum distance between the sub and the main reflectarrays, 23.6 cm. The diameter of one group in the sub should be at least 5 cm to fulfill far-field conditions and between 5 cm and 14 cm to be in the Fresnel zone. If the period in the sub reflectarray is 10 mm, every group of elements has at least 5 elements in each direction, groups of 5x5 elements will fulfill the far field and groups with more than 5x5 elements and less than 14x14 elements will be in Fresnel zone. Taking into account that the sub reflectarray has 38x38 elements, when grouping 13x13 elements, 9 groups are considered in the analysis and when grouping 8x8 elements, 25 groups are considered in the analysis. In both cases, the elements of the main reflectarray closer to the sub reflectarray are in the Fresnel Zone, nevertheless most of the elements in the main reflectarray with 25 groups in the sub reflectarray fulfill the far field conditions.

The contoured co-polar patterns for the full wave approach (black line) are superimposed in Fig. 4 with those obtained when the sub-reflectarray is divided in 1 (red line), 9 (blue line) and 25 (green line) groups, for both linear polarizations. As expected, the green line converges to the black one. Also when the reflectarray is divided in 3x3 groups (blue line) a good agreement is observed in the main beam. Note that for V-polarization the agreement in the main beam is reasonable under the assumption of fix angle of incidence (one group), because the sensitivity with the angle of incidence of the reflectarray elements is lower for patch dimensions smaller than 9 mm, as shown in Fig 3.

Fig. 4. Contour plots of the copolar components of the radiation pattern for vertical polarization (a) and horizontal polarization (b) simulated for the full wave analysis (solid black line (-)), approximate case (dashed red line (--) ) and the more general approach dividing the sub-reflectarray in 9 (dashed dot blue line(.-)) and in 25 (dashed green line( :)) groups.
Figure 5 shows the antenna demonstrator in the Compact Test Range of Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. The antenna has been measured at the center and at the edges of the frequency band (12.975 GHz, 13.75 GHz and 14.25 GHz). The measured radiation pattern practically fulfills the mask to provide the European coverage with more than 25 dBi gain at the three measured frequencies. The measured and simulated (considering 25 groups) co-polar radiation patterns are superimposed for both linear polarizations at 13.75 GHz in Figs. 6 (a)-(b). A good agreement is observed between simulated and measured patterns, although there are small discrepancies as consequence of a small misalignment between the two layers of printed patches on the main reflectarray. The mentioned misalignment produces phase errors of up to 30° in certain areas of the reflectarray, where the angles of incidence are higher. These errors have been considered in the simulations and compared again with measurements in Figs. 6 (c)-(d), showing a better agreement. The behavior of the antenna is very stable in the required frequency band (12.975 GHz - 14.250 GHz) as shown in Fig. 7. Figure 8 shows the levels of the cross-polarization measured for both linear polarizations at 13.75 GHz. The level of the cross-polar discrimination in the entire frequency band is greater than 25 dB.

Fig. 5. Dual reflectarray antenna for contoured beam in the compact range anechoic chamber.

Fig. 6. Contour plots of the simulated copolar components of the radiation pattern (dashed red line (--)), measurements (solid black line (-)) and the mask (thicker solid blue line) for vertical (a) and horizontal (b) polarizations at 13.75 GHz. The simulations are repeated accounting for the phase errors (red line) and compared with measurements for vertical (c) and horizontal (d) polarizations.
Fig. 7. Measured contoured patterns in dBi (solid black line) superimposed to the coverage mask (thicker solid blue line) for vertical polarizations at 12.975 GHz (a) and 14.25 GHz (b).

Fig. 8. Measured contoured plots of the cross-polar components of the radiation pattern (solid black line) superimposed to the coverage mask (thicker solid blue line) for vertical (a) and horizontal (b) polarizations at 13.75 GHz.

V. CONCLUSION

An accurate analysis technique has been proposed and demonstrated for dual-reflectarray antennas. In the analysis, the sub-reflectarray is divided in groups of elements and the radiation of each group is used to compute the incident and reflected field on each cell of the main reflectarray. The number of groups can be increased to improve the accuracy at the cost of higher computation time. The method of analysis has been validated by designing, manufacturing and testing a limited-size antenna demonstrator with a main reflectarray of 45 cm x 50 cm that provides a contoured beam in dual linear polarization for a DBS European coverage. The measured radiation patterns show a good concordance with the simulations. However, some slight differences in the shape of the beam are observed as consequence of the tolerance errors in the manufacturing process. The antenna provides a cross-polar discrimination higher than 25 dB and a stable performance in the working frequency bandwidth, from 12.975 GHz to 14.25 GHz.

The results obtained with the limited-sized antenna demonstrator shows the capability of the proposed dual-reflectarray configuration to design contoured beam space born antennas in Ku-band with low levels of cross-polarization. This dual-reflectarray configuration can also be used for multi-spot antennas in Ka-band, since the capability of adjusting the phase distribution simultaneously in both surfaces can be used to design multifocal antennas.
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Abstract — In this paper, we present a new methodology for an overlapping domain decomposition by using higher-order MoM and out-of-core solver (HO-OC-DDM) for analyzing large electromagnetic (EM) problems. This paper proposes two main novelties. First, the required number of meshes is decreased with the application of new higher-order basis function in the discretization of integral equation (IE). As a consequence, the number of unknowns for large EM problems can be reduced. Second, a parallel out-of-core solver is presented in this paper, which can accelerate the matrix filling and solving process without loss of accuracy. The out-of-core solver breaks the limitation of computer RAM and can be efficiently implemented in domain decomposition method (DDM).

Index Terms — Domain decomposition method, higher-order MoM, integral equation, out-of-core.

I. INTRODUCTION

The computer simulation has emerged as a powerful and indispensable tool in engineering design and analysis. Integral equations (IE) method, only the discretization of the surface of the object and with high accuracy, has been widely used for analyzing EM problems [1]. However, it will result in a large and dense matrix for the analysis of electrically large problems. Considering that we are interested in studying airborne antenna radiation on a large platform, such as an aircraft. The electromagnetic radiation and scattering from both the antennas and the platform need to be simulated accurately. Such an EMC problem is extremely challenging and is possibly beyond the capabilities of any conventional numerical methods. Domain decomposition method (DDM) could be an effective way to solve the EM properties from electrically large problem [2]. Combining the method of integral equations with DDM should enable some problems that we faced to be solved.

The DDM have been commonly applied in finite elements, finite difference and integral equations methods [3-6]. Among them, the domain decomposition method based on integral equations for the solution of electromagnetic radiation and scattering problems has proved its ability in solving complex EM problems, but the scale of the problem is small, which cannot satisfy the demand for solving electrically large problem, such as airborne array. In addition, the introduction of fast algorithm would further bring into error, reducing the accuracy and iterative convergence speed. Reference [7] discussed the multiple existing CEM solvers DDM, which employ different techniques for each of the subdomains, such as MoM and FEM. This method has been successfully used to model multiple antennas on a large air platform. However, the CPU time and storage for each subdomain are very large when simulating an even large problem or the frequency is enhanced.

A new solution scheme based on overlapping domain decomposition method, higher-order MoM and parallel out-of-core solver, called as HO-OC-DDM, is proposed in this paper. The greatest advantage of the out-of-core solver [8] is that during the evaluation of the matrix elements and its solution through the LU decomposition, the original matrix is decomposed into a set of smaller matrices fitted in-core. This technique extends the capability of MoM to solve problems, which can be as large as the amount of storage on the hard disk. For HO-OC-DDM, the simulation model is divided into several parts and out-of-core MoM is employed for each part. Moreover, higher-order basis functions are used to approximate the current distribution [8-9], which produce fewer unknowns than lower-order basis functions and further increase the scale of the problem to be solved.

This method provides unprecedented flexibility and convenience for the object with changeable parts, since it just needs to re-compute the changed portion of the model during the design process, such as the analysis of antenna distribution on airborne system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the algorithm of DDM, higher-order basis function and out-of-core scheme is presented. Section III provides numerical examples to demonstrate the correctness and robustness of the proposed method.
Finally, some conclusions are given in Section IV.

II. FORMULATION

A. Domain decomposition method

The 3D EM scattering or radiation problem of an arbitrarily shaped object can be modeled with surface integral equations (SIE) [10]. The surface of the object is discretized into many quadrangle patches, and then the integral equation can be represented by a matrix equation using high order basis functions, which will be discussed in the next section. The matrix equation is as follows:

\[ ZI = V, \]  

where the coefficient matrix \( Z \) is an \( M \times M \) square matrix, \( I \) is the unknown current coefficient vector and \( V \) is the vector of excitation.

As shown in Fig. 1, the entire problem is divided into \( n \) subdomains \( \Omega_i \) \((i=1,2,...,n)\), each subdomain is extended with its buffer regions as \( \tilde{\Omega}_i = \Omega_i + \Omega_{i1} + \Omega_{i2}, \)

the dot line in Fig. 1, \( \Omega_{i1} \) and \( \Omega_{i2} \) are the forward and backward buffer regions. \( \Omega_i \) denotes as the \( k \) th subdomain. The Matrix Equation (1) can be expressed as:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
Z_{11} & Z_{12} & \cdots & Z_{1n} \\
Z_{21} & Z_{22} & \cdots & Z_{2n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
Z_{n1} & Z_{n2} & \cdots & Z_{nn}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
I_1 \\
I_2 \\
\vdots \\
I_n
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
V_1 \\
V_2 \\
\vdots \\
V_n
\end{bmatrix},
\]  

where \( Z_{ij} \) is the self-impedance matrix in \( \Omega_j \), \( Z_{ij} \) is the mutual impedance matrix between \( \Omega_i \) and \( \Omega_j \), \( I_i \) is the current coefficient vector in \( \Omega_i \), and \( V_i \) is the excitation vector in \( \Omega_i \).

![Fig. 1. Notations for domain decomposition.](image)

The excitation in the computational subdomain includes both the information of incident plane wave and the coupling from the other subdomains, which can be calculated using the newly restricted currents after discarding the currents in bilateral buffer regions. Thus, the current edge effects in both sides are depressed and then the convergence is accelerated [11].

As all of the subdomains are extended with the buffer regions, the Gauss-Seidel iterative procedure should be modified here. Initialize the number of iteration \( k=0 \), the currents in all subdomains \( I_i(0) = 0 \) \((i=1,2,...,n)\) and the error limitation \( \delta \). Set \( k=1,2,... \), the iterative scheme inform of matrix equation can be expressed as:

\[ I_i^{(k)} = -Z_{ii}^{-1} \sum_{j \neq i} Z_{ij} I_j^{(k-1)} - Z_{ii}^{-1} Z_{ii} Z_{ii} I_j^{(k-1)} + \tilde{Z}_{ii} \tilde{V}_i, \]  

where \( \tilde{Z}_{ii} \) is the self-impedance matrix in \( \tilde{\Omega}_i \), \( \tilde{Z}_{ii} \) is the mutual impedance matrix between \( \tilde{\Omega}_i \) and \( \tilde{\Omega}_j \), \( I_i^{(k)} \) is the vector of current coefficients in \( \tilde{\Omega}_i \) to be solved during the \( k \)th iteration, \( V_i \) is the vector of current coefficients in \( \Omega_i \) (discard the overlap region) at the \( k \)th iteration, \( \tilde{V}_i \) is the excitation vector in \( \tilde{\Omega}_i \).

The relative residual error at \( k \)th iteration is used for expressing the convergence behaviour of the iterative method, which is defined as:

\[ \text{error}(k) = \max \left\{ \frac{||I_i^{(k)} - I_i^{(k-1)}||}{||I_i^{(k-1)}||} \right\} (i=1,2,...,n). \]  

The iteration will not stop until the error \( (k) \leq \delta \).

Noting that the mutual impedance in Equation (3) is actually unnecessary to be stored during the procedure, the coupling voltage can be obtained using the near field produced by the current. The inverse of self-impedence for each subdomain is computed using the parallel and out-of-core LU decomposition algorithm and will be reused. In this way, the computing procedure can be largely accelerated.

B. High-order MoM and out-of-core solver

The object under consideration is firstly decomposed into several subdomains. Because antennas usually contain metallic and dielectric materials, the integral equation employed is the PMCHW formulation [10]. Both electric and magnetic currents are used for electromagnetic modeling of dielectric components. The geometric modeling is achieved by using bilinear quadrilateral patches to characterize, as shown in Fig. 2. Efficient approximation for the unknown currents is obtained by using higher-order basis functions (5):

\[ F_s(p,s) = \frac{\alpha_i}{|\alpha_i \times \alpha_j|} p^j s^i, -1 \leq p \leq 1, -1 \leq s \leq 1, \]  

where \( p \) and \( s \) are the local coordinates, \( i \) and \( j \) are the orders of basis functions, and \( \alpha_i \) and \( \alpha_j \) are covariant unitary vectors. The polynomials can also be used as the basis functions for wire structures. In this case, truncated cones are used for geometric modeling [9].

The capacity of the RAM available for our high performance cluster is 8700 GB, which can support a double-precision complex matrix of order at most 764098, which is too small for electrically large problems. However, it is noticed that the total hard disk storages available are about 200TB. If the disk storage can be used instead of RAM, the scale of problem that can be solved will largely increase. The main feature of out-of-core algorithm is the original full matrix is decomposed into a set of smaller matrices that can be
fitted in-core. The (double-precision complex) matrix with \( M \) rows and columns requires \( N_{\text{storage}} = M \times M \times 16 \) bytes of hard-disk storage. The computer system has \( M_{\text{RAM}} \) bytes of in-core buffer available to each process. To complete the decomposition of the matrix, each process will handle a specific number of portions \( I_{\text{lab}} \):

\[
I_{\text{lab}} = \text{ceiling} \left( \frac{N_{\text{storage}}}{pM_{\text{RAM}}} \right),
\]

where \( p \) is the total number of processes, and the \textit{ceiling} function returns the smallest integer greater than or equal to the number.

Fig. 2. Bilinear quadrilateral patch defined by four vertices with \( r_{11}, r_{12}, r_{21} \), and \( r_{22} \).

Setting the decomposition is oriented along the column, as shown in Fig. 3, one slab consisting of \( M \) rows of the matrix by the number of columns that will fit in the total amount of the in-core buffer available.

The width of \( i \)th out-of-core slab is \( K_i \), thus:

\[
M = \sum_{i=0}^{I_{\text{lab}}} K_i.
\]

The width of last slab \((i=I_{\text{lab}})\) \( K_{\text{last}} \) is:

\[
K_{\text{last}} = M - \sum_{i=1}^{I_{\text{lab}}} K_i.
\]

Fig. 3. Data decomposition for storing an out-of-core matrix.

The assignment to fill each slab is distributed over \( p \) processes by using the block distribution scheme of ScalAPACK or PLAPACK [8]. It is important that the matrix filling schemes should be designed to avoid redundant calculation for better parallel efficiency. For the out-of-core LU factorization, the one-slab left-looking out-of-core algorithm is applied and the right-looking in-core algorithm is used when factoring each slab. Thus, the advantages of both the left-looking and the right-looking algorithms are retained. The detail of parallel out-of-core algorithm for MoM can be found in [9].

The flowchart of the HO-OC-DDM is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Flowchart of HO-OC-DDM.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Three EM examples are presented to demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed method. The residual error for outer iterative convergence is set to \( 3.0 \times 10^{-3} \) without any specification. Two computational platforms are used in this paper.

Platform I: A workstation with two six-core 64 bit Intel Xeon E5-2620 2.0 GHz CPUs, 64 GB RAM and 6TB disk.

Platform II: High-Performance Computing (HPC) cluster with 136 computing nodes. Each computing node has two 12-core bit Intel Xeon E5-2692 2.2 GHz CPUs, 64 GB RAM and 1.8TB disk.

A. An umbrella microstrip array with 30x1 elements

To validate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed HO-OC-DDM for discontinuous problems, an umbrella microstrip array with 30x1 elements of umbrella microstrip patch is simulated. As shown in Fig. 5, the dielectric substrate of the antenna is 0.8 mm in thickness and \( \varepsilon_r = 10.2 \). The array is divided into two equal sized sub-domains and the overlap part is unnecessary for the subdomains are discontinuous in geometry.

The simulation is performed on Platform I, and the operating frequency is 2.5 GHz. The two-dimensional
(2D) radiation patterns obtained by the proposed HO-OC-DDM are shown in Fig. 6. The patterns of overall solution using high-order MoM and the MoM from FEKO software are also given for comparison. The number of unknowns of the microstrip array is 24330 for higher-order MoM and 60115 for MoM (FEKO). To compare out-of-core performance of the proposed method with MoM (FEKO) in the same number of unknowns, an umbrella microstrip array with 25×3 elements is simulated using MoM (HO-OC). It can be seen that the results agree with each other very well. For the HO-OC-DDM, the computer memory is reduced by a half (see Table 1), the CPU time is not sharply reduced when simulating a small problem. For the overall solution of microstrip array with 30×1 elements, MoM (HO-OC) costs 625s and MoM (FEKO) costs 16571s. For the microstrip array with 25×3 elements, which has the same number of unknowns with MoM (FEKO), the CPU time of MoM (HO-OC) is 11554s.

![Domain 1 and Domain 2](image)

Fig. 5. Model of umbrella microstrip array with 30×1 elements.

![2D radiation patterns of the umbrella microstrip array: (a) x-y and (b) x-z.](image)

Fig. 6. 2D radiation patterns of the umbrella microstrip array: (a) x-y and (b) x-z.

Table 1: Computational statistics of umbrella microstrip array

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Unknowns</th>
<th>Storage (GB)</th>
<th>CPU Time(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DDM</td>
<td>12165(domain 1)</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12165(domain 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoM (HO-OC)</td>
<td>24330(30×1)</td>
<td>8.82</td>
<td>967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60825(25×3)</td>
<td>55.13</td>
<td>11554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoM (FEKO)</td>
<td>60115(30×1)</td>
<td>53.85</td>
<td>16571</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. A rectangle microstrip array with 20×4 elements

Consider a rectangle patch microstrip array with 20×4 elements as shown in Fig. 7. The units are connected with each other. The thickness of dielectric substrate is 0.018 m and $\varepsilon_r=4.5$, the operating frequency is 440 MHz, the dimension of antenna is 5.27 m × 0.95 m. The model is divided into two overlapping subdomains (extending two units into each other) in this example.

The simulation is performed on Platform I. The radiation patterns of the antenna array obtained by HO-OC-DDM and the overall solution by higher-order MoM are shown in Fig. 8. They are in good agreement with each other. The computational statistics for solving each subdomain and entire problem are recorded in Table 2. It can be observed that the HO-OC-DDM leads to over 25% memory reduction compared with the overall solution for this example.

![Model of rectangle microstrip array with 20×4 elements.](image)

Fig. 7. Model of rectangle microstrip array with 20×4 elements.

![2D radiation patterns of the rectangle microstrip array: (a) x-y and (b) x-z.](image)

Fig. 8. 2D radiation patterns of the rectangle microstrip array: (a) x-y and (b) x-z.

Table 2: Computational statistics of rectangle microstrip array

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Unknowns</th>
<th>Storage (GB)</th>
<th>CPU Time(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DDM</td>
<td>12000(domain 1)</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12000(domain 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoM</td>
<td>19840</td>
<td>5.86</td>
<td>1080</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Radiation of a dipole array above a PEC cylinder

The radiation of a dipole array above a PEC cylinder is simulated in this example to discuss the effect of the size of buffer region. As shown in Fig. 9, the radius and length of cylinder is 1.5 m and 18 m. The working frequency is 1.0 GHz. The dipole antenna is located...
above the cylinder and the direction of feeder is +x. As shown in Fig. 9, the model is divided into four subdomains. The antenna represents domain 1, and each color of the cylinder represents the rest three subdomains. Three different sizes of buffer region, 0.5λ, 1λ, and 1.5λ, is considered during the simulation.

The simulation is performed on Platform I. The 2D radiation pattern of the object obtained by HO-OC-DDM is shown in Fig. 10 and the overall solution by MoM is also given for comparing. Compared with 0.5λ buffer region, the results of 1λ and 1.5λ buffer region are in good agreement with that of the overall solution. The computational statistics for solving each subdomain are accorded in Table 3. As shown in Fig. 10, the accuracy is good enough in engineer application when the size of the buffer region increase to 1λ.

The memory and CPU time are increasing while the size of buffer region is enlarging. The root mean square error (RMSE) of radiation for different size of buffer region is defined as $RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} (Gain^{DDM}_n - Gain^{MoM}_n)^2}{N}}$, where $Gain^{DDM}$ is the gain vector obtained by the proposed method and $Gain^{MoM}$ is the overall solution vector obtained by high-order MoM. When size of buffer regions are 0.5λ, 1λ and 1.5λ, the RMSE of the proposed method is 0.1193, 0.0871 and 0.0892 respectively. Considering the simulation accuracy and computation resources, the buffer region with 1λ size is acceptable in this method.

Fig. 9. Model of a dipole array above a PEC cylinder.

![Fig. 9. Model of a dipole array above a PEC cylinder.](image)

Fig. 10. 2D radiation patterns of the dipole antenna above a cylinder: (a) x-z and (b) y-z.

![Fig. 10. 2D radiation patterns of the dipole antenna above a cylinder: (a) x-z and (b) y-z.](image)

D. Radiation of phased airborne array with 55×15 elements

The accuracy of the proposed method has been proved in the above two examples. An electrically large problem for engineering application will be solved in this example. Consider a 55×15 microstrip patch array mounted on an airplane, as illustrated in Fig. 11. The antenna array is arranged on x-z plane. The dimensions of patch are 0.144 m × 0.072 m × 0.00072 m, and the distance between two neighboring elements is 0.1225 m along both the length and width directions. The working frequency of the array is 2.0 GHz. The array is installed 5.0 m above an airplane that is 36 m long, 40.0 m wide and 10.5 m high, and the distance between the center of the array and the nose of the airplane is 17.8 m.

A −40 dB Taylor distribution is utilized in the array feed along the x-direction and −25 dB along the z-direction. The mainlobe is directed towards the tail and sweeps 5° and 10° toward the wing. The number of unknowns of the airborne array is 1,569,836, which is too large for the computing resource available. However, the problem can be solved by the HO-OC-DDM. In this example, we divide the model into eight sub-domains as shown in Fig. 12. Each color represents a subdomain respectively. The simulation is performed on Platform II and 720 CPU cores are used.

![Fig. 11. Model of airborne antenna array.](image)
The phased shift patterns of antenna array before and after it is mounted on the airplane are computed by the proposed HO-OC-DDM as shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. The sidelobe level of the airborne array increases in the azimuth plane. Furthermore, there is a decrease in the maximum gain compared with that of the array, as shown in Fig. 13. The deterioration of the patterns is most serious when the mainlobe is directed towards the tail. In Table 4, a comparison of the computational statistics between the HO-OC-DDM and MoM is shown. It is worth noting that the overall CPU time include two parts, subdomains solution time and iteration time. In the solution time, the computing time for platform is 3.52h and the iteration time is only 0.66h. For the phased airborne array, the platform subdomains (domain 2-8) are unchanged and can be reused during the solution. Thus, the memory requirement and CPU time are greatly reduced. The proposed method is of great significance especially for the solution of very large problems in engineering application.

Table 4: Computational statistics of airborne array

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Unknowns</th>
<th>Storage (TB)</th>
<th>CPU Time (h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DDM</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>305408(1)</td>
<td>3.05 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>96524(2)</td>
<td>96524(2)</td>
<td>3.52 (2-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95073(3)</td>
<td>95073(3)</td>
<td>3.52 (2-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>212711(4)</td>
<td>212711(4)</td>
<td>3.52 (2-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102207(5)</td>
<td>102207(5)</td>
<td>3.52 (2-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102753(6)</td>
<td>102753(6)</td>
<td>3.52 (2-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>97261(7)</td>
<td>97261(7)</td>
<td>3.52 (2-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>247282(8)</td>
<td>247282(8)</td>
<td>3.52 (2-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoM</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>1569836</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17.23</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>17.23 (total)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

An efficient HO-OC-DDM algorithm is developed to solve large complex problem such as airborne array. Particularly, our emphasis herein is the combination of out-of-core technology, higher order MoM and domain decomposition method, which allows the matrices for each domain to be written in the hard disk, extending the capacity of MoM based domain decomposition methods.
Moreover, the proposed method is also suitable for solving the problems with changeable parts.
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Abstract — This paper presents a comparison between two well-known evolutionary algorithms in optimization of the degaussing coils currents of a ship which are used to reduce the magnetic anomalies of the ferromagnetic hull of the ships induced by the Earth’s magnetic field. To achieve this, first the magnetic anomalies of a simple model of a ship and the effect of each degaussing coil are simulated by using 3D finite element analysis (FEA) software. Then, both genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization are used to find the best fitting coil currents which can reduce the anomalies of the ship. Using these algorithms is much simpler than optimizing this problem in FEA software in which a huge amount of numerical analyses are needed. This comparison will show which of these algorithms works better in this specific problem.

Index Terms — Degaussing system, ferromagnetic material, genetic algorithm, magnetic anomaly, magnetization, particle swarm optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

When iron ships are exposed to the Earth’s magnetic field, magnetic regions of the ferromagnetic iron are aligned in the direction of the external field. This process, which is called Magnetization, produces some magnetic anomalies in their environment, which are named as induced component. Besides, due to the magnetic history of the iron, another component of magnetization is generated which is called remnant magnetization. For ships, it is vital to reduce these anomalies as least as possible for safety against magnetic mines and torpedoes.

Determination of the remnant component needs some measurement data and is discussed in some references like [1]. It is almost impossible to calculate this component with software because the magnetic history of the ferromagnetic material is unknown and all works are done based on measurements. On the other hand, induced component can be simulated by software and there is no need for measurements. The common point of these two magnetization components is that the countermeasure methods against them are somehow similar. Degaussing and deperming both use some coils in order to produce the same anomalies of the ship but exactly in the reverse direction in order to reduce the total magnetic anomalies.

This paper will focus on the induced magnetization and optimization of the degaussing coil currents. First, the magnetic signature of a ship is analyzed with FEA software and then the effects of each degaussing coil are simulated considering the hull effect of the ship. The hull effect is some kind of shielding effect that causes some changes in the generated filed of each coil which comes from additional magnetization of the hull induced by the coil currents [2, 3].

Because the optimization of the degaussing currents with software is a three dimensional inverse problem, it will need a huge amount of numerical analyses which will be very time consuming. In [2–4] it is proposed to do these optimizations separately with taking the linearity of the system into account. In this case, instead of solving problem for a large volume, a measurement line in a specific depth beneath the ship is considered as a region of the solution and the aim of the optimization is the reduction of the total field on this line as least as possible. This method is so effective which can reduce the time of the optimizations in a considerable way.

Although this method is very effective, it can be improved by some changes in the optimization process. Each of references has optimized this problem with a different algorithm and it seems that a comparison among optimization algorithms is necessary. In this paper, this comparison will be done between two well-known genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization methods. These algorithms are stochastic search methods and their results could be somehow fortuitous. In order to omit this effect, ten tests for each algorithm are done and the results are presented in average form. Finally, the best results of each algorithm are compared to identify which algorithm could be more effective in degaussing problem.
II. MAGNETIC SIGNATURE OF THE SHIP

Based on the directions of the ship and the Earth’s magnetic field, three general magnetic signatures are introduced; induced longitudinal magnetization (ILM), induced vertical magnetization (IVM) and induced athwartship magnetization (IAM) [5, 6]. Any other arbitrary field can be expressed in the form of these three modes which are shown in Fig. 1. The dimensions of the ship are about 130×20×17 m with 3-4 cm thickness. The magnitude of the Earth’s magnetic field is supposed to be 55000 nT and the relative permeability of the hull is assumed to be 80. Simulations of the magnetic signature were done through FEA software by a computer with an Intel Core i7-2640M @ 2.8 GHz and the results are shown in Fig. 2. The fields are measured over a hypothetical line in the depth of 10 m exactly under the keel of the ship and with the length of 400 m. The results of the whole simulations have been obtained in the range of 0-400 m, but for increasing the resolution of the figures and clarifying the differences of their curves only the 200 m middle part of the measurement line is represented in the figures. The values in hidden parts (0-100 m and 300-400 m) in all figures are close to zero.

III. DEGAUSSING SYSTEM

For cancelation of magnetic signature, ships are equipped with three types of coils which are named as L-coils, V-coils and A-coils. These coils are designed to cancel longitudinal, vertical and athwartship signatures of the ships, respectively [7]. The degaussing system which is used in this paper is shown in Fig. 3. In this system 20 L-coils with approximate dimension of 11×6 m, 20 V-coils with approximate dimension of 11×6 m and 10 A-coils with approximate dimension of 12×5 m are designed. In Fig. 3, it is obvious that some coils are smaller and the above-mentioned dimensions are related to the big ones.

For achieving the effects of each coil, simulations are done by exciting single coil with a reference current of 1 KA while other coils having no current. It took approximately 35 minute to obtain FEA solution for only one coil. In Fig. 4 the fields of A-coils are shown. The magnetic fields of these coils have no x or z component on the measurement line and it is due to the symmetry of these fields according to the assumed measurement line.

![Fig. 1. Three general signatures: (a) ILM, (b) IVM, and (c) IAM.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Magnetic signature of the ship in three modes.](image2)

![Fig. 3. Degaussing coils: (a) L-coils, (b) V-coils, and (c) A-coils.](image3)

![Fig. 4. Magnetic fields produced by A-coils.](image4)
IV. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS

A. Particle swarm optimization
The PSO is inspired by the social behaviour of a flock of migrating birds trying to reach an unknown destination. In PSO, each solution is a ‘bird’ in the flock and is referred to as a ‘particle’ [8]. The strategy and exact formulation of this algorithm is explained in details in [9, 10]. Here a brief review on its process is presented. In this algorithm first a random population of particles is generated and the cost value for each particle is calculated. Then the best cost value is saved as global best answer and the cost value of each particle is saved as personal best answer. After that, particles start to move in search space and the position and velocity of each particle is determined based on the global and personal best values in every iteration. The algorithm continues until the global cost value reaches to the desired limit or until last iteration. The general formulation of PSO is represented as follow [8]:

\[
X_i = (x_{i1}, x_{i2}, ..., x_{iS}) \text{ current position of particle } i \\
P_i = (p_{i1}, p_{i2}, ..., p_{iS}) \text{ best previous position} \\
V_i = (v_{i1}, v_{i2}, ..., v_{iS}) \text{ flying velocity}
\]

New \( V_i = w \times \) current \( V_i + c_1 \times \text{rand}(\cdot) \times (P_i - X_i) + c_2 \times \text{rand}(\cdot) \times (X_i - X_j) \)

New \( X_i = X_i + \text{New } V_i \)

\( -V_{\text{max}} \leq V_i \leq V_{\text{max}} \).

In these equations \( S \) is the number of variables, \( w \) is an inertia weight, \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are two positive constants named learning factors and \( V_{\text{max}} \) is an upper limit on the maximum change of the velocity of a particle.

In Table 1 the parameters of PSO which are used in this paper are shown. In compensation of ILM and IVM signatures, each signature has two components (as shown in Fig. 2; for ILM: \( B_x \) and \( B_y \) and for IVM: \( B_y \) and \( B_z \)) and the optimizations are done on both components simultaneously, therefore, in these modes bigger iteration number is chosen.

Table 1: Parameters of the particle swarm optimization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Iteration          | \( \{500 \text{ for ILM and IVM}\) \)
|                    | \( \{200 \text{ for IAM}\} \)             |
| \( c_1, c_2 \)     | 2                                          |
| \( V_{\text{max}} \)| 2                                          |
| Initial range      | \( \{[-2,0] \text{ for IAM and IVM}\} \)
|                    | \( \{[0,2] \text{ for ILM}\} \)           |

B. Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithm is inspired by biological systems’ improved fitness through evolution. A solution to a given problem is represented in the form of a string, called ‘chromosome’, consisting of a set of elements, called ‘genes’, that hold a set of values for the optimization variables [8]. This algorithm works based on a random population of solutions (chromosomes) and then the fitness value (cost) of each chromosome is evaluated in cost function. In the next iterations chromosomes exchange information with each other in the form of crossover and mutation and offspring chromosomes are generated. After that, the best chromosomes are saved for the next iterations and the weak members of the population are omitted. More explanation about GA could be found in [11, 12]. The specified parameters of GA which are used in optimization of the degaussing coil currents are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Parameters of the genetic algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Iteration          | \( \{500 \text{ for ILM and IVM}\) \)
|                    | \( \{200 \text{ for IAM}\} \)             |
| Crossover rate     | 75%                                        |
| Mutation rate      | 5%                                         |
| Initial range      | \( \{[-2,0] \text{ for IAM and IVM}\} \)
|                    | \( \{[0,2] \text{ for ILM}\} \)           |

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OPTIMIZATIONS
The magnetic signatures of the ship and the generated fields of the degaussing coils are achieved in section two and section three, respectively. Now the optimizations could be done by determining cost function as follow:

\[
F = \min \left( \max \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{p} |B_{j,i}^{x,\text{ship}} - c_iB_{j,i}^{x,\text{ship}}| + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{p} |B_{j,i}^{y,\text{ship}} - c_iB_{j,i}^{y,\text{ship}}| + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{p} |B_{j,i}^{z,\text{ship}} - c_iB_{j,i}^{z,\text{ship}}| \right) \right)
\]

where \( i = 1,2, ..., n \) are the number of coil, \( j = 1,2, ..., p \) are the number of measurement points (sensors), \( B_{j,i}^{x,\text{ship}} \) is the x component of the signature of the ship and \( B_{j,i}^{x,\text{ship}} \) is the x component of the generated filed of the i-th coil in the j-th sensor. It should be noted that the \( c_1 = c_2, c_3, ..., c_n \) are the coefficients which are the answers of the optimization. Finally these coefficients will be multiplied by the reference current (or mmf) to find the value of the coils currents.

Due to the fortuitous natures of the GA and PSO, comparing these algorithms in a specific problem through only one test could not be correct and it is necessary to
compare the performance of these algorithms during multiple tests. The only parameter that varies in these tests is the starting point of the algorithms. Both algorithms use a random function to choose the starting point (initial answer of the problem) but in some cases one of the algorithms starts with an answer very close to the optimum answer. In situations like this, the algorithm which has started with a worse point may have a better performance than the other algorithm but this better performance is not clear when comparing the final answers. Therefore, ten tests for each algorithm have been done for each type of signature which leads to the total number of sixty tests. In the next parts, the best result of each algorithm for ILM, IVM and IAM will be compared and after that a final comparison between average performances will be done.

A. Induced longitudinal magnetization

As mentioned before, the ILM signature of the model ship (according to the coordinate system and the position of the measurement line) has two components of x and y which are shown in Fig. 2. Just like the signature of the ship, L-coils generate magnetic field in these two directions and they could compensate the signature of the ship in this case. The calculated current value of each L-coil is depicted in Fig. 5 and the best results from ten tests are shown in Fig. 6. It should be noted that the signature of the ship in Fig. 6 is reversed. The exact value of remnant field after degaussing, its percentage and the optimization time are shown in Table 3.

Although the running time of GA is 3.5% more than PSO’s, the best result of GA is 3.75% and 7.16% more accurate in x and y directions respectively in comparison with the best result of PSO. Finally, the cost value in each iteration is shown in Fig. 7. It is obvious that after first iterations, GA has lower cost in comparison with PSO for the same number of iterations.

Table 3: Optimization result of the ILM signature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>ILM-GA (Test 10)</th>
<th>ILM-PSO (Test 6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Best cost -x direction (nT)</td>
<td>140.30</td>
<td>250.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best cost -y direction (nT)</td>
<td>139.39</td>
<td>251.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remnant field after degaussing -x direction (%)</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remnant field after degaussing -y direction (%)</td>
<td>8.94</td>
<td>16.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run time(s)</td>
<td>144.9</td>
<td>140.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Current values of the L-coils.

Fig. 6. Degaussing result for L-coils in comparison with the ILM signature of the ship (reversed): (a) Bx and (b) By.
Fig. 7. Comparison of the convergence speed in ILM.

B. Induced vertical magnetization

The IVM signature of the model ship has two components of y and z which are shown in Fig. 2. Just like the signature of the ship, V-coils generate magnetic field in these two directions and they could compensate the signature of the ship in IVM mode. The best results from ten tests are shown in Fig. 8 and the current value of each V-coil is depicted in Fig. 9.

Remnant field after degaussing, its percentage and the optimization time are presented in Table 4. Just like the ILM mode, although the running time of GA is 7.76% more than PSO’s, the best result of GA is 2.56% and 5.83% more accurate in y and z directions respectively in comparison with the best result of PSO. Finally, the cost value in each iteration is shown in Fig. 10. It is obvious that after first iterations, the GA has lower cost in compared with PSO for the same number of iterations.

Fig. 8. Degaussing result for V-coils in comparison with the IVM signature of the ship (reversed): (a) By and (b) Bz.

Fig. 9. Current values of the V-coils.

Fig. 10. Comparison of the convergence speed in IVM.
Table 4: Optimization result of the IVM signature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name (Best Results)</th>
<th>IVM-GA (Test 6)</th>
<th>IVM-PSO (Test 9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Best cost -y direction (nT)</td>
<td>110.06</td>
<td>178.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best cost -z direction (nT)</td>
<td>109.43</td>
<td>178.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remnant field after degaussing -y direction (%)</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>6.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remnant field after degaussing -z direction (%)</td>
<td>9.18</td>
<td>15.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run time(s)</td>
<td>145.8</td>
<td>135.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Induced athwartical magnetization

The IAM signature has only one component, y, which is shown in Fig. 2. Just like the signature of the ship, A-coils generate magnetic field in this direction and they could compensate the signature of the ship. The best results from ten tests are shown in Fig. 11 and the current value of each A-coil is depicted in Fig. 12. The exact value of remnant field after degaussing, its percentage and the optimization time are shown in Table 5. Finally, for investigating the convergence speed of algorithms, the cost value in each iteration is shown in Fig. 13. The running time of GA is 8.47% more than the PSO’s but the result of PSO is 0.05% more accurate in comparison with the best result of GA.

It is obvious that after first iterations, GA has lower cost in comparison with PSO for the same number of iterations. Although the final result of PSO in IAM mode is more accurate in comparison with GA (only 0.05%), Fig. 13 shows the better performance of GA. The better result of PSO in this specific case is a good sample of the fortuitous natures of these algorithms and reveals that comparing the performance of these algorithms through only one simple test is not logical.

Table 5: Optimization result of the IAM signature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name (Best Results)</th>
<th>IAM-GA (Test 7)</th>
<th>IAM-PSO (Test 10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Best cost -y direction (nT)</td>
<td>97.93</td>
<td>96.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remnant field after degaussing -y direction (%)</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>3.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run time(s)</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11. Degaussing result for A-coils in comparison with the IAM signature of the ship (reversed).
are normalized based on the maximum values of the signatures that are 2688 nT and 1189 nT for y and z components respectively). These errors for GA optimizations are about 0.27% and 1.87%. The errors are small and tolerable, but the important point here is that these errors have two main sources. The mutual inductances between coils and the approximations which are used in any numerical simulations are the important factors that could easily affect the final results. Typically the distance between two adjacent coils is long enough to decrease their mutual inductance, and as a result in almost all references the mutual inductance is assumed as a negligible parameter.

However, it has more running time. This means that by tolerating a little bit increase in running time (in order of few seconds) the final result could be improved. Since the running time of the optimizations is not so long, it seems rational to use GA instead of PSO. It should be noted that both of these algorithms have been improved since their first development and the algorithms which are used in this paper are the base form of the optimization techniques.

### Table 6: Average results of the optimizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average Results</th>
<th>Cost in 1st Direction (nT)</th>
<th>Cost in 2nd Direction (nT)</th>
<th>Remnant Field in 1st Direction (%)</th>
<th>Remnant Field in 2nd Direction (%)</th>
<th>Run Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ILM-GA</td>
<td>184.33</td>
<td>183.82</td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>11.79</td>
<td>144.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILM-PSO</td>
<td>268.88</td>
<td>268.48</td>
<td>9.72</td>
<td>18.37</td>
<td>139.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVM-GA</td>
<td>175.65</td>
<td>175.79</td>
<td>14.73</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>147.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVM-PSO</td>
<td>252.73</td>
<td>253.02</td>
<td>21.19</td>
<td>9.39</td>
<td>136.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAM-GA</td>
<td>103.76</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAM-PSO</td>
<td>126.67</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper a comparison between genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization in optimization of the degaussing currents is done. PSO has a reputation of being fast and easy to apply, but it is important to study the performance of these algorithms in this specific problem. In the case of the degaussing system, it seems that using GA is more beneficial in comparison with PSO. The main reason for this difference is that PSO could be easily trapped in local minimums. In PSO, the movement of the particles is strongly related to their local and global best positions. As a result if the algorithm finds a local minimum in the search space, the particles will move toward this point which will result a trap condition. This condition for GA is less possible. In GA due to the nature of crossover and mutation, it is always possible for the algorithm to find a solution away from the local answers. On the other hand, GA takes more time to run but considering the running time, this difference will be in the order of few seconds.
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Abstract — In this paper, the split-step Pade scheme is introduced to solve the three dimensional parabolic equation for EM scattering problems. By implementing the finite differential method, the calculation can be taken from plane to plane along the paraxial direction and a sparse-matrix equation needs to be solved in each transverse plane. In this way, the computational resources can be saved significantly when compared with the rigorous numerical methods. Numerical results demonstrate that the proposed method can obtain accurate results at wider angles up to 45°.

Index Terms — Electromagnetic scattering, parabolic equation method, split-step Pade.

I. INTRODUCTION

The parabolic equation (PE) method has been used as an efficient tool to analyze the EM scattering problems for a few decades [1-5]. The parabolic equation is an approximation of the wave equation and it is traditionally computed with first order Taylor expansion. By using the finite differential method (FD), the parabolic equation can be solved plane by plane along the paraxial direction. In other words, a three dimensional problem can be converted into a series of two dimensional problems to be solved by the standard parabolic equation (SPE) method. Therefore, less computational resources are needed for the SPE method than the rigorous numerical methods [6-8], such as the method of moments (MoM), the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD), and the finite element method (FEM). However, the standard PE method is a narrow-angle approximation which can only get accurate bistatic RCS results at angles within 15° of the paraxial direction.

Several kinds of high-order approximations have been introduced to the parabolic equation for wider angle bistatic computation [9-15]. These high-order approximations are based on higher order Pade approximations of a composition of the exponential or square-root functions. Both the Pade(1,1) and the Claerbout approximations were applied to the parabolic equation, which can obtain accurate results at angles within 25° of the paraxial direction for the analysis of three dimensional EM wave propagation [9]. In [10-11], the Pade(2,1) and Pade(2,2) approximations are accurate at angles even more than 40° of the paraxial direction. However, both the difference accuracy and the computation efficiency will become low with the order of Pade approximation increasing. Therefore, more efficient approximations should be developed. By using the split-step Pade scheme, a high order Pade approximation can be split as a summation of several lower order Pade approximations [12-15]. A as a result, both the computational accuracy and efficiency can be guaranteed. The split-step Pade scheme was firstly introduced to solve the Helmholtz equation for propagation within optical fibers by Feit and Fleck [15]. Then more work about the split-step Pade based parabolic equation has been done by Collins and Thomson [12-14]. However, all of these works are focus on two-dimension scalar parabolic equation for EM propagating problems.

In this paper, the split-step Pade scheme is introduced to the three dimensional vector parabolic equations for the analysis of EM scattering problems. Accurate bistatic RCS results can be obtained at wider angles up to 45° of the paraxial direction. The inhomogeneous boundary conditions are added on the surface of the scattering target in each transverse plane. Moreover, the perfect matching layers (PML) are used to truncate the computational region. The rotating PE method is also used to obtain the full bistatic RCS curves.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the theory and the formulations are given. Three numerical experiments are presented in Section 3 to show the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed
method. Section 4 concludes this paper.

II. THEORY AND FORMULATIONS
A. Standard parabolic equation method
Suppose that a PEC object in free space is illuminated by a plane wave. The scattered field components \(E_x, E_y, E_z\) can be solved with the scalar wave equation:

\[
\frac{\partial^2 E_x}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 E_y}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 E_z}{\partial z^2} + k^2 E_x = 0 \\
\frac{\partial^2 E_y}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 E_x}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 E_z}{\partial z^2} + k^2 E_y = 0 \\
\frac{\partial^2 E_z}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 E_x}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 E_y}{\partial z^2} + k^2 E_z = 0
\]

(1)

where \(k\) is the wave number.

When the paraxial direction of the parabolic equation is chosen as the \(x\) axis, the reduced scattered fields \(u_x, u_y, u_z\) can be defined as:

\[
u_i(x, y, z) = e^{-ik_x} E_i(x, y, z)
\]

(2)

Substitute Equation (2) into Equation (1), the following equations are obtained:

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u_x}{\partial x^2} + 2ik \frac{\partial u_x}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial^2 u_y}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 u_z}{\partial z^2} = 0
\]

(3)

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u_y}{\partial x^2} + 2ik \frac{\partial u_y}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial^2 u_x}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 u_z}{\partial z^2} = 0
\]

After the factorization, we can get the forward parabolic equations:

\[
\frac{\partial u_x}{\partial x} = -ik(1 - \sqrt{Q}) u_x
\]

(4)

where the pseudo-differential operator \(Q\) is defined as

\[
Q = \frac{k}{2} \left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \right) + n^2.
\]

Then the solution of Equation (4) can be written as:

\[
\mathbf{u}_x(x + \Delta x, y, z) = e^{ik \Delta t (\sqrt{Q} - 1)} \mathbf{u}_x(x, y, z)
\]

(5)

As shown in Fig. 1, the unknowns in the \((x+\Delta x)th\) transverse plane can be calculated from those at \(x\) th transverse plane. The calculation starts before the scattering target and ends beyond it. Moreover, the perfectly matched layer (PML) is applied to truncate the computational domain in each transverse plane. Finally, the radar cross section (RCS) results are calculated with the reduced scattered fields in the last transverse plane by near-field far-field conversion.

![Fig. 1. The calculation process of the PE method.](image)

B. Split-step Pade solution of parabolic equation
We substitute a rational approximation for the exponential operator:

\[
e^{ik \Delta t (\sqrt{Q} - 1)} = 1 + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{a_n Q^n}{1 + b_n Q}.
\]

(6)

Suppose \(N=2\) in Equation (6), we can rewrite the parabolic equation as:

\[
u_i(x + \Delta x, y, z) = u_i(x, y, z) + \frac{a_1 Q}{1 + b_1 Q} u_i(x, y, z) + \frac{a_2 Q}{1 + b_2 Q} u_i(x, y, z) + \ldots
\]

(7)

where the coefficients are [11-12]:

\[
a_1 = 0.008664 + 0.1710i
\]

(8)

\[
b_1 = 0.4929 - 0.1435i
\]

\[
a_2 = -0.008664 + 0.1431i
\]

\[
b_2 = -0.04016 - 0.1409i
\]

Define

\[
u_{i,x}(x + \Delta x, y, z) = \frac{a_1 Q}{1 + b_1 Q} u_i(x, y, z)
\]

(9)

\[
u_{i,y}(x + \Delta x, y, z) = \frac{a_2 Q}{1 + b_2 Q} u_i(x, y, z)
\]

(10)

\[
u_{i,z}(x + \Delta x, y, z) = \frac{a_2 Q}{1 + b_2 Q} u_i(x, y, z)
\]

(11)

It can be seen that the parabolic equation can be solved by solving \(v_{i,x}(x + \Delta x, y, z)\) and \(v_{i,y}(x + \Delta x, y, z)\)
separately, where \(\xi = x, y, z\). Then the split-step based parabolic equations can be written as follows:

\[
1 + b_i \left( \frac{1}{k^2} \left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \right) + 1 \right) v_{i,x}^{l_i}(x + \Delta x, y, z) = a_i \left( \frac{1}{k^2} \left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \right) + 1 \right) u_i^l(x, y, z) \\
1 + b_i \left( \frac{1}{k^2} \left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \right) + 1 \right) v_{i,y}^{l_i}(x + \Delta y, y, z) = a_i \left( \frac{1}{k^2} \left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \right) + 1 \right) u_i^l(x, y, z) \\
1 + b_i \left( \frac{1}{k^2} \left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} \right) + 1 \right) v_{i,z}^{l_i}(x + \Delta z, y, z) = a_i \left( \frac{1}{k^2} \left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} \right) + 1 \right) u_i^l(x, y, z).
\]

The forward vector parabolic equations can be written as follows:

\[
\frac{b_i}{k^2 \Delta z} v^m_{i,x,p,q} + \frac{b_i}{k^2 \Delta y} v^m_{i,y,p,q} + \frac{b_i}{k^2 \Delta z} v^m_{i,z,p,q} = \frac{a_i}{k^2 \Delta z} u^m_{i,x,p,q} + \frac{a_i}{k^2 \Delta y} u^m_{i,y,p,q} + \frac{a_i}{k^2 \Delta z} u^m_{i,z,p,q},
\]

where \(u_{i,x}^{m,q}\) is the reduced scattered field at the point of \(x_m = m\Delta x, y_p = p\Delta y, z_q = q\Delta z\).

The following coordinate transformation is introduced for PML domain [16]:

\[
\hat{y} = y - i \sigma(\xi) \frac{1}{\delta} \xi, \quad \hat{z} = z - i \sigma(\xi) \frac{1}{\delta} \xi.
\]

where \(\sigma = 3 \delta / \eta \times \log \left( \frac{1}{\delta} \right) \times \left( \frac{\xi}{\delta} \right)^3\), \(\delta\) is the thickness of the PML and \(\eta\) is the wave impedance.

Similarly, the parabolic equation in the PML domain can be obtained:

\[
(1 + b_i) v_{i,x}^l(x + \Delta x, y, z) = a_i e_i \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial y} e_j v_{i,y}^l(x + \Delta y, y, z) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} e_j v_{i,z}^l(x + \Delta z, y, z) \right) + a_i u_i^l(x, y, z) \xi = x, y, z \quad l = 1, 2
\]

where \(e_i = \frac{1}{1 - i \sigma(y)}, \quad e_j = \frac{1}{1 - i \sigma(z)}, \quad \sigma(y) = \sigma_0 (y / \delta)^2, \quad \sigma(z) = \sigma_0 (z / \delta)^2, \quad \sigma_0 = \frac{3}{2 \delta^2} \frac{1}{\eta} \log \left( \frac{1}{R_0} \right), \quad \eta = 120 \pi, \quad R_0 = 10^{-2}, 10^{-3}, 10^{-4}.

The Equation (13) can be rewritten as the following equation by using the FD scheme:

\[
\begin{aligned}
& b_i e_i^2 v_{i,x}^{m+1,p,q} + \frac{b_i}{k^2 \Delta y} e_j v_{i,y}^{m+1,p,q} + \frac{b_i}{k^2 \Delta z} e_j v_{i,z}^{m+1,p,q} + \frac{1}{k^2 \Delta y} v_{i,x}^{m+1,p,q} + \frac{1}{k^2 \Delta z} v_{i,z}^{m+1,p,q} = a_i e_i e_j^2 u_{i,x}^{m+1,p,q} + a_i e_i e_j e_j u_{i,y}^{m+1,p,q} + a_i e_i u_{i,z}^{m+1,p,q} + a_i e_i e_j^2 u_{i,x}^{m+1,p,q} + a_i e_i e_j e_j u_{i,y}^{m+1,p,q} + a_i e_i u_{i,z}^{m+1,p,q},
\end{aligned}
\]

where \(e_i^2\) and \(e_j\) are the first order partial derivative of \(e_i\) and \(e_j\), respectively.

C. Boundary conditions

The above scalar parabolic equations are coupled through inhomogeneous boundary conditions on the surface of the scattering target. For the PEC objects, the
tangential component of the total field equals zero on the surface:

\[
\begin{align*}
\n n_y u'_x (p) - n_x u'_y (p) &= - e^{-ik_x} \left( n_x E'_x (p) - n_y E'_y (p) \right), \\
 n_y u'_y (p) - n_z u'_z (p) &= - e^{-ik_y} \left( n_x E'_x (p) - n_z E'_z (p) \right), \\
 n_y u'_z (p) - n_z u'_y (p) &= - e^{-ik_z} \left( n_y E'_y (p) - n_z E'_z (p) \right),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( p \) is a point on the surface of the scatterer and \((n_x, n_y, n_z)\) is the outer normal to the surface at \( p \).

To ensure the unicity of the solution, the divergence-free condition is added [1]:

\[
\frac{i}{2k} \left( \frac{\partial u'_x}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial u'_y}{\partial z} \right) + iku'_z + \frac{\partial u'_x}{\partial z} + \frac{\partial u'_z}{\partial y} = 0 .
\]

D. Rotating PE method

As shown in Fig. 2 (a), only a narrow-angle RCS result is obtained by a single PE run. Therefore, the rotating PE method [4] is introduced to obtain the full bistatic RCS at different frequencies for the proposed method. The scattering pattern of any angle can be calculated by decoupling the paraxial direction from the direction of the incidence. As shown in Fig. 2 (b), the paraxial direction is fixed at x-axis while both the incident wave and the scattering target are rotated by a specified angle.

In our work, the scattering target is discretized with triangle grids. Then the cuboid grids which are needed by the FD scheme are obtained by taking advantage of the geometry information of the triangle ones. Only a narrow-angle RCS result is obtained by a single PE run. Therefore, the rotating PE method is introduced to obtain the full bistatic RCS result. After rotation, the triangle grids can be calculated directly by the coordinate transformation and then the cuboid grids should be regenerated.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, a series of examples are presented to demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method. All computations are carried out on Lenovo Intel Q9500 (2.83 GHz) with 8GB RAM.

A. The bi-static RCS for a PEC sphere

Firstly, the EM scattering from a PEC sphere is considered at the frequency of 300 MHz with the radius 4 m. The incident angle is fixed at \( \theta_o = 90^\circ, \phi_o = 0^\circ \). The model of the PEC sphere is shown in Fig. 3. The transverse \((y, z)\) plane of the air box is chosen to be 20m×20m. There are totally 80 transverse planes to be calculated with 200×200 nodes in each transverse plane. In this simulation, all the range steps are chosen to be 0.1 m. As shown in Fig. 4, the bistatic RCS curves of the PEC sphere are compared between the traditional PE method, the proposed Split-Step Pade PE method and Mie Series. It can be seen that there is a good agreement between the Mie Series and the proposed Split-Step Pade PE method at wider angles than the standard PE method (SPE).

![Fig. 3. Model of the PEC sphere.](image)

![Fig. 4. Bistatic RCS result for the PEC sphere.](image)
B. The monostatic RCS for a PEC cone

Secondly, the analysis of bistatic RCS is taken for a PEC cone at the frequency of 300 MHz with upper radius 2 m, down radius 4 m and height 4 m. As shown in Fig. 5, the model of the cone is given. The incident angle is fixed at $\theta_{inc} = 90^\circ \phi_{inc} = 0^\circ$. All the range steps are chosen to be 0.1 m and the transverse $(y, z)$ plane of the air box is chosen to be $20 \times 20 m$. As a result, there are 40 transverse planes to be calculated with 200x200 nodes in each transverse plane. As shown in Fig. 6, the bistatic RCS curves of the PEC sphere are compared between the traditional PE method, the proposed Split-Step Pade PE method and software FEKO. There is a good agreement between the FEKO and the proposed Split-Step Pade PE method at angles of 45° of the paraxial direction while 15° for the standard PE method (SPE).

C. Complete bistatic RCS for a PEC aircraft

At last, we consider the EM scattering from an aircraft at the frequency of 2.5 GHz and its maximum size in x, y and z directions are 10 m, 2.75 m and 8.5 m. The incident angle is fixed at $\theta_{inc} = 90^\circ \phi_{inc} = 0^\circ$. In this simulation, the transverse $(y, z)$ plane of the air box is chosen to be $12 \times 12 m$. There are 167 transverse planes to be calculated with the range steps of 0.06 m and 200x200 nodes in each transverse plane. As shown in Fig. 7, the complete bistatic RCS results are compared between the proposed Split-Step Pade PE method and software FEKO. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 8, the detailed figure of the bistatic RCS result between 0° and 60° is given for better comparison. There is a good agreement between them. It should be noted that 4 rotating PE runs are used to obtain the complete bistatic RCS for the proposed method while 7 for the standard PE method. Therefore, the proposed Split-Step Pade PE method is more efficient than the standard PE method for analyzing the bistatic EM scattering problems.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the split-step Pade scheme is used to the parabolic equation for the analysis of EM scattering from electrically large PEC objects. By taking
advantage of the split-step Pade scheme, a high order Pade approximation can be divided into several one-order Pade approximations. Moreover, they can be calculated separately. In this way, high computational accuracy and efficiency can be achieved by the proposed method. The numerical results demonstrate that the proposed method can obtain accurate bistatic RCS results at angles even more than 45° of the paraxial direction.
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Abstract — In this paper, a miniaturized Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) with band-stop characteristics is presented for shielding applications. The FSS is designed to notch at 3.5 GHz frequency in the WiMAX band. The design is composed of a circular metallic patch with identical stepped profile printed on both sides of a low cost FR-4 laminate. The design provides an attenuation of 43 dB at desired resonant frequency. The FSS geometry makes it independent of polarization and it offers stable transmission response. Oblique angle variations don’t affect the unit cell performance, for transverse electric and transverse magnetic modes of polarization. The FSS unit cell is compact with the dimensions of 25 × 25 mm 2. The simulated and measured results show good agreement for the proposed design.

Index Terms — Frequency Selective Surface (FSS), periodic structure, stepped profile, transverse electric, transverse magnetic, WiMAX band.

I. INTRODUCTION

The FSSs are periodically arranged metallic patches or slots in two or three dimensional fashion. They have comprehensive attraction for their microwave and optical applications including Radar Cross Section (RCS) reduction [1-3], antenna radomes, dichroic subreflectors, electromagnetic absorbers, wireless security, indoor wireless propagation, electromagnetic interference (EMI) reduction and many others [1, 4-9]. They are used as EBG structures and High Impedance Surfaces (HISs) to improve the antenna gain, directivity and bandwidth [10-13].

In recent reported literature, various researches on FSSs for band stop and electromagnetic shielding applications [14-19] are investigated. FSSs with band-stop characteristics for WLAN applications are reported in [5, 10]. Reconfigurable frequency selective surfaces for band-reject applications are studied in [20]. A tunable FSS for electromagnetic building architecture is stated in [21]. An FSS for gain enhancement of microstrip triangular slot antenna for X-band is presented in [12]. Polarization independent FSS used for RCS reduction is reported in [3].

In this research, a miniaturized FSS with shielding characteristics is proposed. The FSS suppresses interference at 3.5 GHz frequency in WiMAX band. The FSS unit cell consists of a circular patch of metal having symmetrical staircase profile realized on both sides of an FR-4 substrate. The FSS shows an attenuation of 43 dB at the desired frequency. Moreover, it shows stable and identical transmission frequency characteristics over oblique angle variations for Transverse Electric (TE) and Transverse Magnetic (TM) polarizations of the incident wave.

Rest of the paper is arranged as follows: in Section II the design description of proposed FSS is presented. The simulated results and discussions are presented in Section III. The measurement fixture and measurement results are discussed in Section IV. Finally, Section V summarizes and concludes the paper.

II. FSS UNIT CELL DESIGN

The FSS unit cell consists of a circular metallic patch with a staircase profile at the middle. The diameter of circular metallic patch is L 1 + 2P. FSS structure is designed and fabricated on both sides of a low cost FR-4 laminate having thickness of 1.6 mm, a relative permittivity of ε r = 4.4 and dielectric loss tangent, tan δ,
of 0.02. Moreover, the FSS design has overall dimensions of \( L \times W = 25 \times 25 \text{ mm}^2 \). The FSS unit cell is shown in Fig. 1.

![FSS unit cell structure](image)

Fig. 1. FSS unit cell structure: (a) top view, (b) perspective view, (c) unit cell rotation at 45°, and (d) A 2 × 2 unit cell array.

The stepped profile is designed by eliminating rectangular stubs from solid interior of circular patch. These stubs are variable in lengths but each has width of 2 mm. The step size of this staircase profile has length \( S = 1.25 \text{ mm} \) and \( U = 2 \text{ mm} \) height. The horizontal rectangular stub at center of the patch along x-axis has dimensions \( L_1 \times U = 22 \text{ mm} \times 2 \text{ mm} \). Moreover, second and third stubs below the stub at center of patch have dimensions \( L_2 \times U = 19.5 \text{ mm} \times 2 \text{ mm} \) and \( L_3 \times U = 17 \text{ mm} \times 2 \text{ mm} \) respectively. The upper half of staircase profile along x-axis is a mirror replica of stubs below the central horizontal stub. In order to have symmetry in the unit cell along y-axis the same geometry is replicated.

It was realized from the simulations that the staircase profile works to obtain maximum attenuation at the frequency of interest. It provides angular stability in the frequency transmission response of the proposed FSS structure. Moreover, a bevelled notch with a radius of \( R = 2 \text{ mm} \) as shown in Fig. 1 (a), gives an additional attenuation of 4 dB at the notching frequency. All other surface edges in unit cell structure have no effect on its performance. The design can bear up to 1.5 mm variation in the edges. A metallization of \( P = 1 \text{ mm} \) on sides of the unit cell completes the circular patch. However, variation in the radius of the circular patch results in shift in the frequency transmission curve. Furthermore, the same FSS structure on the flip side of the substrate provides compactness and miniaturization in the unit cell size, along with the stability in the frequency response over incidence angle variations. The FSS unit cell is constructed and optimized in commercially available full-wave software HFSS®.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, the results of the proposed FSS are presented. Figure 2 shows the scattering characteristics of the FSS unit cell at normal incidence, for both TE and TM modes of polarization. The design provides good transmission loss at the frequency of interest, as shown in Fig. 2. It may be observed that the FSS offers stable and identical transmission response for both the TE and TM polarization modes at normal incidence (0°), due to circular geometry of proposed FSS and symmetry in structure along x-axis and y-axis.

![Transmission behaviour of the FSS at normal incidence](image)

Fig. 2. Transmission behaviour of the FSS at normal incidence.

The magnitude of transmission coefficient (\( S_{21} \)) for TE mode at different incident angles is shown in Fig. 3. The angle of incidence of the incoming waves is changed from 0 to 60 degrees at regular intervals of 30 degrees. The FSS has stable frequency transmission characteristics irrespective of oblique angles variations.

Furthermore, the transmission characteristics of the FSS for TM mode at various incidences are plotted in Fig. 4. The results for TM mode are stable and identical to TE mode. It may be observed from the Figs. 3 and 4 that the FSS at -20 dB provides 1 GHz bandwidth of stopband, sufficient enough to suppress communication in the desired band. The rejection bandwidth increases as the oblique incident angle is varied. However, the bandwidth varies within the acceptable limits over angle variations, for both the TE and TM wave modes.
with respect to dielectric thickness are within the tolerable limits for the proposed design.

**A. Unit cell rotation at 45°**

Furthermore, the FSS structure is rotated at an angle of 45°, to evaluate its performance as shown in Fig. 1 (c). The circular geometry of the FSS reduces the sensitivity to oblique incidences and makes it independent to polarization. The frequency transmission plots of the FSS when it is exposed to horizontal and vertical polarizations are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively. It has been observed that the FSS shows stable response for both TE and TM modes. However, little deviations are observed in the resonant frequency with respect to the angle variations but these can be neglected at higher frequencies.

**B. Dielectric thickness analysis**

Thickness of the dielectric plays an important role in FSS characteristics. Variation in dielectric thickness results in shifting of the resonant frequency. The transmission characteristics as a function of dielectric thickness are plotted in Fig. 7. However, it is evident from the Fig. 7 that variations in the resonant frequency with respect to dielectric thickness.
IV. MEASUREMENT SETUP

To verify the designed FSS structure, a prototype is fabricated using the standard etching process. The FSS is realized on a lossy FR-4 substrate of 1.6 mm thickness. The fabricated FSS panel has dimensions of 256 × 256 mm². Moreover, it contains 10 × 10 FSS elements as depicted in Fig. 8. The measurements are carried out through standard free-space measurement method as shown in Fig. 9. The measurement setup consists of a pair of high gain horn antennas connected to Rohde & Schwarz FSH8 vector network analyzer (VNA) as shown in Fig. 10. The transmitting and receiving antennas are equally spaced from the FSS panel. The measured transmission responses of the fabricated prototype for both TE and TM modes are presented in Figs. 11 and 12 respectively. It is evident that the measured transmission response validates the simulations. However, some variations in the measured results are due to the lossy dielectric material used and measurement limitations.
V. CONCLUSION

In this research work, a miniaturized polarization independent FSS with band-stop characteristics is proposed. The FSS is designed to notch at 3.5 GHz frequency and it offers shielding effectiveness of at least 43 dB. FSS design has a circular patch with staircase profile, realized on both sides of laminate. The staircase profile in the unit cell provides miniaturization and stability in response. Moreover, the FSS shows identical frequency transmission characteristics for TE and TM modes, making it suitable for angular as well as polarization independent operation. FSS unit cell has compact size and is scalable at other frequencies. More importantly the proposed FSS is a virtuous candidate to suppress communication in the WiMAX band.
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Abstract — Photoconductive antennas (PCAs) have extensive technological applications as terahertz sources. Analysis of the performance of these antennas is typically challenging and time-consuming due to complicated interacting photonic and electromagnetic effects in the semiconductor material. The complexity even further increases in plasmonic PCAs because of the existence of periodic structures. In this paper, a numerical-analytical hybrid model is proposed for analysis plasmonic PCAs. Time-dependence and spatial-dependence of the electric field as well as carriers density generated in the semiconductor of plasmonic PCA, are calculated analytically and with finite element method, respectively. The presented model ultimately computes the current generated in the electrodes of plasmonic PCAs. Using this model, the performance of a typical plasmonic PCA as an example is investigated, and model results are validated by measurement results currently existing in the literature; though the model can also be used in the performance analysis of plasmonic PCAs with more complex periodic structures.

Index Terms— Finite element method, optical wave, photo-generated current, plasmonic photoconductive antenna, terahertz source.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, terahertz (THz) waves have increased both researchers’ interest and technological applications in security systems [1], spectroscopy [2] and medical imaging [3] to name a few. Various sources such as quantum cascade lasers (QCLs), frequency multipliers, and free-electron lasers (FELs) are utilized in THz technology, whereas each of them suffers from certain drawbacks [4]. Photoconductive antenna (PCA) is another type of THz sources which can be also used as a THz detector [5]. The PCA (also known as Auston switch [6]) converts incident optical waves into THz waves with the help of its pair of electrodes and the semiconductor material beneath them. Though working at room temperature, low cost of fabrication, and small size are the main favorable characteristics of PCAs, low radiation power and low efficiency are their important drawbacks [7]. In order to improve these deficiencies, plasmonic PCA has been proposed by Jarrahi and co-workers [8]. In the plasmonic PCA, periodic nano-scale rods are added to each of the pair of electrodes, for the purpose of increasing optical power transmitted into the semiconductor material. Laser illumination of periodic rods of plasmonic PCA generates carriers (both holes and electrons) in the region near the rods in the semiconductor material. Concentration of carriers in the vicinity of rods causes reduction in the distance and subsequently time required for carriers to reach the electrodes. Consequently, more number of carriers can arrive at the electrodes under the acceleration induced by bias electric field. When carriers arrive at the electrodes, current is generated in the electrodes and subsequently this current is transformed into THz wave by electrodes of the plasmonic PCA.

Analysis of the performance of PCA is challenging because of the complicated interacting electromagnetic field and photonic effects in the semiconductor material. For an accurate analysis, each step of the process of optical to THz-wave conversion including laser illumination of PCA, carriers generation, carriers acceleration due to the bias voltage applied on the electrodes, and THz wave radiated by electrodes of antenna should be rigorously taken into account. In plasmonic PCA, the complexity of analysis even further increases due to the existence of nano-scale periodic rods.

In this work, a hybrid model (combining analytical formulas with finite element method) is presented in the next section for analyzing plasmonic PCAs. In section III, by the use of the proposed model, a typical plasmonic PCA is studied as an example and results of the current model are compared with measurement results of reference [9].

II. THEORY

A plasmonic PCA as shown in Fig. 1 (a) consists of a pair of electrodes and a semiconductor material beneath them. Bias voltages are applied to the electrodes...
and a laser as the source of optical wave is focused onto
the semiconductor material beneath the periodic rods of
anode electrode to maximize THz radiation [9]. The
performance of the plasmonic PCA is mainly determined
by its THz-radiated power that can be obtained by
calculating the current induced on its electrodes. In
plasmonic PCA, most of carriers are generated under the
rods of anode electrode [9]. Moreover, here we assume
that the laser illumination of rods is uniform along rods
direction (z-axis of Fig. 1 (a)). Therefore, for calculating
the generated current, the plasmonic PCA is assumed as
a two-dimensional (2D) structure in the x-y plane
perpendicular to rods direction. A unit cell of periodic
rods in the x-y plane is shown in Fig. 1 (b); the left (x=0)
and right (x=d_x) vertical lines are periodic boundaries
and the width and height of rods are w_x and h_y,
respectively. Based on plane-problem assumption, the
amount of current density, j_c(x,y,t), generated at time t
and point (x,y) within the unit cell, can be calculated by
((10)):

\[ j_c(x,y,t) = e\mu_e n(x,y,t)E_{bias}(x,y), \] (1)

where e is the electron charge, \( \mu_e \) is the electron mobility
in semiconductor material, \( n(x,y,t) \) is the carriers density
in the semiconductor region of the unit cell as a function
of position and time, and \( E_{bias}(x,y) \) is the bias electric
field in the semiconductor region. It should be noted that,
the value of \( \mu_e \) is typically one order of magnitude larger
than the value of hole mobility [11], therefore, the effect
of holes in Eq. (1) is disregarded. According to Eq. (1),
in order to calculate the current density, \( j_c(x,y,t) \),
generated in the unit cell of plasmonic PCA, the carriers
density, \( n(x,y,t) \), and electric field, \( E_{bias}(x,y) \), should be
first evaluated. The value of these quantities is calculated
in the following sections separately.

**A. Calculation of \( n(x,y,t) \)**

Carriers in the semiconductor region are generated
due to illumination of optical wave to the rods of anode
electrode. Pulses of laser power can be assumed to have
a temporal Gaussian shape [10]:

\[ P(t) = P_0(1 - R)e^{-\frac{(t - \tau_l)^2}{2\tau_l^2}}, \] (2)

where the constant \( P_0 \) is the laser peak power and \( \tau_l \) is the
laser pulse duration. The dimensionless quantity \( R \) is the
power reflection coefficient at the interface of air and
rods of plasmonic PCA, and depends on the frequency of
incident optical wave as well as permittivity constant of
the semiconductor material. Since wavelength of incident
optical wave is much smaller than the dimensions of
each of the pair of electrodes, the value of \( R \) can be
assumed independent of electrode dimensions, but
depends on dimensions of rods of plasmonic PCA also.
Therefore, for computing the value of \( R \), a unit cell of 2D
rods (shown in Fig. 1 (b)) are simulated by the finite
element method within the COMSOL package.

Each photon of incident optical wave absorbed in
the semiconductor region, generates a pair of hole and
electron with capability of moving across the
semiconductor material in their lifetime. In the
conventional PCA with small gap between electrodes,
the distribution of generated carriers (holes and electrons)
can be assumed uniform in planes perpendicular to the
propagation direction of incident optical power.
Whereas, due to the existence of periodic rods in the
electrodes of plasmonic PCA, the distribution of carriers
generated in the plasmonic PCA is nonuniform, so that
most of carriers are created in the vicinity of the periodic
rods of the electrodes. Therefore, in order to accurately
analyze the performance of plasmonic PCA, carriers
density, \( n(x,y,t) \), as a function of both time and position
is required.

Temporal variation of carriers density, \( n(x,y,t) \),
depends on semiconductor material properties (which are constant values) and incident optical wave which
varies with time only. On the other hand, spatial
distribution of \( n(x,y,t) \) depends on rods dimensions only. Therefore \( n(x,y,t) \) can be assumed separable in temporal- and spatial-dependencies:

\[
n(x, y, t) = n_t(t)n_s(x, y),
\]

where \( n_t(t) \) is the total carriers density (number of carriers in the unit cell in unit length of z-direction) and \( n_s(x,y) \) is the distribution of carriers density in the semiconductor region of the unit cell, normalized to unity. As will be discussed in the followings, we will obtain \( n_t(t) \) from a theoretical model, whereas \( n_s(x,y) \) is calculated by the finite element method within the COMSOL package. In practice we will calculate the electromagnetic power absorbed in semiconductor instead of \( n_s(x,y) \), since we know that the absorbed electromagnetic power and \( n_s(x,y) \) have the same distributions down to a constant multiplier (which indeed depends on time) [12]. It is important to note that a periodic pulse (such as the incident optical wave considered herein) typically has a wide frequency band, though its power mainly concentrates at its center frequency. Therefore, to calculate the absorbed electromagnetic power (while indeed depends on the pulse frequency band), considering only the central frequency of the pulse gives results within good enough accuracy.

Let us assume that each of the two electrodes of plasmonic PCA consists of \( N \) adjacent unit cells of Fig. 1 (b) plus a pair of half cells at the farthest ends of the electrode. In the following discussion we will ignore these two half cells, inspired by the fact that their effect becomes less important as \( N \) increases. All \( N \) cells experience the same electrostatic boundary conditions as they are all subjected to one bias voltage. On the other hand, if we further assume that the incident optical wave illuminates all \( N \) cells equally, then the number of carriers \( n_t(t) \) generated in each of the \( N \) cells are the same. As the result, the total current density of plasmonic PCA, \( j(x,y,t) \), is related to the current density of each cell, \( j(x,y,t) \), according to:

\[
\mathbf{j}(x, y, t) = N \mathbf{j_c}(x, y, t).
\]

For calculating \( n_t(t) \), Drude model can be used (according to the reference [12]) to write the equation:

\[
\frac{dn_t(t)}{dt} = -\frac{1}{\tau_c}n_t(t) + \frac{\alpha}{\hbar \nu_{\text{opt}}} \frac{P(t)}{N},
\]

where \( \hbar \) is the Planck constant, \( \alpha \) is the optical absorption coefficient of semiconductor, \( \tau_c \) is carrier lifetime of semiconductor, and \( \nu_{\text{opt}} \) is the optical wave central frequency. In Eq. (5), \( \frac{P(t)}{N} \) is the optical power portion received by each cell. By substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (5), and solving the resulting first-order ordinary differential equation, \( n_t(t) \) as a function of time can be obtained as:

\[
n_t(t) = \frac{\rho_0}{N} (1 - R) \frac{\nu_{\text{opt}}}{h} \frac{\alpha}{\hbar \nu_{\text{opt}}} \tau_r \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2} \frac{\tau_1}{\tau_c}\right)^2 -\frac{1}{\tau_c} \left(\text{erf}\left(\sqrt{\frac{\tau_1}{\tau_c}} - \frac{\sqrt{\nu_{\text{opt}}}}{4 \tau_c}\right) + 1\right).
\]

After substituting Eqs. (1), (3) and (6) into Eq. (4), the expression for \( \mathbf{j}(x,y,t) \) boils down to:

\[
\mathbf{j}(x, y, t) = \rho_0 e \nu_{\text{opt}} \left(1 - R \right) \frac{\nu_{\text{opt}}}{h} \frac{\alpha}{\hbar \nu_{\text{opt}}} \frac{1}{\tau_c} \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2} \frac{\tau_1}{\tau_c}\right)^2 -\frac{1}{\tau_c} \left(\text{erf}\left(\sqrt{\frac{\tau_1}{\tau_c}} - \frac{\sqrt{\nu_{\text{opt}}}}{4 \tau_c}\right) + 1\right) n_s(x,y) \mathbf{E}_{\text{bias}}(x,y).
\]

It is important to note that \( N \) cancels out in Eq. (7), implying that our model does not depend on the considered number of unit cells \( N \).

### B. Calculation of \( \mathbf{E}_{\text{bias}}(x,y) \)

The bias voltage applied on the electrodes of plasmonic PCA, creates an electric field, \( \mathbf{E}_{\text{bias}}(x,y,z) \), in the semiconductor region between electrodes. This field accelerates generated carriers and assists them to reach to the rods. Since most of the carriers are generated beneath the rods of anode electrode, they need to move in the plane (xy-plane of Fig. 1 (a)) perpendicular to the rods direction (z-direction of Fig. 1 (a)) to reach to the rods. Therefore, components of the electric field in this plane have the largest effect on the drift velocity of carriers in the semiconductor material. Hence, only x- and y-components of \( \mathbf{E}_{\text{bias}}(x,y,z) \), in the semiconductor region need to be calculated. Moreover, due to the assumption that incident optical wave is focused onto the middle of rod (far from both ends) and consequently most of carriers are generated in the semiconductor region beneath the middle of rod, the effect of the both ends of rod on the bias electric field in the semiconductor region is neglected here; therefore \( \mathbf{E}_{\text{bias}}(x,y,z) \) is assumed to be invariant of \( z \) coordinate, and we will drop the \( z \) argument hereafter. In order to obtain \( \mathbf{E}_{\text{bias}}(x,y) \), the Laplace equation \( \nabla^2 \mathbf{V}_{\text{bias}} = 0 \) (\( \mathbf{V}_{\text{bias}} \) is the electric potential function due to the bias voltages) in companion with the Dirichlet boundary conditions of bias voltage values on the electrodes is solved in the semiconductor region of Fig. 1 (b) by COMSOL package, with \( -\nabla \mathbf{V}_{\text{bias}} = \mathbf{E}_{\text{bias}} \).

### C. Field screening effect

Bias electric field, \( \mathbf{E}_{\text{bias}}(x,y) \), in the semiconductor region causes generated electrons and holes to move in opposite directions. With spatial separation between electrons and holes, polarization, \( \mathbf{p}(x,y,t) \), is induced in the semiconductor region. The time-dependence of polarization can be calculated by solving ([12]):

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{p}(x,y,t)}{\partial t} = -\frac{1}{\tau_r} \mathbf{p}(x,y,t) + \mathbf{f}_c(x,y,t),
\]

where \( \tau_r \) is the recombination time of carriers. According to the point-dipole model [11], electric field induced by polarization can be expressed as:

\[
\mathbf{E}_{\text{sc}}(x, y, t) = \frac{1}{\varepsilon \eta} \mathbf{p}(x, y, t),
\]

where \( \varepsilon \) is the permittivity constant of semiconductor material and \( \eta \) is a coefficient which depends on the antenna structure. The direction of induced electric field, \( \mathbf{E}_{\text{sc}}(x,y,t) \), created due to the presence of polarization, is
in opposite to the direction of bias electric field. Therefore, bias electric field is opposingly “screened” by \( E(x,y,t) \). By taking into account the field screening effect, the generated current density of Eq. (1), should be corrected as:

\[
j_{x}(x,y,t) = e\mu_{e} n(x,y,t)(E_{bias}(x,y) − E_{sc}(x,y,t)),
\]

Eqs. (4), (9) and (10) give:

\[
p(x,y,t) = \eta e E_{bias}(x,y) − \eta e \frac{n(x,y,t)}{\epsilon_{e} N n(x,y,t)},
\]

subsequently Eqs. (8) and (11) yield:

\[
j(x,y,t) \left( \frac{1}{n(x,y,t)} \frac{\partial n(x,y,t)}{\partial t} \right) − \frac{1}{\tau_{r}} = \frac{e \mu_{e} n(x,y,t)}{\epsilon_{e} N} n(x,y,t).
\]

By numerically solving Eq. (12), current density, \( j(x,y,t) \), generated in plasmonic antenna with consideration of field screening effect can be calculated.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the previous section a hybrid model was presented for calculating current density of electrodes of plasmonic PCAs. In order to validate the accuracy of the proposed model, the current generated in electrodes of the plasmonic PCA proposed in the reference [9] is investigated herein. The plasmonic PCA of the reference [9], consists of two bow-tie electrodes placed on the low-temperature GaAs (LT-GaAs) substrate as shown in Fig. 1 (a). An optical wave from Ti:sapphire laser with a central frequency of 375 THz, repetition rate of 76 MHz, and pulse duration of 200 fs is focused onto the rods of anode electrode. Dimensions of the antenna and parameters of laser and LT-GaAs semiconductor utilized for analyzing the plasmonic PCA are given in Table 1; the values are tabulated along with their corresponding references.

| Table 1: Antenna dimensions and parameters for laser and LT-GaAs semiconductor |
|-----------------------------|-----------------|
| Parameter                   | Value           |
| Electron mobility for LT-GaAs [13] | \( \mu_{e} = 0.02 \text{ m}^{2}\text{V}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1} \) |
| Optical absorption coefficient [14] | \( \alpha = 6000 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) |
| Laser pulse duration [9] | \( \tau_{l} = 200 \text{ fs} \) |
| Laser repetition rate [9] | \( f_{i} = 76 \text{ MHz} \) |
| Carrier lifetime [15] | \( \tau_{c} = 1 \text{ ps} \) |
| Carrier recombination time [12] | \( \tau_{r} = 100 \text{ ps} \) |
| x-axis periodicity of rods [9] | \( d_{x} = 200 \text{ nm} \) |
| Width of rods [9] | \( w_{x} = 100 \text{ nm} \) |
| Height of rods [9] | \( h_{x} = 50 \text{ nm} \) |
| Permittivity constant of LT-GaAs [14] | \( \varepsilon = 12.86 \varepsilon_{0} \) |
| Coefficient related to the antenna structure | \( \eta = 3 \times 10^{-6} \) |
| Power reflection coefficient at the interface of air and rods | \( R = 0.3 \) |

The power reflection coefficient at the interface of air and rods with rod dimensions given in Table 1 is 0.3 according to result of simulation of 2D structure (Fig. 1 (b)) within COMSOL package. For LT-GaAs semiconductor, with parameters given in Table 1, the total carriers density, \( N_{s}n(t) \), is calculated using Eq. (6) and is plotted in Fig. 2 for different values of incident optical power \( P_{0} \). From both Fig. 2 as well as Eq. (6), it can be deduced that the rise time of \( n(t) \) depends on the laser pulse duration, \( \tau_{s} \), whereas the decay time depends on the carrier lifetime, \( \tau_{c} \), of LT-GaAs.

As explained in the previous section another parameter needed for calculating generated current density, \( j(x,y,t) \), is the distribution of carriers density, \( n(x,y) \). In order to compute \( n(x,y) \), 2D rods (shown in Fig. 1 (b)) with parameters of Table 1 are simulated within the COMSOL package. Obtained values for the distribution of carriers density, \( n(x,y) \), are shown in Fig. 3. As it can be seen in this figure, most of carriers are generated in the vicinity of rods especially near the corners; such that, the distance of most of generated carriers to the nearest rod is less than 40 nm. Next the values obtained for \( n(x,y) \) and \( n(t) \) are used in Eq. (3) to result in the carriers density, \( n(x,y,t) \).

As mentioned earlier also, electric field, \( E_{bias}(x,y) \), in the semiconductor region, created by bias voltage, should be first determined for calculating generated current density \( j(x,y,t) \) in the electrodes of the plasmonic PCA. Therefore, within the COMSOL package, the Laplace equation is solved numerically in the LT-GaAs semiconductor region. Dirichlet boundary conditions for the Laplace equation are the bias voltage values at anode and cathode electrodes, set as 40 V and 0 V, respectively [9]. The absolute value of the bias electric field, \( E_{bias}(x,y) \), in the semiconductor region beneath a period of rods determined from the simulation is shown in Fig. 4. It shows that the magnitude of \( E_{bias} \) drastically decreases with the increase of the distance from the rods of electrodes along the y-axis.

![Fig. 2. Total carriers density, \( N_{s}n(t) \), in the LT-GaAs semiconductor of the plasmonic PCA versus time for different values of optical power, \( P_{0} \).](image)
The distribution of carriers density, \( n(x,y) \), in LT-GaAs semiconductor beneath a period of rods of plasmonic PCA electrode.

Using the calculated carriers density, \( n(x,y,t) \), and bias electric field, \( E_{\text{bias}}(x,y) \), the current density, \( j(x,y,t) \), generated in the plasmonic PCA is finally determined from both Eq. (12) with field screening effect and Eq. (4) without field screening effect. The generated currents (averaged over time) are calculated by the proposed model and are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of incident optical power. Along with them, measurement results of [9] are also plotted. It can be observed that in comparison with the measurement results, the theoretical results obtained by Eq. (12) with considering field screening effect (red solid curve of Fig. 5) are more accurate than the theoretical results obtained by Eq. (4) without considering field screening effect (green dashed curve of Fig. 5). To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the most accurate theoretical results for plasmonic PCA mimicking experimental observations, reported as far in the literature.

The difference between red solid curve and green dashed curve of Fig. 5 corresponds to the reduction of current generated in the plasmonic PCA due to the field screening effect. At low incident optical power, the field screening effect is negligible, however, this effect amplifies with the increase of optical power. As the number of generated carriers increases due to the increase of optical power, the polarization induced by spatial separation of them also increases; and consequently the field screening effect intensifies. On the other hand, according to Eq. (10) the increase of field screening effect leads to reduction in the rate of current generated in plasmonic PCA as can be also observed in Fig. 5; this is also consistent with the measurement results of reference [9].

Average current generated in the plasmonic PCA with the parameters given in Table 1.

IV. CONCLUSION

Plasmonic photoconductive antennas (plasmonic PCAs) have broad technological applications as terahertz (THz) sources. On the theoretical side, however, the analysis of these antennas (PCAs) is very challenging due to the existence of periodic structures. In this paper, a hybrid model consisting of both analytical and numerical methods was proposed which significantly reduces the complexity of plasmonic PCA analysis and subsequently the time required for its simulation. The model ultimately calculates the current generated in the electrodes of plasmonic PCA. For this purpose, the time-dependence and spatial-dependence of density of carriers generated in the semiconductor of plasmonic PCA were studied separately; the time-dependence was calculated analytically, whereas the spatial-dependence was computed using finite element method. For validation purpose, a typical plasmonic PCA as an example was analyzed by the model, and was found that model results match very well with experimental measurements published earlier in the literature. It was shown that field screening effect in the plasmonic PCA is negligible at
low incident optical power. However, this effect gets substantial as the optical power increases. The increase of field screening effect causes the rate of current generated in the plasmonic PCA to reduce. This fact can also be confirmed from the measurement results of plasmonic PCAs reported earlier.
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Abstract — In order to explore the expediency of graphene for biotelemetry in Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN), conformal square patch antenna design has been presented in this paper. The operational efficiency of the antenna is attributed to the incredible properties of graphene as patch conductor. The proposed antenna designed for operating in band from 1-4.88 GHz is fed with microstrip line and quarter wave transformer for impedance matching. The antenna however achieves best performance at 2.4 GHz in ISM band with good impedance matching, reasonable dB gain and high radiation efficiency for the wideband of frequencies in GHz range. The proposed wearable conformal graphene based antenna is optimally positioned at distance from body to make it suitable for Ultra Wide Band (UWB) health monitoring systems fulfilling the requirements of wideband operation, high gain and improved radiation efficiency at reduced SAR.

Index Terms — Biotelemetry, CST, curved patch antenna, graphene, WBAN.

I. INTRODUCTION

A WBAN consists of wireless nodes located on body which may communicate with each other and/or with an external base station using an efficient antenna. When body area network communicates with external base station, it is known as off-body communication. In biotelemetry applications more concentration is on off body communication. It is similar to mobile phone network, where mobile is in human proximity communicates with base station at distant place. The different antennas that have been used for body area networks include monopole Microstrip Patch Antenna (MPA) [1] and dipole microstrip patch antenna [2]. It is well documented that for telemetry applications the antenna should have small size high directivity, small Specific Absorption Ratio (SAR), circular polarization and should consume less power because it is not easy to carry a large battery with antenna [3-4]. Subhashini et al. observed that when inset feed MPA is placed 10 mm above the body phantom, the maximum SAR (10g) is 0.0190563 W/kg. Further the gain of antenna reduces when it is attached to the body phantom [5-6]. Kwon et al. showed that if the patch antenna is placed on body with given input power of 250 mW then maximum SAR value is 0.455 W/kg [4]. In order to flexibly place the antenna on any part of body including arm or wrist, it is desirable that the antenna should be curved along a cylindrical surface of desired radius. But as the radius changes, hence the curvature of body surface changes the performance parameters of antenna undergo variations. The radiation characteristics also depend upon radius of curvature [7]. It is desirable that the performance of the antenna should not be deteriorated on account of variations in radiation characteristics. The curved antenna designed here utilizes graphene as patch conductor to allow easy control of various parameters including resonant frequency, bandwidth on account of tunable surface conductivity on the basis of varying the chemical potential or the applied DC bias [8-9]. Moreover, the conductivity of graphene is highly frequency-dependent and the designed antenna can therefore possess completely different behavior. The constraints however for operating the planar graphene antenna in GHz range are the poor radiation efficiency and limited bandwidth [4]. The proposed square patch antenna is stretched to give curvature hence conforming to curved parts of body. The curved patch antenna also overcomes the drawback of limited radiation efficiency as the cylindrical structures offer better radiation efficiency performance than their planar counterparts [8]. The bandwidth can also be increased with increase in curvature [10]. Due the different curvatures of body parts for different persons the designed antenna with given dimensions may undergo up to 0.2% variation in resonant frequency [7]. In order to accommodate for these variations the proposed wearable antenna is designed to exhibit good resonant and radiation characteristics for operating band of 1-4.88 GHz. The microstrip line fed graphene based curved patch antenna designed on silicon substrate with dielectric constant...
ε_r = 11.9 will prove to be useful to provide telemetry services for health monitoring systems in WBAN applications.

II. GRAPHENE MODELING

The radiation and absorption characteristics of graphene as patch conductor depend on the modeling of graphene conductivity coupled with Maxwell’s equations. An infinitesimally thin layer of graphene sheet is modeled using the surface conductivity as derived from the Kubo’s formula [11]. It has been noticed that in the low frequency range the inter band contributions of graphene conductivity can be ignored [12] and hence, the surface conductivity can be expressed by using only intraband contributions as:

\[ \sigma = -j\frac{q^2k_BT}{\pi\hbar^2(\omega^2-\omega_{\text{c}}^2)} \left[ \frac{\mu_c}{k_BT} + 2\ln\left(e^{-\frac{\mu_c}{k_BT}} + 1\right) \right], \] (1)

where \( \omega \) is the angular frequency, \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann’s constant, \( \hbar \) is the electron charge, \( T \) is temperature, and \( \mu_c \) is graphene chemical potential, \( \Gamma \) is electron scattering rate expressed in terms of relaxation time as \( \tau = \frac{1}{2\Gamma} \). In this work, the modeling of graphene material as patch is performed on CST (Computer Simulation Technology) 2014 commercial package with CST microwave studio [13] with help of macro program which permits the inclusion of graphene material characterized by appropriate physical, thermal and electrical properties. The present analysis is carried out at room temperature \( T = 300 \, ^\circ\text{K}, \tau = 1 \, \text{ps} \), and \( \mu_c \) is kept below 1 eV in order to obtain sufficient radiation efficiency [14]. The various properties of graphene material considered for designing patch antenna are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Graphene Material Parameter Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric loss tangent</td>
<td>0.077 [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material density</td>
<td>2250 Kg/m^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat capacity</td>
<td>2100 KJ/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity</td>
<td>5000 W/mK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal diffusivity</td>
<td>1.0582x10^6 m^2/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breaking strength</td>
<td>40 N/m [17-18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus</td>
<td>1000 GPa [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.17 [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal expression coefficient</td>
<td>17.7x10^9/K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. DESIGN OF GRAPHENE BASED CURVED PATCH ANTENNA

The graphene based curved patch antenna designed to resonate at 2.4 GHz is mounted on three layer cylindrical body phantom as shown in Fig. 1, keeping in view the installation of antenna flexibly on any curved parts of human body including arms and legs. The antenna can be oriented conforming to body in two ways either lengthwise or widthwise. When antenna is curved lengthwise along the width, there will be expansion in length due to stretching therefore affecting the fringing fields. The increased length is then required to be calculated as a function of angle of curvature [19]. Further, when the curved antenna is positioned along the length, the antenna gets curved widthwise; hence, increasing the width of patch due to stretching which will not effectively vary the resonant frequency. Conventionally, the width variations doesn’t affect the resonant frequency however variations in frequency are still observed with curvature because due to stretching and compression in materials at different positions dielectric constant of material further changes and dielectric constant is inversely proportional to frequency.
it at the edges of the patch in order to account for the fringing fields around the periphery of the patch as given by [21]:

$$\varepsilon_{\text{reff}} = \frac{\varepsilon_r+1}{2} + \frac{\varepsilon_r-1}{2} \sqrt{1 + 12 \frac{h}{W_p}},$$

(3)

where $h$ is the height of substrate. Due to effect of fringing length of patch looks electrically wider than its physical length. Now actual length of patch can be calculated as the function of effective dielectric constant as:

$$L_p = \left\{ \frac{c}{2\varepsilon_{\text{reff}}^{\frac{1}{2}}} \right\} - 2 \left\{ 0.412 h \varepsilon_{\text{reff}} + 0.3 \right\} \left( \frac{W_p}{h} - 0.264 \right) - 0.258 \left( \frac{W_p}{h} - 0.8 \right).$$

(4)

When the curved patch antenna is placed lengthwise, the length becomes stretch due to curvature and if the amount of curvature is $\theta$, then actual length of patch required to resonate at same frequency will get reduced by a factor $\left( \frac{h + \theta}{2} \right)$ and the specific length of patch required will then be given by:

$$L_p = \left\{ \frac{c}{2\varepsilon_{\text{reff}}^{\frac{1}{2}}} \right\} - \frac{h + \theta}{2} \left\{ 0.412 h \varepsilon_{\text{reff}} + 0.3 \right\} \left( \frac{W_p}{h} - 0.264 \right) - 0.258 \left( \frac{W_p}{h} - 0.8 \right).$$

(5)

The effect of curvature on resonant frequency has been presented by Krowne [3] as:

$$f_{mn} = \frac{1}{2\pi \eta_{\text{eff}}(\omega)} \left( \frac{m}{n} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{n}{L_p} \right)^2,$$

(6)

where $\rho$ is radius of the curvature, $\theta$ is the angle bounded the width of the patch, $\varepsilon_r$ is dielectric constant and $\mu$ is the magnetic permeability.

In the present case the curved antenna is placed widthwise so there will be no effect on length. Further, the proposed curved antenna uses graphene material as patch which supports Transverse Magnetic (TM) Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPP) waves with an effective mode index given by [22-23]:

$$\eta_{\text{eff}}(\omega) = \frac{1}{\varepsilon_r - \frac{\epsilon_0 \mu_0}{\varepsilon_0\sigma(\omega)^2}}.$$

(7)

The resonant behavior in graphene is therefore achieved due to the coupling of electromagnetic radiations with the SPP waves. The length of patch for the curved graphene patch antenna is thus based on the resonant conditions for graphene as given by:

$$m \frac{\lambda}{2 \eta_{\text{eff}}} = L_p + 2\delta L,$$

(8)

where $m$ is an integer determining the order of the resonance, $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the incident radiation, $L_p$ is the antenna length and $\delta L$ is a measure of the field penetration outside the graphene-based patch antenna.

The graphene based curved patch antenna is designed as a four layer structure where at the bottom layer is ground plane of perfect electrical conductor (PEC), highly conducting material. The next layer is the high permittivity silicon (Si) substrate with dielectric constant, $\varepsilon_r = 11.9$ followed by a lower permittivity silicon dioxide (SiO$_2$) capping layer. The fourth layer situated on the top is the graphene patch radiator. The purpose of capping layer is to provide good optical contrast facilitating the visibility of even single graphene layer [24]. The antenna is edge fed by a microstrip line and quarter wave transformer for further impedance matching.

The dimensional parameters are selected to operate the designed antenna in the frequency range of 1-4.88 GHz as described in Table 2. The operating band includes the resonant frequency of 2.4 GHz that comes under the Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) band which is the approved frequency band for on body antennas according to Federal Communications Commission (FCC). The simulation analysis has been carried out with CST software based on finite integral technique. The software operates with automatic optimization tools utilizing transient solver for analyzing curved antenna structures with lossy and anisotropic material properties. CST software further supports coupled bio-electromagnetic problems and suitable for determining the absorption effects of radiations on human body.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Dimensions of graphene curved patch antenna</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating frequency band</td>
<td>1-4.88 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate length and width</td>
<td>(75.4×68) mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon $(\varepsilon_r = 11.9)$ substrate height</td>
<td>2.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length, width of curved patch $(L_p \times W_p)$</td>
<td>(35×35) mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patch thickness</td>
<td>10 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of capping layer SiO$_2$ $(\varepsilon_r = 3.8)$</td>
<td>1000 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length, width of feed $(L_f \times W_f)$</td>
<td>(17.8×2.9) mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length, width of $\lambda$/4 transformer $(L_q \times W_q)$</td>
<td>(10.9×0.79) mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of curvature for antenna</td>
<td>30 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The entire graphene based curved patch antenna is placed on cylindrical body phantom of length 160 mm for analyzing the effect of radiation characteristics on the human body. The body phantom considered here consists of three cylindrical layers. The outer layer represents skin, middle layer being the fat layer and innermost layer is for muscle with the respective physical and dielectric properties as given in Table 3. The dimensions of body phantom layers can vary from person to person. Here the dimensions of different layers of body phantom for an average healthy person have been considered.
Table 3: Parameters of the body tissues at 2.4 GHz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body Tissue of Length 160 mm</th>
<th>Skin (Dry)</th>
<th>Fat</th>
<th>Muscle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (mm)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity (s/m)</td>
<td>1.464</td>
<td>0.10452</td>
<td>1.7388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permittivity [20-21]</td>
<td>38.007</td>
<td>5.2801</td>
<td>52.729</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The curved shape antenna is designed with an objective to place the antenna conforming to curved body parts to facilitate health telemetry services at 2.4 GHz in ISM band for wireless communication networking. The careful examination of return loss, VSWR, gain, directivity, SAR and radiation characteristics is essential for performance evaluation of the antenna. The reference power is set at 1W for the operation at the resonant frequency. The wide operating band is obtained for the curved graphene antenna as is visible from the return loss plot given in Fig. 2. The return loss less than $-10$ dB show that the antennas are very well matched to the impedance transformer. It is evident from the plot that return loss $S_{11}$ maintains less than $-10$ dB value in the operating band from 1-4.88 GHz. The value of $S_{11}$ reaches a minimum value of -25.04 dB at resonating frequency of 2.4 GHz and -25.17 dB at resonating frequency of 3.94 GHz.

Fig. 2. Return loss versus frequency.

If the antenna impedance is matched to the transmission line at resonance, the mismatch off resonance is related to the voltage standing wave ratio. The value of VSWR which can be tolerated then defines the bandwidth of the antenna. The VSWR values of 1.118 and 1.12 are achieved at the respective resonating frequencies 2.4 GHz and 3.94 GHz as shown in Fig. 3.

In order to study the effect of curvature on the antenna performance, the radius of curvature is varied from 25 mm to 35 mm with an incremental step of 2 mm. As seen from Fig. 1, the curved graphene patch antenna is positioned widthwise along the length of body part so conventionally the variation in curvature will result in only minor variations in resonant frequency. However for graphene patch antennas it has been observed that increase in width of patch results in shifting of resonant frequency to higher side [22-23]. The variation in resonant frequency with curvature for the proposed graphene patch antenna is plotted in Fig. 4. The plot doesn’t seem to follow any particular trend on account of increased width but the optimum resonant behavior is apparent for radius of curvature as 30 mm. For conformal antennas the analytical justification to determine the effect of curvature on resonant characteristics for graphene patch is yet to be explored.

Fig. 3. VSWR versus frequency.

The radiation efficiency of planar graphene patch antenna is deteriorated due to excessive absorption losses in GHz range. The radiation efficiency capabilities can however be compensated by using silicon substrate material with higher dielectric constant. The further improvement in radiation efficiency is obtained as compared to planar structure due to curvature. Figure 5 shows that the radiation efficiency achieved for the antenna is about 79.09% at resonating frequency of 2.4 GHz and drops down to 74.86% at resonating frequency of 3.94 GHz.

Fig. 4. Variation in resonant frequency with curvature.

Figure 6 depicts that the peak gain attains value more than 5 dB for a very wide range of frequencies which is reasonably good for design of graphene curved
patch antenna for biotelemetry applications. The obtained gain is 10.19 dB at the desired frequency of 2.4 GHz and 2.8 dB at the second resonant frequency of 3.94 GHz.

Fig. 5. Radiation efficiency (in %) versus frequency.

![ Radiation Efficiency ]

Fig. 6. 2D gain (in dB) as function of frequency.

![ 2D Gain (in dB) ]

The 3D radiation patterns for gain and directivity at 2.4 GHz are as plotted in Fig. 7. The simulated far field radiation patterns for dB gain in the azimuth plane for \( \phi = 0^\circ \) and \( 90^\circ \) at 2.4 GHz for the graphene curved patch antenna are shown in Fig. 8, the symmetry and wide angular radiation patterns are observed. The proposed antenna offers the benefit of providing wide operating band hence facilitating its utility not only for short-range, high-data-rate communication ISM band but it also suits for UWB WBAN at 4-7 GHz in applications with human bodies. It can be made to resonate at multiple frequencies on account of inherent property of tunability of graphene material. The graphene based curved patch antenna built on silicon substrate (\( \varepsilon_r = 11.9 \)) interestingly obtains multi resonant characteristics with simple design without resorting to complex methods of slot loading or texturing the patches by slits, stacked patches, extra microstrip resonators, additional parasitic patches as done by other researchers [4], [25-26].

![ 3D Radiation Patterns ]

Fig. 7. 3D polar plots.

![ 3D Radiation Patterns ]

Fig. 8. Simulated radiation patterns of the graphene curved patch antenna.

Without air gap high permittivity of body tissues will absorb maximum amount of radiations which will have dangerous effect on body tissues. Further it also results in reducing the gain to a very low value. As the air gap increases antenna gain increases and SAR decreases. Figure 9 shows the measured SAR distributions of the graphene based curved patch antenna located on the human body phantom model. Since the wearable antennas are to be placed close to or even in contact with the human body, it is important that the level of electromagnetic radiation does not exceed the official recommendations. The present antenna design results in the maximum SAR value of 0.000148 W/Kg at 2.4 GHz calculated for an average mass of 10g of tissue which is
well below the specified limits [27].

![Image of SAR distribution at 2.4 GHz.](image)

Fig. 9. SAR distribution at 2.4 GHz.

The SAR is an essential factor to be considered when the antenna is operated on or inside the body and to circumvent the absorption of the electromagnetic radiations emitted by the antenna by human body in WBAN, SAR value must be minimized. The SAR distribution is effected by the antenna parameters including its distance from body, radiation power and antenna type. The SAR value being influenced by the position of antenna from body, the antenna installation is done on the body keeping an air gap of 4 mm.

It has been observed that researchers are designing conformal antennas for wearable applications without analyzing the effect of radiated power from the antenna on human body.

Sankaralingam et al. have designed wearable textile antennas using different values of dielectric constant of fabric substrate materials and simulative analysis is performed using IE3D simulator based on Method of Moments (MoM) for GHz radiations [28]. All the results are presented for free space conditions ignoring the effects on body interaction. Moreover the gain and radiation efficiency achieved is more for the proposed graphene antenna. Much improvement in fractional bandwidth is also evident from Fig. 2. Huang et al. have designed printed graphene antenna on paper substrate and proved in their work that RF signal can be effectively radiated and received by the graphene antennas [29]. The experimental demonstration assures the potential use of graphene antenna in wireless wearable communications systems covering the bands for Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and WLAN by presenting a real life scenario. But the absorption effects of the antenna radiations on the human body have not been considered whereas the proposed antenna satisfies the permissible SAR limits. Overall the conformal graphene antenna performs well with enhanced gain of 10.19 dB at resonant frequency of 2.4 GHz and the maximum radiation efficiency constantly remains greater than 72% for the wideband of frequencies in 1-5 GHz range. The detailed comparative analysis performed is presented in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Proposed Design</th>
<th>Sankaralingam et al. [28]</th>
<th>Kwon et al. [4]</th>
<th>Huang et al. [29]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Patch</td>
<td>Graphene</td>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>Copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>Silicon with capping layer of SiO₂</td>
<td>Varieties of cotton and polyester</td>
<td>FR-4</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return Loss (S₁₁, dB)</td>
<td>-25.05 dB at 2.4 GHz</td>
<td>79.09 at 2.4 GHz</td>
<td>-15 dB at 403.5 MHz</td>
<td>-1 dB at 3.26 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>10.5 dB at 2.4 GHz</td>
<td>7.730 dB</td>
<td>-31.98 dB at 403.5 MHz</td>
<td>0.2 dB at 1.97 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directivity</td>
<td>10.83 dB at 2.4 GHz</td>
<td>8.750 dB</td>
<td>-0.24dB at 2.45 GHz</td>
<td>-1 dB at 3.26 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSWR value</td>
<td>1.118 at 2.4 GHz</td>
<td>Not evaluated</td>
<td>Not evaluated</td>
<td>Not evaluated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation efficiency (%)</td>
<td>79.20 dB</td>
<td>Not evaluated</td>
<td>Not evaluated</td>
<td>Not evaluated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>3.88 GHz</td>
<td>87.31 MHz</td>
<td>15 MHz at 403.5 MHz</td>
<td>1.29 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR (W/Kg)</td>
<td>0.000148</td>
<td>Not evaluated</td>
<td>0.00087 at 403.5 MHz</td>
<td>Not evaluated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| V. CONCLUSION |

In this paper the utility of graphene is investigated for designing curved patch antenna for flexible handy wireless body area network applications. An attempt has been made to examine the effect of radius of curvature on the resonant frequency which can be compensated by graphene tunability. The antenna however provides sufficient bandwidth to accommodate for the variations in resonant frequency.

The microstrip line edge fed graphene based curved
square patch antenna achieves acceptable radiation efficiency with minimum SAR in the operating range of 1-4.88 GHz. Quarter wave transformer is used for optimizing the resonant properties hence obtaining return loss of -25.05 dB at resonating frequency of 2.4 GHz and -25.17 dB at second resonating frequency of 3.94 GHz. FIT based CST microwave studio simulation software is used for graphene characterization and numerical modeling of the designed antenna. Owing to the tunability feature of graphene, the simple curved square patch antenna achieves wideband operation and is therefore suitable for UWB biotelemetry WBAN applications.
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Abstract — We report the realization of an active composite right/left-handed (CRLH) metamaterial transmission line (TL) with gain. By employing the transistors in SiGe BiCMOS technology, an active CRLH TL has been realized exhibiting net gain, wideband and flat S-parameter characteristics. Effective electromagnetic parameters of the active CRLH TL, including complex propagation constant γ, effective permittivity ε_{eff}, effective permeability μ_{eff} and index of refraction n are extracted, which reveal the left handed properties of the active CRLH TL. The electric plasma frequency f_{pe} and the magnetic plasma frequency f_{me} are observed in the proposed TL.

Index Terms— Active, CRLH TL, metamaterial, SiGe BiCMOS.

I. INTRODUCTION
Metamaterials have special electromagnetic properties such as negative permittivity ε, negative permeability μ and negative index of refraction n, which are typically not observed in nature. Research on metamaterials has made great progress since experimental verification of negative index refraction [1] has been reported. Composite right-handed (CRLH) transmission line (TL) [2,3] and split ring resonators (SRRs) [4] are commonly two kinds of realization of metamaterials. However, the loss and narrow bandwidth inherently associated with the metamaterials are the main bottleneck that restrict their applications especially in high frequency. Active constituents, such as RF amplifier [5], gain medium rhodamine [6] and germanium tunnel diode [2] were adopted to alleviate the loss problem.

Silicon based SiGe CMOS technology is the most suitable platform for realization of the active CRLH TLs. Because it is available for producing various of active constituents such as transistors and diodes, and lumped elements such as inductance L and capacitance C. Also, it offers integration and small size which is a requirement as the unit length of the CRLH TL should be smaller than the wavelength. Thus, the operating frequency can be extended to microwave and millimeter-wave, even to terahertz (THz).

In this letter, an active CRLH TL with both gain and impedance matching in wideband is demonstrated. Effective electromagnetic parameters including transmission line complex propagation constant γ, effective permittivity ε_{eff}, effective permeability μ_{eff} and index of refraction n are extracted to analyze the characteristics of the active CRLH TL. The electric plasma frequency f_{pe} and the magnetic plasma frequency f_{me} are observed, which defined as the transition frequency between the negative and positive value of ε_{eff} and μ_{eff}, respectively.

II. DESIGN OF THE ACTIVE CRLH TL
The schematic of the active CRLH TL is shown in Fig. 1 (a), which contains two distributed unit cells and matching circuits. When the input signal is supplied to the base of the HBT transistor in one unit cell, the amplified output signal can be obtained in the collector. The output signals from each unit cell sum in phase as the delays of the input and output lines are made equal. Terminating matching loads are used to minimize destructive reflections. Its equivalent circuit model of one unit cell of the active CRLH TL is shown in Fig. 1 (b). The passive part of the active CRLH TL unit cell in Fig. 1 (b) is similar to the classic CRLH TL theory [7], including a series connection of inductance L_{R} and capacitance C_{L} and a shunt connection inductance L_{R} and capacitance C_{R}. They come from two parts: the lumped elements realized in Fig. 1 (a) and the parasitic effects of the HBT transistor. In this design, the designed values
of the passive part are: $L_R=550.2 \, \text{pH}$, $L_L=249.0 \, \text{pH}$, $C_R=220.1 \, \text{fF}$, $C_L=99.6 \, \text{fF}$. Thus, the passive part is balanced at frequency:

$$f_0 = f_a \left(1/2\pi \sqrt{L_L C_L}\right) = f_{th} \left(1/2\pi \sqrt{L_R C_R}\right) = 21.5 \, \text{GHz}. \tag{1}$$

The active part of one unit cell in Fig. 1 (b) is an amplifier unit which provides a voltage-controlled current source to the traditional CRLH TL. It is used to not only compensate the loss from the lumped elements, but also providing gain to the CRLH TL.

Considering the parasitic effects of the transistors, the designed parameters in Fig. 1 (a) are $L_{R1}=L_{R2}=500 \, \text{pH}$, $L_{L1}=L_{L2}=406 \, \text{pH}$, $C_{R1}=C_{R2}=148 \, \text{fF}$, $C_{L1}=C_{L2}=162.4 \, \text{fF}$. The simulated and measured S parameters are shown in Fig. 2. The measured gain of the active CRLH TL is about 10.5 dB from 10.7 GHz to 31 GHz with ±1 dB ripple and good impedance matching can be observed in this band. Compared with other kinds of CRLH, the proposed CRLH TL in this paper has net gain, wideband, and flat S-parameter characteristics. The left-handed properties of CRLH TL will be discussed by extraction of effective electromagnetic parameters in the following section.

![Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the active CRLH TL. (b) The equivalent circuit model of one unit cell.](image)

**III. ANALYSIS OF THE ACTIVE CRLH TL**

Effective electromagnetic parameters of passive metamaterials can be extracted from measured two-port S-parameters by Nicolson-Ross-Weir (NRW) approach [8-10]. In this method, the choice of sign of the transmission factor $T$ and reflection factor $\Gamma$ is determined by $|\Gamma| \leq 1, |T| \leq 1$. While for active metamaterials TL with gain in this design, the constraint is modified to $|\Gamma| \leq 1$. With this method, the complex propagation constant $\gamma=\alpha+j\beta$ ($\alpha$ is the propagation attenuation constant and $\beta$ is the phase constant), effective permittivity $\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}$, effective permeability $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ and index of refraction $n$ are shown in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3 (a), the negative $\beta$ from 0 GHz to 19.5 GHz is observed. Thus, the TL exhibits left-handed property below 19.5 GHz and right-handed property above 19.5 GHz. This frequency is shifted downward compared with the designed frequency 21.5 GHz, which could be caused by the inaccuracy of the parameter extraction of the transistors and interconnects. Also, we can obtain negative $\alpha$ from 5 GHz to 57.5 GHz, which means that the magnitude of S21 is larger than 0 dB in this range. For further insight into the electromagnetic properties of the CRLH TL with gain, the effective permittivity $\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}$ and permeability $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ are extracted and plotted in Fig. 3 (b). The inset shows the details of the original graph near zero-Y-axis. The real part of $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ is negative below 19.3 GHz and from 2.8 GHz to 19.5 GHz the real part of $\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}$ is negative, which verify the left-handed properties below 19.5 GHz. Thus, the electric plasma frequency $f_{pe}$ and the magnetic plasma frequency $f_{mu}$ is 19.3 GHz and 19.5 GHz, respectively. Below 3.4 GHz and above 7.2 GHz, the imaginary part of $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ is positive and from 3.4 GHz to 41.7 GHz, the imaginary part of $\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}$ is positive, which account for the gain properties of the TL. The corresponding index of refraction $n$ is calculated and plotted in Fig. 3 (c). The inset shows the details of the
original graph near zero-Y-axis. The real part of \( n \) is negative below 19.5 GHz, which indicates left-handed property of the CRLH TL in this band. From 5 GHz to 57.5 GHz, the imaginary part of \( n \) are negative, indicating the gain property of the CRLH TL.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, we present an active CRLH TL based on BiCMOS technology. Improved performances were experimentally demonstrated in terms of high gain, wideband impedance matching and flat S-parameter characteristics. Effective electromagnetic parameters of the active CRLH TL are analyzed, which can be the basis to the design and application of active metamaterials. Potential applications of the proposed CRLH TL can be foreseen in filters, amplifiers, phase shifters etc.
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Abstract — A new center-fed tri-band reflectarray antenna is presented in this paper. Elements of the reflectarray antenna are circular rings and patches loaded with slots. The proposed antenna operates in three bands (X, Ku and K). The introduced element, has been optimized to achieve large linear phase range at the three bands. Phase compensation is achieved by varying the size of elements. Height of the horn antenna has been optimized to get maximum gain and bandwidth at the three bands.

Index Terms — Microstrip, multi-band, reflectarray antenna, single layer.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reflectarray antennas combine the best features of reflector antennas and phased array antennas [1], so they have a lot of advantages such as: low profile, small mass and volume and low cost [2]. They are easy to manufacture and have potential for beam control and shaping. A reflectarray consists of many printed radiating elements, illuminated by a horn antenna. The elements provide required phase shift to produce a contoured beam [3].

A disadvantage of microstrip reflectarray antennas is their limited bandwidth because of the narrow bandwidth of microstrip patch elements and differential spatial phase delay as a result of different distance of the feed antenna to each element [4]. Phase compensation is achieved using patches with attached variable length stubs [5], or varying sized patches, dipoles and rings [6], or identical patches with different angular rotation [7]. Several techniques have been presented to overcome the limited bandwidth of the reflectarray antennas, such as using stacked two or more arrays [8], aperture-coupled patches [9], the elements with a large linear phase range [10], or multiresonant elements [11].

Multi-band operation of the reflectarray antenna can be achieved using two or more layers [12], or FSS-backed structures [13], with the drawback of more cost and complexity, while single-layer multi-band reflectarray antenna is easily manufactured and has a much less cost. In [14-16] single-layer, dual-band reflectarray antennas have been presented.

In this paper, a single-layer tri-band reflectarray antenna with linear polarization is introduced. By varying the size of the element, 600 degrees linear phase range within X-band (10.8 GHz–12.8 GHz), 680 degrees linear phase range within Ku-band (15.3 GHz–17.3 GHz) and 900 degrees linear phase range within K-band (24 GHz–26 GHz) have been achieved.

Variable sized patch elements have advantages of producing less dissipative loss and cross polarization, compared to the patches with attached variable length stubs [17].

II. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED REFLECTARRAY

A single-layer microstrip element, consisting of a circular ring and patch with slots on it, is introduced as the elements of tri-band reflectarray antenna in X-, Ku- and K-bands. The designed element structure is shown in Fig. 1. The unit cell is 10 mm. It operates in center frequencies of 11.8 GHz, 16.3 GHz and 25 GHz.

Fig. 1. Element structure.
an air distance between the ground plane and the substrate for obtaining a more linear phase range.

For analyzing the reflection phase characteristics of the element, an infinite periodic array model was performed, using the HFSS simulation [18]. The boundary conditions on the side walls are master-slave and the excitation is a floquet port as shown in Fig. 2 [2].

According to Fig. 1, there are six undefined parameters (k, k2, k3, k4, k5 and t2) whose values, should be optimized to obtain a large linear phase range at the three bands. Primary values of these parameters are chosen in a way that the element has three resonant frequencies.

Figures 3 to 8, show the phase responses of the element for different values of parameters at center frequencies in each band when one parameter changed and the other parameters keep unchanged, in order to study the influence of each parameter on the phase curves. It can be seen that k2 and k4 have the most effect on the phase response. Also we find that K3, K4 and K5 does not much effect on the phase curves at the first band and it shows that the slots are responsible for exciting two other bands. The curves indicate that the best values for these parameters are k=0.85, k2 = 0.7, k3 = 0.1, k4 = 1.25, k5 = 0.15, t2 = 2 mm, because with these values of parameters, the curves are more linear than other values.

Fig. 2. HFSS model for obtaining the phase response.

Fig. 3. The phase response of the element for different values of t2: (k=0.85, k2 = 0.7, k3 = 0.1, k4 = 1.25, k5 = 0.15).

Fig. 4. Phase response of the element for different values of k: (t2=2 mm, k2 = 0.7, k3 = 0.1, k4 = 1.25, k5 = 0.15).

Fig. 5. The phase response of the element for different values of k2: (k=0.85, k3 = 0.1, k4 = 1.25, k5 = 0.15, t2=2 mm).

Fig. 6. The phase response of the element for different values of k3: (k=0.85, k2 = 0.7, k4 = 1.25, k5 = 0.15, t2=2 mm).

Fig. 7. The phase response of the element for different values of k4: (k=0.85, k2 = 0.7, k3 = 0.1, k5 = 0.15, t2=2 mm).
Fig. 8. The phase response of the element for different values of k5: (k=0.85, k2 = 0.7, k3 = 0.1, k4 = 1.25, t2=2 mm).

With these optimized parameters and by varying the ring size, 600 degrees linear phase range at 11.8 GHz and 680 degrees linear phase range at 16.3 GHz and 900 degrees linear phase range at 25 GHz have been achieved, as shown in Figs. 9 to 11. They also show that the phase curves, in all three bands are parallel in adjacent frequencies, resulting in a good bandwidth of the reflectarray antenna, designed with this element. Figure 12 shows the amplitude of the reflection coefficient for the proposed element. It can be seen that by increasing the frequency, dielectric loss increases.

Fig. 9. Phase response to different frequencies at X-band.

Fig. 10. Phase response to different frequencies at Ku-band.

Fig. 11. Phase response to different frequencies at K-band.

Fig. 12. Amplitude of the reflection coefficient for the element.

Figures 13 to 15 show the phase responses for different angles of incidence in the three bands. It is concluded that at 11.8 GHz the phase curves for theta=20 and 40 are the same as the phase curve for the normal incidence, but for oblique incidence more than 60 degrees, we cannot assume that it is the same as the normal incidence, because they are not similar enough according to Fig. 13. At 16.3 GHz and 25 GHz the phase curves for theta=20 and 30 are almost the same as normal incidence but for oblique incidence more than 40, it is not true. According to Equation (1) (where θ is angle of wave incidence, D is the biggest dimension of the reflectarray aperture and F is focal point of the reflectarray antenna), and maximum angles of incidence whose curves can be considered similar as the normal incidence (60 degrees for 11.8 GHz and 40 degrees for 16.3 GHz and 24 GHz), the ratio of F/D should be more than 0.29 at 11.8 GHz and 0.6 at 16.3 GHz and 25 GHz;

\[ \theta = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{D}{2F} \right) \]  (1)
For feeding the reflectarray antenna, two horn antennas are used. The first horn is a pyramidal one with 4.8×3.3 cm² aperture size used for X- and Ku-bands and the second horn is a pyramidal one too, with 3.5×2.7 cm² aperture size used for feeding the reflectarray in K-band. Figure 16 shows the radiation patterns of the feeds at the center frequencies.

Next, the feed position is determined. It should be optimized, so that the required phase delay, calculated from the formula 1 [17] (where $k_0$ is the propagation constant in a vacuum, $d_i$ is the distance from the phase center of the feed to the element $i$, $(x_i, y_i)$ is the coordinates of the element $i$, $(x_f, y_f, z_f)$ is the coordinates of the phase center of the feed and $(\theta_b, \Psi_b)$ is the direction of the main beam) is achieved at the three bands simultaneously, with the minimum phase error for each element.

$$\Phi(R) = k_0(d_i - (x_i \cos(\Psi_b) + y_i \sin(\Psi_b)) \sin(\theta_b)), \quad (2)$$

$$d_i = ((x_i - x_f)^2 + (y_i - y_f)^2 + z_f^2)^{1/2}. \quad (3)$$

After finding the optimum feed position and calculating the size of each element, the elements are set in the reflectarray aperture in the proper positions, the horn antenna is put in the optimized location, and the boundary conditions are determined in CST Microwave Studio environment [20]. In order not to waste the simulation time and the computer memory, the symmetry planes are used.

### III. RESULTS

A 21 cm×18.9 cm single-layer center-fed tri-band reflectarray antenna using 387 variable sized patch elements has been designed and fabricated on the 2 mm air and 0.813 mm Rogers 4003 substrate, as shown in Fig. 17. The feed position has been optimized to obtain minimum phase error and more efficiency at the three bands.

Figure 18 shows the measurement equipments and fabricated antenna with the 22 cm optimized distance of the horn antenna and reflectarray.

![Fig. 17. Fabricated multi-band reflectarray antenna.](image)

In other words, the feed position, should be considered in a way that, the size of each element, determined from the phase curves, is almost the same for the three bands, so that the single-layer reflectarray will operate properly at the three bands. The required phase shift was calculated with Matlab program[19] for each element at each band for several different feed positions and finally the optimum value for the distance, between the horn and the reflectarray antenna was chosen so that the phase curves in each three bands, could satisfy the Equation (2). If the height of the horn antenna is considered to be 22 cm for the first two bands and 28 cm for the third band, maximum required phase shift at 11.8 GHz will be 500 degrees, at 16.3 GHz will be 590 degrees and at 25 GHz will be 700 degrees. They are not the whole phase ranges which have been achieved of the element. By varying $D$ from 3 mm to 8.5 mm required phase shift, can be satisfied at the three bands:

$$\Phi(R) = k_0(d_i - (x_i \cos(\Psi_b) + y_i \sin(\Psi_b)) \sin(\theta_b)), \quad (2)$$

$$d_i = ((x_i - x_f)^2 + (y_i - y_f)^2 + z_f^2)^{1/2}. \quad (3)$$

The simulated and measured radiation patterns for the E-plane and H-plane at the center frequencies of 11.8 GHz and 16.3 GHz are shown in Figs. 19 to 22. The side lobe level of this antenna is not good because the array is small and the feed aperture is big and it causes feed blockage. To overcome this problem, we should design bigger array and offset feed.

![Fig. 18. Measurement equipment.](image)
Fig. 19. Measured and simulated radiation pattern at 11.8 GHz for the E-plane.

Fig. 20. Measured and simulated radiation pattern at 11.8 GHz for the H-plane.

Fig. 21. Measured and simulated radiation pattern at 16.3 GHz for the E-plane.

Fig. 22. Measured and simulated radiation pattern at 16.3 GHz for H-plane.

Because the measurement equipments don’t have the potential to operate at very high frequencies, measurement of the antenna parameters in the third band, with the center frequency of 25 GHz was not possible for us, so the simulation has been done with two different methods of Transient Solver Parameters and Frequency Domain Solver Parameters. Figures 23 and 24 show radiation patterns at 25 GHz in the E-plane and H-plane, comparing these two methods.

Figure 25 shows the maximum gain of 22.9 dB at 11.8 GHz with 2980 MHz, 3 dB bandwidth; Fig. 26 shows the maximum gain of 27.5 dB with 2990 MHz, 3 dB bandwidth; Fig. 27 shows the maximum gain of 27.5 dB with 2500 MHz, 3 dB bandwidth.

Fig. 23. Simulated radiation pattern at 25 GHz for E-plane with 2 different methods.

Fig. 24. Simulated radiation pattern at 25 GHz for H-plane with 2 different methods.

Fig. 25. Gain of the reflectarray antenna in X-band.

Fig. 26. Gain of the reflectarray antenna in Ku-band.
The reflectarray antenna efficiency is 35.6% at 11.8 GHz, 33% at 16.3 GHz and 20% at 25 GHz. The most important reason that the efficiency is low, is the feed blockage due to the center-fed design. Feed-blockage shows its effect more at higher frequency because of reduction of the wavelength. Another reason is dielectric loss tangent. According to Fig. 12, this loss is much higher at 25 GHz. That’s why the efficiency at 25 GHz is lower than the first two bands. By designing, offset-fed reflectarray and using substrate with lower dielectric loss tangent, much higher efficiency can be achieved.

IV. CONCLUSION

A tri-band single-layer patch and ring element was introduced to design a tri-band microstrip reflectarray antenna. Phase compensation was achieved by varying the size of the elements. By optimizing the element, 600 degrees linear phase range at 11.8 GHz, 680 degrees at 16.3 GHz and 900 degrees at 25 GHz was achieved. Feed position was optimized to get a minimum phase error and obtain better efficiency. The designed reflectarray antenna was simulated with CST Microwave Studio, fabricated and measured. Measurement results show good agreement with simulation results. The reflectarray antenna operates properly at the three bands with wide bandwidth.
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Abstract — The signal-interaction techniques are adopted in this paper to design a novel wideband microstrip filter. The signal is transmitted from input port to the output one through two transmission paths in parallel which is composed of a wideband 180° inverter based on microstrip line and a 3λ/4 transmission line. Besides, two λ/4 shorted-ended lines is employed to improve the passband transmission performance of the BPF (Bandpass Filter). It is demonstrated from the simulation and measurement results of the novel BPF that three transmission zeros leading to the good harmonic suppression performance are achieved for the BPF operating from 0.99 to 2.51 GHz with 3-dB fractional bandwidth of 86.8%.

Index Terms — Passband, phase inverter, transmission path, transmission pole, transmission Zero.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, it is increasingly demanded for the filters with wide operating band in wireless communication area. In the engineering application, the interference signal is required to be suppressed for the wideband BPF. Various kinds of wideband filters employing parallel-coupled lines, ring resonators, short/open stubs, and composite microstrip coplanar-wave guide structure were designed and analyzed [1-9]. In [1-3], the parallel-coupled lines were observed to be good candidates for wideband systems design because of the advanced features such as simple design, compact size, and good linearity. However, smaller gap between the parallel-coupled lines is needed to achieve wider fractional bandwidth, which is not easy to fabricate. In [4-5], some wideband filters are implemented by cascading a low- and high-pass filter with good out-of-band rejection. However, there are some drawbacks for these structures, such as larger circuit size, and imperfect group delay over passband. In [6-9], filters was achieved by using etched patterns in the ground plane or via holes. Inevitably, the structures with etched patterns in the ground plane both have disadvantages as well, for instance, package problems, sensitivity. In [10-12], the disadvantages referred above is overcome by introducing two parallel transmission paths. Based on the concept of the signal interaction, several improved wideband filters are fabricated. However, for the adoption of another transmission path, the size of BPF is increased. So, in order to realize the miniaturization, 180° phase inverter is added to stand for a transmission line [13-14]. Even through, it is not convenient to adjust the 3-dB bandwidth of the filters.

In this paper, by adopting the signal interaction concept, a compact improved wideband bandpass filter using two shorted stubs and a 180° phase inverter based on microstrip line [15] is proposed. The RF component is adopted here for the designed broadband bandpass filter, as demonstrated in Fig. 1.

II. THE ANALYSIS OF THE NOVEL WIDEBAND FILTER

The passband performance of the proposed filter is supposed to be improved through shunting one quarter wavelength short stub to the input and output 50 Ω feeding line [2]. Hence, The RF component is adopted here for the designed broadband bandpass filter, as demonstrated in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1, two different transmission paths, one of which is θ in electrical length and another is 3 θ in electrical length (θ = 90° at the center frequency f0), are employed to transmit the signal from input port the output one. The characteristic impedance is denoted as
Z_1 and Z_2. To realize the miniaturization, an 180° inverter is added in path 1 to replace a transmission line. And two short-ended lines, θ in electrical length and Z_s characteristic impedance, are separately connected in parallel to the input and output transmission line with characteristic impedance of 50 Ω.

![Circuit Diagram](image)

Fig. 1. Circuit of the novel wideband filter in this paper.

It is deduced from the signal-interaction concepts that the passband of the proposed filter can be achieved by the following equation [16]:

\[ \theta_{1\theta}(f_0) = \theta_{2\theta}(f_0) \pm 2n\pi, \quad (n = 0, 1, 2,...). \]  

For the electrical length relationship between two different paths \( \theta(f_0)=180^\circ+\theta(f_0)=\theta(f_0)=3\theta(f_0)=270^\circ \), a passband feature of the novel filter can be easily obtained at \( f_0 \) during the propagation of the signal from Port1 to Port2. In addition, at the second harmonic \( 2f_0 \), \( \theta(2f_0)=180^\circ+\theta(2f_0)=360^\circ+\theta(2f_0)-180^\circ=2\theta(2f_0)-180^\circ \), it is supposed to realize a stopband performance owing to the fact that signals from Path1 and Path2 are in the same magnitude but out-of-phase.

The ABCD matrix of the shorted lines, the 180° swap, and the two transmission paths are:

\[ M_s = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 1/jZs \tan \theta & 1 \end{bmatrix}, \]  

\[ M_{swap} = \begin{bmatrix} -1 & 0 \\ 0 & -1 \end{bmatrix}, \]  

\[ M_1 = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta/2 & jZ \sin \theta/2 \\ jY_1 \sin \theta/2 & \cos \theta/2 \end{bmatrix}, \]  

\[ M_2 = \begin{bmatrix} \cos 3\theta & jZ \sin 3\theta \\ jY_2 \sin 3\theta & \cos 3\theta \end{bmatrix}. \]

For Path1, the ABCD parameter matrix is \( M_s \times M_1 \times M_{swap} \times M_2 \); for Path2, the ABCD parameter matrix is \( M_s \times M_1 \times M_2 \). After the ABCD-, Y-, and S-parameter conversions, two transmission zeros can be obtained when \( S_{21}=0 \):

\[ \theta_{z1} = \arcsin \left( \frac{3Z_2-Z_1}{4Z_2} \right), \]  

\[ \theta_{z2} = \pi - \arcsin \left( \frac{3Z_2-Z_1}{4Z_2} \right). \]

It is analyzed from above that one transmission zero appears when \( \theta=\pi \). And, based on (6) and (7), another two transmission zeros which are determined by \( Z_1/Z_2 \) can be found symmetrically around \( \theta=180^\circ \). How the transmission zeros and 3-dB fractional bandwidth is controlled by the ratio of \( Z_1 \) and \( Z_2 \) is indicated in Fig. 2. It is obvious that through changing \( Z_1/Z_2 \), the bandwidth for the filter is able to be adjusted conveniently. Besides, transmission zeros of the bandpass filter fails to be affected by the value of characteristic impedance \( Z_s \), as shown in Fig. 3, where \( Z_s=Z=80 \Ω \). Moreover, when \( S_{11}=0 \), we can get the following relationship:

\[ A \tan^2 \theta * \tan 2\theta + B \tan 2\theta - 2C \tan \theta = 0. \]  

\[ A = Z_1^2Z_2^2Z_3^2 - Z_0^2Z_1^2Z_2^2 - Z_0^2Z_2^2Z_3^2, \]  

\[ B = Z_0^2Z_1^2 + Z_0^2Z_2^2 - 4Z_0^2Z_1Z_2, \]  

\[ C = Z_0^2Z_1Z_2Z_3 + Z_0^2Z_1Z_2Z_3. \]

Fig. 2. Transmission zeros and the 3-dB bandwidth.

Fig. 3. \( S_{11} \) and \( S_{21} \) of circuit simulation.

The numbers of the transmission poles in the passband for the bandpass filter are mainly determined by the roots of the Equation (8), and the roots of the Equation (8) depend on the coefficients \( A, B, \) and \( C \). Table 1 illustrates the numbers of the transmission poles for two cases in the Equation (8). In addition, the simulated results for the transmission poles are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, from which we can find that due to the introduction of the two shorted lines with characteristic
impedance $Z_s$, several transmission poles can be realized and thus improving the passband transmission characteristic for the filter.

$$Z_s = 90$$

$$Z_s = 120$$

Fig. 4. Transmission pole ($Z_1 = Z_2 = 100 \Omega$).

$$Z_1 = 120 \Omega$$

$$Z_2 = 80 \Omega$$

Fig. 5. Transmission pole ($Z_1 = 120 \Omega$, $Z_2 = 80 \Omega$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Numbers of transmission poles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Z_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. NOVEL WIDEBAND FILTER BASED ON 180° INVERTER

What’s is analyzed above is focused on how to select the exact values of $Z_1$, $Z_2$, and $Z_s$, if one is given the design index. Besides, to design the novel wideband filter of excellent performance, one should construct a wideband 180° phase inverter. In this paper, the critical component [15] shown in Fig. 6 based on slot line and short-ended coupling line is employed to produce the 180° phase difference. And, the phase simulation result is given in Fig. 7.

Observing Fig. 7, one is able to conclude that the phase difference between the proposed phase inverter and a length of microstrip line nearly equals 180° from 1 GHz to 4 GHz. All the major parameters including gap width, coupling line width, coupling line length, via diameter, slot line width, slot line length, and slot line diameter are optimized in the software Ansoft HFSS to realize good impedance matching. When a signal is fed into phase inverter, the electrical line is supposed to reverse after it propagates through the slot line which can be seen clearly in Fig. 8.

The initial physical length of each part of the proposed filter can be determined according to Fig. 1, if center frequency $f_0$ is given. Then, referred to Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, one can fix the ratio of $Z_1$ and $Z_2$ as long as the 3-dB bandwidth is given. Finally, Table 1, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 tell how to find out the $Z_1$, $Z_2$, and $Z_s$.

![Fig. 6. The structure of the 180° phase inverter.](image)

![Fig. 7. Phase simulation of 180° inverter.](image)

![Fig. 8. The change of electrical line.](image)
transmission poles are realized in the passband (3-dB fractional bandwidth is approximate 86.8%). The insertion loss is less than 0.5 dB, while the return loss is over 19 dB (1.07-2.42 GHz). Furthermore, over 20 dB second harmony suppression is achieved.

One prototype of proposed bandpass filter with size of 22 mm×41 mm is fabricated on a substrate with \( \varepsilon_r = 2.55 \), \( h = 0.78 \) mm, and tanδ = 0.0006. Figure 10 illustrates the photograph of the filter. The measured S-parameters is illustrated in Fig. 11. Two transmission zeros are located at 0.83 GHz and 2.45 GHz; within the passband (0.91-2.34 GHz), the measured insertion loss for the filter is less than 1.0 dB while the return loss is over 11 dB. Furthermore, over 20 dB second harmony suppression is achieved. Good agreement can be observed between the simulation and the experiments. The slight frequency shift between measured and simulated results may be caused by measurement and fabrication errors.

To further demonstrate the performances of this filter, the comparisons of measured results for several transversal signal-interaction wideband filter structures [12-13] are shown in Table 2.

Fig. 9. Geometry of the proposed filter. (\( W_0=2.2 \) mm; \( W_1=0.95 \) mm; \( W_2=0.95 \) mm; \( W_3=0.9 \) mm; \( S_1=0.3 \) mm; \( S_2=0.3 \) mm; \( S_3=12 \) mm; \( S_4=6.1 \) mm; \( L_{11}=34 \) mm; \( L_{12}=19.8 \) mm; \( L_{21}=2.35 \) mm; \( L_{22}=3.9 \) mm; \( L_{23}=9.8 \) mm; \( L_{24}=1.1 \) mm; \( R_{P1}=0.6 \) mm; \( L_{01}=1.55 \) mm; \( L_{02}=27.9 \) mm; \( L_{03}=1.5 \) mm; \( R_{P3}=1.0 \) mm.)

Fig. 10. Photograph of the proposed bandpass filter.

Fig. 11. Simulated and measured results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S Parameters(dB)</th>
<th>Frequency(GHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>Measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_{11} )</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_{21} )</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparisons with wideband filters in [12] and [13]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( f_0 ) (GHz)</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circuit size (( \lambda_0 ))</td>
<td>0.17×0.32</td>
<td>0.63×0.49</td>
<td>0.62×0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission zeros</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission poles</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second harmony suppression</td>
<td>20 dB</td>
<td>15 dB</td>
<td>15 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel compact wideband filter based on transversal signal-interaction concepts is proposed. Two transmission paths are used to realize the signal transmission from Port1 to Port2. The bandwidth for the bandpass filter can be easily adjusted by changing the impedances of the two transmission paths. Good frequency selectivity and harmonic suppression can be realized for the bandpass filter. Good agreements between simulated and measured responses of the filter are demonstrated, indicating the validity of the design strategies.
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Harmonic Suppression of Parallel Coupled-Line Bandpass Filters using Defected Microstrip Structure
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Abstract — This paper presents a novel miniaturized parallel coupled-line bandpass filter by etching some slot resonators on the strip for suppressing the first spurious response. These slots perform a serious LC resonance property in certain frequency and suppress the spurious signals. By properly tuning these slot dimensions, multiple closed notches can be generated in the vicinity of spurious harmonic and a wide stopband can be obtained. Slot on the strip that is called Defected Microstrip Structure (DMS). The DMS interconnection disturbs the current distribution only across the strip, thereby giving a modified microstrip line with certain stop band and slow-wave characteristics. The simulation and measurement of a 4.7 GHz prototype bandpass filter are presented. The measured results show a satisfactory rejection level more than 30 dB at first spurious passband without affecting the passband response. Good agreement between the experimental and full-wave simulated results has been achieved.

Index Terms — Defected Microstrip Structure (DMS), harmonic suppression, parallel coupled-line filter.

I. INTRODUCTION

High-performance microwave filters are essential circuits in many microwave systems where they serve to pass the wanted signals and suppress unwanted ones in the frequency domain. Microstrip parallel coupled-line bandpass filters are widely used in microwave circuits due to their low sensitivity to fabrication tolerances, wide realizable bandwidth, and simple synthesis procedure. However, despite the aforementioned advantages, an undesirable disadvantage is the existence of the first spurious passband at twice the passband frequency. This spurious response degrades the rejection properties of the system. The undesired spurious passband is related to the inhomogeneous dielectric medium surrounding the conductors, which causes the odd-mode wave to propagate faster than the even mode wave in the coupled microstrip lines [1-4]. The even and odd mode phase velocities are different for coupled microstrip lines due to their different field configuration in the vicinity of the air–dielectric interface. There are two basic methods in equalizing the modal transmission phase: providing different lengths for the even and odd mode waves, or equalizing the modal phase velocities. In [5], an over-coupled resonator was constituted to extend the odd-mode phase length, thus compensating the phase velocity difference between two modes. The structure in [6] uses capacitors to extend the travelling route of the odd-mode. The strip-width modulation technique tries to modify or perturb the widths of the conventional lines in various forms, such as wiggly [7], grooved [8], or even fractal [9] shapes. The above periodic structures can be used to create Bragg reflections so that the first spurious passband is rejected, while the desired passband response is maintained almost unchanged. Split Ring Resonator (SSR) structure was proposed to achieve a large imaginary component in effective permeability due to its unique resonance nature [10]. In recent years, Complementary Split Ring Resonator (CSRR) is presented and investigated on the basis of Defected Ground Structure (DGS) [11]. It has been demonstrated that CSRRs etched in the ground plane or in the conductor strip of planar transmission media (microstrip or CPW) provide a negative effective permittivity to the structure, and signal propagation is precluded (stopband behaviour) in the vicinity of their resonant frequency [12]. In DMS, there is no etching in ground plane. DMS is made by etching some uniform or non uniform slits or patterns over the transmission line. DMS was originally proposed in [13, 14]. In [15], the stopband characteristic of a DMS is studied and probes the relationships between the etched slot dimensions and the characteristics of the stopband.

For housing the DGS, it should be suspended for correctness of its performance. However, in DMS, the circuit needs not be elevated from the housing. The size of slot in DGS is much greater than to the size of slot in DMS for getting the same frequency response. So, this defect causes radiation problem. The radiation from the defects of interconnection is a harmful phenomenon for measurements or integration of components. Compared to DGS, if DMS is used as a filter, the harmful radiation
can be decreased with lower etched area of defect. Dissimilar DGS, the DMS has less radiated EMI ground noise. In addition, ground plane defect will significantly increase the crosstalk between parallel interconnections that cross over them [16].

In this paper, a new design of a parallel coupled bandpass filter using Defected Microstrip Structure (DMS) by etching Open Square Ring (OSR) is proposed to suppress the first spurious harmonic and its resonant properties are scrutinized. Low insertion loss in the passband, high rejection level and integrated structure should be mentioned as advantages for this resonator. By employing the DMS structure, the unwanted harmonics can be suppressed with appropriately selected slot length tuned to block some specific harmonic band and great rejection can be obtained. These resonators designed to resonate around 2f0 and will add a transmission zero at undesired frequency. Here, we merge DMS resonators in filter structure with no increase in used area while was excellent for the first harmonic suppression with rejection levels up to 30 dB. This enhanced performance of the proposed bandpass filter has been verified by full-wave analysis and experimental results; and a good agreement between these results is obtained. Analysis of the proposed DMS resonator is scrutinized in Section II. Section III presents the simulated and measured results of proposed filter.

II. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF THE RESONATOR

The basic topology of Complementary Open Square Ring-DMS (COSR-DMS) is depicted in Fig. 1, which is located in the center of the microstrip line. As shown in Fig. 1, the microstrip line width is chosen in a way to exhibit a 50 Ω transmission line. The substrate Rogers RO4350 with the thickness of 1.52 mm and dielectric constant of 3.66 is used in the simulation. The EM simulations are performed using Ansoft HFSS v.12 (an electromagnetic simulator). The amplitude simulation result is shown in Fig. 3, which illustrates the characteristic of a bandstop filter.

As shown in Fig. 2, the frequency characteristics of the proposed DMS can be modeled by a single parallel RLC resonator circuit which blocks the signal as an open at the resonant frequency. The radiation effect and transmission loss are considered by including the resistor, R. A simple lumped element model is shown in Fig. 2. From the illustrated full-wave element model results, the circuit model parameters can be extracted as follows:

\[
R = 2Z_0 \left(1/\left|S_{21}\right|-1\right)_{f/f_r},
\]

\[
C = \frac{\sqrt{0.5(2Z_0^2 - 4Z_0^2)}}{2.83\pi Z_0 RB},
\]

\[
L = \frac{1}{(2\pi f_r)^2 C},
\]

where \(Z_0\) is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line, \(f_r\) is the resonant frequency, \(S_{21}\) is the transmission coefficient, and \(B\) is the 3dB bandwidth of \(S_{21}\) at \(f_r\).

For the dimensions \((Lr=9\text{ mm}, W_r=2\text{ mm}, W_e=1.2\text{ mm}, L_e = 1\text{ mm}, d = 7.1\text{ mm}, g = 1\text{ mm}, c = 0.2\text{ mm}, W_0=3.55\text{ mm})\) the circuit model parameters are 1.33 kΩ, 0.3085 nH and 3.62pF.

![Fig. 2. The equivalent circuit of unit cell DMS and its losses.](image)

Figure 3 compares the S-parameters calculated by electromagnetic (EM) simulation for COSR-DMS in Fig. 1 and those calculated by using the equivalent circuit in Fig. 2. Circuit simulation is performed by employing Advanced Design System (ADS). For \(S_{21}\) simulation, the results are in good agreement over a wide frequency range.

The resonant frequency of COSR depends only on its total physical length for a constant value of space gap \((g)\). The resonant frequency is independent of the physical width \((c)\) of the COSR. The physical width determines bandwidth of frequency response.

Considering the frequency response of DMS resonator in Fig. 4 one transmission zero and two poles is observed. If we can move the poles closer together without any change at the location of zero (resonant frequency), afterwards resonator bandwidth decreases and according to the equation \(Q=f_r/BW\), reduction of bandwidth will result in increase of \(Q\).
Fig. 3. Comparison between EM and circuit simulations for proposed COSR-DMS.

To eliminate unwanted harmonics near the desired signal and also to improve oscillator phase noise, high quality factor resonator is required. By utilizing the introduced resonant structure and small physical changes we can adjust $Q$.

The first transmission pole occurs in frequencies lower than resonant frequency. Location of the pole is adjusted using $d$. Figure 4 shows resonant frequency of the resonator for different lengths $d$ on the 50 Ω microstrip line. As can be seen second transmission pole remains constant.

In addition, appearance of second transmission pole which is observed in Fig. 4 is due to the length $Lr$. In other words, in frequencies where $Lr = \lambda/2$ one transmission pole appears in response. So we can control the second pole by changing the length $Lr$. As it was, before the designing high $Q$ resonator, it is necessary that the poles be close to each other. By Increasing $Lr$ not only the frequency of second pole decreases, but the first pole and the resonant frequency also will decrease. Decreasing $d$ causes the first pole and resonant frequency increase while the second pole frequency does not change. Thus, with tuning $Lr$ and $d$ we can bring the two transmission poles closer to each other while the transmission zero remains constant. Figure 5 depicts $S$-parameters for different lengths $d$ and $Lr$ of this resonator etched on the 50 Ω microstrip line. Resonators which are merged in this filter structure must be having low $Q$ or high bandwidth so difference between $Lr$ and $d$ should be equal to $c$.

Fig. 4. Simulated scattering parameters for different length $d$ ($Lr = 12$ mm, $We = 1.3$ mm, $Wr = 2$ mm, $Le = 1$ mm, $g = 0.2$ mm, $c = 0.3$ mm).

Fig. 5. Simulated scattering parameters for different length $Lr$ and $d$ ($We = 1.3$ mm, $Wr = 2$ mm, $Le = 1$ mm, $g = 0.2$ mm, $c = 0.3$ mm).

III. FILTER IMPLEMENTATION

The DMS structure increases the electric length and the associated inductance of the microstrip. So, improvement in filter characteristics of the circuits can be achieved and size of the filter circuits can be reduced. DMS presents good cut off frequency characteristics due to the more effective inductance with respect to DGS.

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of this DMS pattern to harmonic suppression, the novel filter is compared with a conventional parallel coupled-line filter with center frequency $f_0 = 4.7$ GHz with 600 MHz bandwidth on Rogers RO4350 substrate which has a relative permittivity $\varepsilon_r = 3.66$ and thickness $h = 1.52$ mm.

The conventional parallel coupled-line filter exhibiting a five-order filter response comprises of three open transmission line resonators which are designed to have a length of approximately half of the wavelength, $\lambda/2$, at the center frequency of The conventional parallel coupled-line filter. Figure 6 shows the design parameters of the conventional parallel coupled-line filter. $Wi$, $Si$, and $Li$ are width, separation between coupled sections, and length of the $i$th section, respectively.

Simulated $S$-parameters of the conventional parallel coupled-line filter are shown in Fig. 7. The response...
curve shows that the spurious harmonic of the parallel coupled-line filter is around $2f_0$. This is a major disadvantage of the conventional parallel coupled-line filter.

The configuration of the proposed parallel coupled-line filter with the four COSR-DMS sections is illustrated in Fig. 8.

Etched defects on the top metal conductor of microstrip line provide higher effective permittivity and characteristic impedance than those of the conventional microstrip line due to increase of the effective inductance of transmission lines.

![Fig. 6. Schematic of a five-order conventional parallel coupled-line filter](image)

Fig. 6. Schematic of a five-order conventional parallel coupled-line filter ($W_1 = W_4 = 1.85$ mm, $W_2 = W_3 = 2.49$ mm, $S_1 = S_3 = 0.23$ mm, $S_2 = S_5 = 0.68$ mm, $L_1 = L_4 = 9.1$ mm, $L_2 = L_3 = 8.9$ mm).

![Fig. 7. Simulated S-parameters of the conventional parallel coupled-line filter](image)

Fig. 7. Simulated S-parameters of the conventional parallel coupled-line filter.

![Fig. 8. Proposed parallel coupled-line filter.](image)

Fig. 8. Proposed parallel coupled-line filter.

The relevant design parameters of each resonator are optimized as follows: $L_{r1} = 5.5$ mm, $L_{r2} = L_{r3} = 4.53$ mm, $L_{r4} = 6$ mm, $L_{e1} = 1.8$ mm, $L_{e2} = L_{e3} = 1.2$ mm, $L_{e4} = 1.5$ mm, $W_{e1} = W_{e4} = 0.9$ mm, $W_{e2} = 0.65$ mm, $W_{e3} = 0.675$ mm, $W_{r1} = W_{r2} = 1.3$ mm, $W_{r2} = W_{r3} = 1.2$ mm. The input and output port strip width are $W_0 = 3.55$ mm, corresponding to 50 Ω. The etched physical width ($c$) and space gap ($g$) is chosen to be 0.2 mm and 0.7 mm for all DMSs. From this geometry, we have tuned COSRs dimensions in order to obtain multiple closed notches and hence achieve spurious passbands rejection.

DMS resonators perform a serious LC resonance property in certain frequency. The proposed structure uses the rejection properties of DMSs merged in filter structure to reject specific frequencies while having the least effect on the filter pass band response. Thus, it is more reasonable to use multiple DMSs to make a wide reject band without meaningful effect on main response. This technique eliminates the first harmonic response and makes better sharpness level of transition from passband to stopband region.

Comparison of transmission characteristics between conventional and proposed parallel coupled-line filter described in Fig. 8 is given in Fig. 9. As it is seen, the DMSs work as band-reject elements with almost no effect on filter performance and therefore could be designed independently. The simulation, exhibits that the proposed filter has successfully improved the spurious harmonics at $2f_0$. The center frequency and bandwidth of the fundamental passband is kept as in the original filter and no significant deviation is observed. Figure 10 displays the image of the fabricated proposed filter.

The first spurious passband is suppressed by more than 30 dB at twice the centre frequency and 50 dB suppression at 6.5 GHz. Figure 11 provides a comparison measured and full-wave simulated results. Good agreement between simulations and experimental data has been obtained.

![Fig. 9. Comparison between the simulated $S_{21}$ of the proposed and conventional parallel coupled-line filter.](image)
IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the compact parallel coupled-line filter having harmonic suppression has been presented. It has been demonstrated that the frequency response of proposed filter can be improved by merely etching COSR-DMS in parallel coupled sections. By properly tuning the dimensions of COSRs, it has been experimentally found that the first spurious band of the filter can be rejected, with no effect on the allowed band. By the simulation and experimental results of 4.7 GHz with a 600 MHz bandwidth a satisfactory rejection level more than 30 dB at first spurious harmonic in the stopband can be achieved, without affecting the original passband. We would like to highlight the fact that the topology of the proposed structure only differs from that of the conventional design on the presence of COSRs, and these are etched in the signal strip. The filter structure has great advantages as: achievable bandwidth, minimization of radiation from the defects and broad stopband. The proposed technique may have wide applications in miniaturization and harmonic rejection of various microwave circuits.
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Abstract — An unconditionally stable and explicit finite-element time-domain (FETD) method is presented for the fast simulation of microwave devices. The Crank-Nicolson (CN) scheme is implemented leading to an unconditionally stable mixed FETD method. A data-sparse approximate inverse algorithm is introduced to provide a data-sparse way to approximate the inverse of FETD system matrix which is dense originally. This approximate inverse matrix can be constructed and stored with almost linear complexity, and then the FETD method can be computed explicitly at each time step without solving a sparse linear system. An efficient recompression technique is introduced to further accelerate the explicit solution at each time step. Some microwave devices are simulated to demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed method.

Index Terms — Approximate inverse, electromagnetic simulation, finite-element time-domain (FETD), microwave devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

The finite-element time-domain (FETD) method has been widely used for electromagnetic analysis due to its ability to deal with complex geometries and broadband characterizations [1-9]. However, the FETD generally requires solving a sparse linear system at each time step. This greatly reduces the solution efficiency, and has been a major bottleneck for the development of the FETD. Hence, it is highly desirable to develop explicit schemes. Some research has been studied to obtain an explicit FETD method. One way is to construct diagonal or block diagonal mass matrix to avoid solving a sparse linear system, such as mass lumping [1], orthogonal vector basis function [2,3] and spectral-element time-domain (SETD) method [4]. Another way to achieve an explicit scheme is to directly invert the mass matrix. However, the computational costs can be very high and the inverse matrix is generally full. Recently, a thresholding method has been proposed to approximate the inverse mass matrix by a sparse matrix to obtain an explicit FETD [5,6]. Besides, a recursive sparsification method has been applied to approximate the inverse matrix in the alternating-direction implicit FETD method [7].

In this article, a data-sparse approximate inverse (DSAII) algorithm is developed to construct an explicit FETD method. The Crank-Nicolson (CN) scheme is employed to generate an unconditionally stable mixed FETD method [8,9]. The DSAII algorithm provides a data-sparse way to approximate the inverse of the CN-FETD system matrix which is dense originally. The inverse matrix is not sparse but data-sparse in the sense that its certain sub-blocks can be described by a product of two low-rank matrices [10,11]. Based on the hierarchical tree and the formatted hierarchical matrix arithmetic, the DSAII algorithm can reduce the computational complexity and storage requirement of matrix inversion to be almost linear [12,13]. The resulting data-sparse inverse matrix has been highly compressed but still contains redundant data [12,14]. A recompression technique is introduced to further compress the inverse matrix to accelerate the explicit update at each time step. Some numerical examples are presented and discussed.

II. DATA-SPARSE AND EXPLICIT FETD

A. Mixed E-B FETD method

According to the Maxwell’s equations:
\[
\frac{1}{\mu} \nabla \times \vec{B} = \epsilon \frac{\partial \vec{E}}{\partial t}, \quad (1)
\]
\[
\nabla \times \vec{E} = -\frac{\partial \vec{B}}{\partial t}, \quad (2)
\]

the examined 3-D domain is discretized by tetrahedral elements. The electric field \( \vec{E} \) and the magnetic flux \( \vec{B} \) are expanded in terms of Whitney 1-form vector basis function \( W^{(1)} \), and Whitney 2-form vector basis function \( W^{(2)} \), respectively, as follows:

\[
\vec{E} = \sum e W^{(1)}_i, \quad (3)
\]
\[
\vec{B} = \sum b W^{(2)}_j. \quad (4)
\]

Testing Equations (1) and (2) with corresponding basis function by Galerkin technique, one can obtain elemental matrix equations as follows:

\[
[T'] \frac{\partial e}{\partial t} = [C']^T [K'] b, \quad (5)
\]
\[
\frac{\partial b}{\partial t} = -[C'] e, \quad (6)
\]

where \([C']\) is an incidence matrix \([9]\) and,

\[
[T'] = \epsilon \int_{\Omega} (W^{(1)}_i W^{(1)}_j) dv, \quad (7)
\]
\[
[K'] = \frac{1}{\mu} \int_{\Omega} (W^{(2)}_i W^{(2)}_j) dv. \quad (8)
\]

Using the Crank-Nicolson (CN) formulation for time discretization, and assembling all the elemental equations, one can get the global electric field and magnetic flux update equations \([9]\):

\[
\left( [T] + \frac{\Delta t^2}{4} [G] \right) e^{n+1} = \left( [T] - \frac{\Delta t^2}{4} [G] \right) e^n + [L] \Delta t b^n, \quad (9)
\]
\[
b^{n+1} = b^n - \frac{\Delta t}{2} [C] (e^{n+1} + e^n), \quad (10)
\]

where \([G'] = [C']^T [K'] [C']\) and \([L'] = [C']^T [K']\). It can be seen that the update of magnetic flux is explicit. However, the update of electric field needs to solve a linear system at each time step, which is a major obstacle to the FETD solution. Hence, it is very necessary to develop an explicit update for the electric field Equation (9). In view of (9), the most direct way to achieve an explicit update can be denoted as:

\[
e^{n+1} = [A]^{-1} \left( [T] - \frac{\Delta t^2}{4} [G]\right) e^n + [A]^{-1} [L] \Delta t b^n, \quad (11)
\]

where \([A]\) denotes the system matrix \( ([T] + \Delta t^2 [G]) / 4 \). Although \([A]\) is sparse, \([A]^{-1}\) is dense. Direct computation of \([A]^{-1}\) is very costly and even impractical for large problems. Here, an efficient DSAI algorithm is developed for the computation of \([A]^{-1}\) to produce a fully explicit FETD method.

### B. Data-sparse approximate inverse algorithm

The DSAI algorithm can be performed by five steps as follows: 1. Construct the data-sparse representation \([A]_{DS}\) of the system matrix \([A]\). 2. Compute the data-sparse inverse \([A]_{DS}^{-1}\) in formatted hierarchical matrix arithmetic. 3. Complete the explicit update as (11) by the matrix-vector product of \([A]_{DS}^{-1}\) at each time step. The details are given below.

First, a cluster tree should be constructed. A cluster is a finite index set of basis functions in the FETD. We define an original cluster \( I = \{1, 2, \ldots, N\} \) to denote all the basis functions \( W_i \). A cluster tree \( T_i \) is generated by recursive subdivision of \( I \), as shown in Fig. 1 (a). One index set is subdivided into two subsets recursively, until the number of basis functions in the subset (denoted as “#”) is smaller than a threshold \( n_{\text{cut}} \). The resulting cluster tree \( T_i \) is a binary tree, as shown in Fig. 1 (b).

Then, a block cluster tree \( T_{i,t} \) can be constructed by the hierarchical partitioning of \( I \times I \). A block cluster tree is nothing but the interaction of two cluster trees: \( T_i \) of original basis function set and \( T_t \) of testing basis function set. The block cluster tree terminates at blocks \( t \times s \in T_{i,t} \) (\( t \in T_i \) and \( s \in T_t \) satisfying:

1. \#1 ≤ \#1 ≤ \#s ≤ \#s ≤ \#n_{\text{cut}}.
2. Clusters \( t \) and \( s \) satisfy admissibility condition of:

\[
\min \{ \text{diam}(\Omega_t), \text{diam}(\Omega_s) \} \leq \eta \text{diam}(\Omega_t, \Omega_s), \quad (12)
\]

where \( \text{diam} \) and \( \text{dist} \) denote the Euclidean diameter and distance of the supports of the basis functions in \( s \), \( t \), and \( \eta > 0 \) controls the trade-off between admissible blocks. Blocks \( t \times s \in T_{i,t} \) satisfying (12) are called admissible blocks, which can be approximated by low-rank matrices in the following representation:

\[
G = X Y^T (G \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}, X \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times k}, Y \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times k}, k \ll m, n). \quad (13)
\]

The process of building \( T_{i,t} \) is shown in Fig. 1 (c). There are only two types of blocks in \( T_{i,t} \), i.e., admissible blocks stored as low-rank matrices and inadmissible blocks stored as full matrices.

For constructing the data-sparse representation \([A]_{DS}\), all the non-zero matrix entries in \([A]\) are filled in inadmissible leaves while admissible leaves keep empty because the partial differential operator is local. Hence, the representation of \([A]_{DS}\) is exact without approximation.

The obtained \([A]_{DS}\) has a structure of a quad tree, which be written as:

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix} A_{11} & A_{12} \\ A_{21} & A_{22} \end{bmatrix}. \quad (14)
\]

Then, \([A]_{DS}^{-1}\) can be computed recursively from this \(2 \times 2\) partitioned block matrix as follows:
where \( S = A_{32} - A_{31}A_{11}^{-1}A_{32} \). The inverses \( A_{11}^{-1} \) and \( S^{-1} \) are computed using (15) recursively. Here, the exact addition and multiplication are replaced by the formatted hierarchical matrix counterparts (\( \oplus \) and \( \otimes \)). \( [A]_{\text{los}}^{-1} \) has the same block cluster tree structure as \( [A]_{\text{los}} \), whereas the admissible blocks are not empty but filled with non-zero entries during the recursive inversion. The DSAI algorithm can reduce the computational complexity and storage requirement to be \( \mathcal{O}(k^2 N \log^2 N) \) and \( \mathcal{O}(k N \log N) \), respectively [12,13]. Here, \( k \) is the average rank of low-rank matrices. Once \( [A]_{\text{los}}^{-1} \) is obtained, the MVP can be performed with \( \mathcal{O}(k N \log N) \) computational complexity to complete a explicit update at each time step.

![Recursive subdivision of the basis function set. (b) Cluster tree \( T_i \). (c) Block cluster tree \( T_{i \times 2} \) based on \( T_i \). Full matrices are red and low-rank matrices are green.](image)

**C. Recompression technique**

As mentioned above, the DSAI algorithm compresses the originally dense inverse matrix to a data-sparse matrix, in which each admissible block \( G_{m,n} \) has a low-rank representation of \( G_{m,n} = X_{m,k}Y_{n,k}^T \) \((k \ll m, n)\). However, these admissible blocks contain redundant information, and can be further compressed. In this section, a recompression technique is introduced to improve the efficiency of the explicit FETD solution.

In the recompressed inverse matrix \( [A]_{\text{RDS}}^{-1} \), any admissible block \( G'_{m,n} \) has a new low-rank representation of \( G'_{m,n} = U_{m,k}S_{i,k}V_{n,k}^T \) \((k_1, k_2 \ll m, n)\), where \( U \) and \( V \) are row and column cluster basis and column cluster basis, respectively. \( S \) is a coupling matrix.

Before introducing the recompression process, we define a far cluster set \( \text{Far}(\cdot) \). For any cluster \( i \) on level \( l \), \( \text{Far}(i) \) denotes the set of clusters satisfying the admissibility condition (12). If cluster \( j \in \text{Far}(i) \), the interaction of \( i \) and \( j \) will lead to an admissible block \( G^{ij}_{m,n} = X^{ij}_{m,k}Y_{n,k}^{ij} \), as shown in Fig. 2.

The recompression process can be divided into the following four steps:

1. For all \( j \in \text{Far}(i) \), extract \( X^{ij}_{m,k} \) and put them together in sequence as \( M^i = (\ldots, X^{ij}_{m,k}, \ldots) \).
2. Perform singular value decomposition (SVD) for the assembled matrix \( M^i \), and truncate it with a pre-determined accuracy \( \epsilon_i \). We obtain \( M^i = \tilde{U}^i S^i (V^i)^T \), where \( \tilde{U}^i \) and \( \tilde{V}^i \) are orthogonal matrices, and \( S^i \) is diagonal matrix. Matrix \( \tilde{U}^i \) is the row cluster basis for cluster \( i \) on level \( l \). \( U^i \) is also the column cluster basis for symmetric system matrix. The process of step 1 and 2 are described in Fig. 3.
3. For \( j \in \text{Far}(l) \), \((V^j)^T \) can be written as \((\ldots, V^{ij}, \ldots)^T \). The coupling matrix \( S^{ij} \) of cluster \( i \) and \( j \) can be found by \( S^{ij} = \tilde{S}^i (V^{ij})^T (V^j)^T \tilde{U}^j \).
4. For each level \( l \) \((2 \leq l \leq L, L \) is the depth of the cluster tree\), repeat step 1 to 3 for all cluster to obtain all cluster basis matrices and coupling matrices.

In the resulting recompressed matrix \( [A]_{\text{RDS}}^{-1} \), each admissible block has a representation of \( G^{ij}_{m,n} = G^{ij}_{m,n}' = U_{m,k}^{ij}S^{ij}_{i,k} (U^j_{n,k})^T \). Although \( G^{ij}_{m,n}' \) has one more factor than \( G_{m,n} \), the compression degree of \( [A]_{\text{RDS}} \) is higher than \( [A]_{\text{los}} \). The reason is that all the admissible blocks with the same row cluster share a row cluster basis \( U \), and those with the same column cluster share a column cluster basis \( V \). \( [A]_{\text{RDS}} \) enters the explicit solution of FETD by the MVP at each time step.
The computational complexity of the MVP of $[A]^{−1}_{DS}$ is $O(k \log N)$, which is the same as that of $[A]^{−1}_{DS}$. However, the MVP of $[A]^{−1}_{DS}$ can be much faster because it reduces the constant in the complexity estimation. Hence, the recompression technique can further accelerate the efficiency of the FETD.

![Fig. 2. The far cluster set Far(·).](image)

$$\begin{align*}
\text{Fig. 2. The far cluster set Far(·).} \\
\text{Fig. 3. Construction of the row cluster } U.
\end{align*}$$

### III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, three numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed method for the fast simulation of microwave devices. For testing the accuracy of $[A]^{−1}_{DS}$, the relative error is defined as $\delta = \|I - [A]^{−1}_{DS}[A]\| / \|I\|$, where $I$ is identity matrix and $\|\cdot\|$ denotes 2-Norm.

#### A. A dielectric-filled rectangular waveguide example

The first example analyzes a rectangular waveguide filled with a half-height dielectric block. The configuration and dimensions of this waveguide are presented in Fig. 4.

In order to obtain an input reflection coefficient, perfect match layers (PMLs) are placed at the input and output ports to simulate the matched loads. A modulated Gaussian pulse is applied with a center frequency of $f_0 = 10$ GHz and a bandwidth of 4 GHz. The time step size is $\Delta t = 1.67$ ps, which is ten times larger than conventional FETD method due to the unconditional stability of CN scheme. For the data-sparse approximate inversion, $\eta$ in the admissibility condition (12) is set to be $\eta = 1.0$ and the minimal block size is chosen as $n_{\text{cut}} = 32$. The truncated rank $k$ is set to be 10 and the accuracy of approximate inverse can reach the order of $10^{-5}$, which is enough for an accurate solution.

As shown in Fig. 5, the S parameters computed by the proposed method agree well with the results simulated by Ansoft HFSS software.

![Fig. 4. Dimensions of the dielectric-filled waveguide.](image)

![Fig. 5. S11 parameter of the dielectric-filled waveguide.](image)
In Table 1, the DSAI algorithm is compared with full matrix inversion algorithm for the explicit formulation. It can be seen that the DSAI can highly compress the original full inverse matrix with sufficient accuracy, and subsequently decrease the solution time.

![Fig. 6. Time usages for the DSAI algorithm.](image)

![Fig. 7. Memory usages for the DSAI.](image)

Table 1: Comparisons between the DSAI and full matrix inversion algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mesh Sizes</th>
<th>N\text{unk}</th>
<th>M\text{full} (GB)</th>
<th>M\text{DSAI} (GB)</th>
<th>R\text{comp}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>9,775</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>17.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>18,068</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>10.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>40,672</td>
<td>12.62</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>5.3 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N\text{unk}: number of unknowns.
M\text{full}: memory required for the full inverse matrix.
M\text{DSAI}: memory required for the DSAI matrix.
R\text{comp}: compression ratio computed by M\text{DSAI}/M\text{full}.

B. An interdigital microstrip example

The second example deals with an interdigital capacitor microstrip filter. Its dimensions are shown in Fig. 8. The microstrip line is on a dielectric substrate with a height of \( h = 0.508 \text{ mm} \) and a relative inductivity of \( \varepsilon_r = 2.2 \).

A modulated Gaussian pulse is applied with a center frequency of \( f_0 = 6.5 \text{ GHz} \) and a bandwidth of 5 GHz. The number of time steps is 2700. Mesh discretization generates 85,172 unknowns. The DSAI associated parameters are set to be \( \eta = 2.0 \) and \( n_{\text{leaf}} = 16 \). Figure 9 shows the S parameters computed by the proposed method in the case of truncated rank \( k = 5 \), and compares the results with those simulated by Ansoft Designer software.

![Fig. 8. Dimensions of the interdigital microstrip.](image)

![Fig. 9. S parameters of the interdigital microstrip.](image)

Table 2 shows the performance of the DSAI algorithm. It can be seen that the inversion accuracy \( \delta \) improves but the computational costs rise with the rank \( k \) increasing. The performance of the proposed recompression technique is tested for different mesh sizes and the results are reported in Table 3. For the three cases in the test, the accuracy of the solutions with and without recompression is controlled to be the same order of \( 10^{-5} \) by adjusting the rank \( k \) and the truncated SVD error \( \varepsilon_t \). It is obvious that the total solution time can be significantly reduced by using the recompression technique. The main reason is that the recompression technique can further accelerate the DSAI-based MVP. Figure 10 demonstrates this conclusion more intuitively. As shown in Fig. 10, the recompressed MVP outperforms the unrecompressed MVP, although they both can be observed to scale nearly with \( O(N \text{log} N) \) computational costs.
Table 2: Performance of the DSAI algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$\delta$</th>
<th>$T_{\text{inv}}$ (s)</th>
<th>$M_{\text{inv}}$ (MB)</th>
<th>$T_{\text{MVP}}$ (s)</th>
<th>$T_{\text{total}}$ (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.9e-3</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0e-4</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>2.487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.2e-5</td>
<td>763</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>3.391</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$T_{\text{inv}}$: time used for DSAI algorithm.

$M_{\text{inv}}$: memory required for the data-sparse inverse matrix.

$T_{\text{MVP}}$: time used for the matrix-vector product of the data-sparse inverse matrix.

$T_{\text{total}}$: total solution time for all time steps.

Table 3: Performance of the recompression technique

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mesh Sizes</th>
<th>Without Recompression</th>
<th>With Recompression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_{\text{MVP}}$</td>
<td>$T_{\text{total}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>3.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>12.492</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$T_{\text{MVP}}$: time used for the MVP of the inverse matrix.

$T_{\text{recomp}}$: time used for the recompression of the inverse matrix.

$T_{\text{total}}$: total solution time for all time steps.

Fig. 10. Time usages for the data-sparse MVP.

C. A substrate integrated waveguide example

The last example considers a substrate integrated waveguide (SIW). SIW is a new type of microwave transmission line emerged in recent years, which holds the advantages of both conventional waveguide and microstrip line. The configuration and detailed dimensions of the SIW are presented in Fig. 11, respectively. The permittivity of the dielectric substrate is $\varepsilon_r = 2.2$ and the height of the substrate is $h=0.787$ mm.

A modulated Gaussian pulse with a center frequency of $f_0 = 28$ GHz and a bandwidth of 8 GHz is adopted in our simulation.

In Fig. 12, S parameters computed by the proposed method are plotted together with the measurement results presented in [15], and good agreement can be observed. Then, the performance of the proposed recompression technique is tested. The numerical results are reported for three cases of different solution accuracy $\delta$ in Table 4. It can be found that the recompression technique can further reduce the total solution time of the FETD with the same order of solution accuracy.

**Fig. 11. Configuration and dimensions of the SIW.**

**Fig. 12. S parameters of the SIW.**

Table 4: Performance of the recompression technique

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\delta$</th>
<th>Without Recompression</th>
<th>With Recompression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_{\text{MVP}}$</td>
<td>$T_{\text{total}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{-4}$</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>3.620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{-6}$</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>5.748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{-8}$</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>10.109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV. CONCLUSION**

A data-sparse and fully explicit FETD method is developed for the fast electromagnetic simulation. By the data-sparse approximate inverse (DSAI) algorithm,
the inverse of the system matrix of CN-FETD electric field update equation can be computed and stored in a data-sparse way with almost linear costs, and then the solution at each time step is fully explicit. A recompression technique is proposed to further compress the data-sparse inverse matrix to improve the efficiency of explicit solution at each time step. Numerical results demonstrate the proposed method is robust for the simulation of microwave devices.
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Abstract — Nowadays most of the countries develop special aircraft and utilize them for defense applications. This paper deals with the modeling, simulation, and implementation of the Claw pole synchronous generator. The design specifications of the designed generators are compatible for aircraft applications. The main objective of this work was to estimate and test the performance of the claw pole alternator under high speed operation. The electromagnetic design of the machine was carried out using Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software. The performance of the machine was tested under laboratory environment. The results of experimentation were compared with those of simulation and proved.

Index Terms — Claw pole alternator, electromagnetic analysis, finite element method, Light Combat Aircraft.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Indian Aircraft Project is now called the Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) in order to create an identity distinct from the Light Weight Fighter concept. In the early 1980s, India, knowing well that the Mig-21s, Mig-23s, and a variety of other aging Russian fighters composing a vast percentage of their air power would soon grow obsolete, decided to produce a new fighter to replace the MiG-21 “Fishbeds” legacy. The new aircraft would be of indigenous design, and its development would fall under the care of India’s own Aeronautics Limited. The aircraft that would spawn from the program was designated the Light Combat Aircraft and it would be one of the world’s lightest, yet most capable dedicated multi-role aircraft of all time [1]-[2]. In LCA, 30-60KVA generator provided electrical power supply for all electrical loads. When this power system fails, the backup power supply supports and is called integrated generator system (IGS) providing power supply for emergency loads such as cabin lighting, food preparation, gunshot and cockpit, etc. This IGS consists of 3 electrical generators, namely permanent magnet synchronous generator, brushless synchronous generator (also called main exciter) and synchronous generator (also called main generator) being mounted on single shaft which is driven by aircraft engine gear box. The basic structure of IGS is shown in Fig. 1 [3]. The major problem in aircraft to fix in this IGS is the available space in aircraft, which is just 140 mm. Also, aircraft engine rotating speed lies between 7000 rpm and 24000 rpm. So, it does not provide any external cooling arrangements at this dimension for high speed operations. Due to these reasons, much heat is produced in the main generator.

In general, salient pole synchronous generators (SPSG) are used as a main generator in IGS. These SPSGs are normally suitable for low speed applications. For high speed operation SPSG produces much heat in a very short time. Also, it has large rotor diameter and short axial length. Due to their mechanical instability at higher speeds, they are used for generation at low and medium speeds only. On the other hand, the smooth cylindrical (round) rotors are characterized by smaller diameters and larger axial lengths. They are mechanically stable even at high speeds. They are used for generation at high speeds. Also in salient pole generator $X_d$ is higher than $X_q$, hence more stable (electrically), maximum power transfer is possible at torque angle delta lesser than 90 degree in salient pole; thus electrical advantages are more, but mechanical stability is less at higher speed as said, hence not suitable for modern high speed generators.

These alternators reduce power output due to eddy current losses produced in the machine and these losses are converted into heat [4]. Flux distribution is relatively poor and generated emf is not good compared with non-salient pole type rotor. Salient pole rotors generally need damper windings to prevent rotor oscillations during operation. The finite element analysis based analysis of SPSG for aircraft application was discussed in [5]. This machine produced much heat within short duration when simulation model was developed as a prototype model.
On the other hand, claw pole alternator or Lundell alternators are able to produce large power density compared with the SPSG. It is a simple and highly reliable machine. The popularity of this type of electric machine is mainly due to its high pole pair number which increases the torque density and its robust structure allowing for high speed operation [6]. Generally claw pole alternators are applicable for automobile industry and aircraft [7]. Claw pole alternators have more air gap than the salient pole generators, so they allow more air to flow inside the machine and reduce heating effect when the machine is running at high speed. But it has the characteristics of high saturation, high magnetic leakage between claws, low efficiency and relatively large field time constant [8]-[10]. The 3D modeling and numerical analysis of the alternator with claw poles for electric car applications was discussed in [11]. The performance of the Lundell alternators for high power applications can be improved by reducing their number of turns & diode bridge rectifier replaced with PWM rectifier without modifying the dimensions of the generator [12]. The RMxpert motor design tool greatly simplifies this process and not only it provides the model parameters in seconds but also exports models for either FEA or system level simulation. It allows quick changes in physical design parameters and reduces time consumption for design. The results obtained from RMxpert tools were directly applied to the 3D time stepping transient finite element analysis to directly study transient as well as steady-state performance of a machine [13]. The analytical modeling and testing of a 14V/6000 rpm claw pole alternator was presented in [14].

The above literature, however, does not deal with claw pole alternator pertaining to a specific dimension, speed and power rating. This work proposes the claw pole alternator for aircraft applications with required dimension and high speed operations. The simulation analysis & prototype model of 28V/180A/9000 rpm claw pole alternator are presented. The organization of the paper is as follows: Section II deals with the modeling & model description of the claw pole alternator. The simulation results of the proposed generator are given in Section III. The experimental results are presented in Section IV. The work is concluded in Section V.

II. DESIGN AND MODEL DESCRIPTION OF CLAW POLE ALTERNATOR

A. Basic equations of claw pole alternator and electromagnetic analysis

In claw pole alternator rotor construction differs from ordinary SPSG. It has cylindrical field windings surrounded by forged pole pieces or claw poles. The modeled machine has 4 poles and 24 slots with concentrated stator winding and cylindrical rotor winding. At the steady state the expression for stator current by dqo transformation is:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
I_d \\
I_q \\
I_0
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix}
\cos \varphi & \cos(\varphi - \frac{2\pi}{3}) & \cos(\varphi - \frac{4\pi}{3}) \\
\frac{-\sin \varphi}{\sqrt{3}} & \frac{-\sin(\varphi - \frac{2\pi}{3})}{\sqrt{3}} & \frac{-\sin(\varphi - \frac{4\pi}{3})}{\sqrt{3}}
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
I_a \\
I_b \\
I_c
\end{pmatrix},
\]

where

\[
I_a = I_p \cos (\omega t + \varphi)
\]

\[
I_b = I_p \cos (\omega t + \varphi - \frac{2\pi}{3})
\]

\[
I_c = I_p \cos (\omega t + \varphi - \frac{4\pi}{3}).
\]

Here, \(I_p\) is the peak value of phase current. The stator voltages for d-q axis are:

\[
V_d = I_d r_a + \frac{\partial \psi_d}{\partial t} - \omega \psi_q,
\]

\[
V_q = I_q r_a + \frac{\partial \psi_q}{\partial t} - \omega \psi_d.
\]

The flux linkages for d-q axis are:

\[
\psi_d = -I_d L_d + I_p L_{ad},
\]

\[
\psi_q = -I_q L_q + I_p L_{aq}.
\]
\[ \psi_q = -I_q L_q, \quad (6) \]
d-q axis reactances are:
\[ X_d = \frac{\omega_b L_d}{Z_B}, \quad (7) \]
\[ X_q = \frac{\psi_q}{I_q}, \quad (8) \]
where \( r_a \) is the armature winding resistance, \( L_q \) and \( L_d \) are d-q axis self-inductances and \( L_{qfd} \) is the mutual inductance between field winding and the direct axis and \( \omega_b \) & \( Z_B \) are the base speed and base impedance.

The electromagnetic equations of the machine are given by:
\[ \nabla \times E = \frac{\partial B}{\partial t}, \quad (9) \]
\[ \nabla \times H = J + \frac{\partial D}{\partial t}, \quad (10) \]
\[ \nabla \cdot B = 0, \quad (11) \]
where \( E \) and \( H \) are electric and magnetic field intensities, \( D \) and \( B \) are electric and magnetic flux densities, \( J \) is current density and \( \rho \) is the amount of charge for unit volume.

The reluctance based magnetic equivalent circuit model of the claw pole alternator is presented in [15] which is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Magnetic equivalent circuit of claw pole alternator.

The air gap permeance is:
\[ P_{\text{air gap}} = \mu_0 \frac{A(\vartheta_r)}{d}, \quad \text{when claw aligned with stator teeth} \]
\[ = 0 \quad \text{Otherwise}, \quad (12) \]
where \( A(\vartheta_r) \) is the area of the overlap.

**B. Analytical design of claw pole alternator**

The initial dimensions include stator outer diameter and rotor inner diameter; power rating and speed range are given by Combat Vehicles Research & Development. Based on their input, stator design is carried out using design equations available in [16] and a few of them presented below. The design of claw pole rotor is carried out based on [17] and it is verified by using design software RMxprt.

The design can be optimized by using Matlab program with more iteration. The major factors considered for optimized design are efficiency, temperature rise at different load conditions (100%, 125% & 150% of full load) and losses. The optimization can be achieved only at 59th iteration and it is listed in the design table. The general design expressions are given below:

KVA rating of a 3 phase synchronous machine is:
\[ \text{KVA} = 11 K_{W1} B_{\text{avg}} q D^2 L n_s * 10^{-3}, \quad (13) \]
where, \( K_{W1} \) is winding factor for stator winding, \( B_{\text{avg}} \) is specific magnetic loading, \( q \) is specific electric loading, \( D \) is diameter of stator bore and \( n_s \) is synchronous speed in rps.

Induced EMF per phase of a synchronous machine is:
\[ E_{\text{ph}} = 4.44 K_{W1} \Phi_m f T_{\text{ph}} \text{ in Volts,} \quad (14) \]
where, \( \Phi_m \) is maximum flux passing through the core, \( f \) is frequency in Hz and \( T_{\text{ph}} \) is total number of turns per phase.

Stator Mean Diameter:
\[ \text{(MD)} = \frac{\text{Slot Root Dia} + \text{Slot Tip Dia}}{2}. \quad (15) \]

Pole Mean Diameter:
\[ \text{(PMD)} = \frac{\text{(Pole Tip Dia} + \text{Pole Root Dia)}}{2}. \quad (16) \]

Self-inductance:
\[ L_g = \frac{\mu_0 H_{\text{ext}} r_h T_P^2}{2 \rho g}, \quad (17) \]
where \( g \) is the gap coefficient = \( C_g \) g and \( p \) = number of rotor poles.

Peripheral speed = \( \pi d n_s \frac{m}{S} \). \quad (18)

where \( d \) = rotor diameter in mm.

The shape of the pole is determined by the pole pitch and it is denoted by \( \tau \),
\[ \tau = \frac{\pi d m}{p}. \quad (19) \]

The dimension of claw pole rotor is shown in Fig. 3 which is obtained from simulation tool MagNet 7. In this figure \( w_b \) and \( w_t \) are the width of the pole at the bottom and the top respectively, \( r_c \) is the radius of the rotor and \( h \) is the height of the pole. \( t_r \) and \( t_b \) are the thicknesses of the pole at the top and the bottom respectively.
The design specification of the machine according to the requirement is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Design parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stator diameter in mm</td>
<td>138.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core length in mm</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated power in W</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output voltage in V</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flux density in Wb/m²</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase current in A</td>
<td>133.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field excitation current in A</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power factor</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed in RPM</td>
<td>9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of slots</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of poles</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the air gap in mm</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF CLAW POLE ALTERNATOR

Finite element analysis is an effective simulation tool for analyzing complicated structure with non-linear elements. Normally electromagnetic analysis of the electrical machines is carried out using finite element software like SPEED, FLUX, MagNet, Motor Solve, etc. These tools act as intermediate between analytical calculation and prototype model for the purpose of reduced cost and improved performance. In this analysis simulation work was carried out using MagNet software which is used to see the visual effect of flux linkage, flux density, and voltage, current and ohmic losses. Generally claw pole alternator has magnetic field effect in the z direction also. So it is not possible to analyze this field in 2D software. Even though 3D analysis takes more time for solving the problems, it is necessary to analyze the electromagnetic effect of claw pole generator in all 3 directions.

Magnet software version 7 is used for performing magnetic analysis of the machine. Boundary used in this problem is closed boundary, so problem formulation is based on vector potential with magneto dynamic computations. Also number of nodes is 57317, number of edges is 178965, and number of faces is 121727. The FEM based 3D design of claw pole generator is shown in Fig. 4. In the preprocessor step the generator was designed based on analytical design values. After the design completion, machine stator and rotor core were filled with cold rolled steel and windings were filled with copper material. The stator-rotor structure is shown separately in Fig. 5. The mesh generated claw pole generator is shown in Fig. 6. In this problem the size of the meshes is 2 mm for entire generator includes stator and rotor. Also, the shape of mesh is triangular, because it will give accurate result when compared with other mesh shapes. If the size of mesh is reduced below 2 mm, overlap will occur between meshes and it will not be possible to get output properly. The calculation time of the generator can be increased by increasing the number of steps fixed in the software. The number of steps fixed to solve this problem is 10.

In the processing step, the machine goes through 10 steps and it takes 32 hours 12 minutes for solving the problem. In post processor, the flux linkage, magnetic flux density, voltage and current plots are obtained. In Fig. 7, the magnetic flux density plot and direction of magnetic flux density are shown. From the figure it is observed that the maximum value of flux density is 3.28 Wb/m².
Fig. 5. Stator-rotor structure (3D view).

Fig. 6. Stator and rotor mesh generation.

Fig. 7. Flux density plot.
The required output from the claw pole generator is DC. So, the stator coils are connected to resistance load at a value of 0.155 \( \Omega \) through a diode bridge rectifier circuit and this is shown in Fig. 8. The output AC voltage & current at armature windings, DC current & voltage at load are obtained from the machines which are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively.

From Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 it is seen that both the voltage and the current waveforms are slightly oscillating on their peak values and approximately the value of the output voltage is 28V and the output current is 180A. From the simulation results it is seen that the values obtained from the simulation analysis are the same as the analytical values.

Fig. 8. Stator coil connected to external load.

Fig. 9. Voltage and current at the armature.
IV. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

The structural block of the experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 11. In this figure generator control unit is the combination of rectifier and CUK converter to provide constant DC current to the field windings of the claw pole alternator. Diode bridge rectifier circuit is connected inside the claw pole alternator.

The prototype model of the 5KW claw pole alternator was fabricated and tested in the laboratory. The snapshot of the alternator is shown in Fig. 12. It consists of 5KW claw pole alternator coupled with induction motor acting as prime mover, gear box, generator control unit and load bank. The performance of the generator was tested under the speed of 2000 rpm to 10,000 rpm with 10A field excitation current. Under no-load condition generator terminal voltage varies linearly with respect to the speed, while the GCU is operated under manual control. On the other hand, terminal voltage varies inversely with respect to the load and current varies linearly with respect to the load and this is shown in Fig. 13. Similarly the terminal voltage of the generator under closed loop control of the GCU is shown in Fig. 14. It is observed that the peak values of terminal voltage & current are approximately 27.5V and 179.3A respectively. The analytical results were compared with those of simulation and experiment in Table 2.

---

Fig. 10. Voltage and current at load.

Fig. 11. Experimental set-up of the proposed alternator.
Fig. 12. Prototype model of the 5KW claw pole alternator.

Fig. 13. Open loop characteristics with & without load condition.

Fig. 14. Closed loop characteristics with & without load condition.
Table 2: Comparison of analytical, simulation, and hardware results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Theoretical Design Value</th>
<th>Simulation Result</th>
<th>Hardware Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC output voltage</td>
<td>28V</td>
<td>27V</td>
<td>27.5V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC output current</td>
<td>180A</td>
<td>178A</td>
<td>179.3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flux destiny</td>
<td>3.25 Wb/m²</td>
<td>3.28 Wb/m²</td>
<td>3.2 Wb/m²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

Integrated generator system provides continuous power supply to the aircraft during war and emergency conditions. Synchronous generator is the one main generator in this IGS. The performance of the non-salient pole alternator is better than that of the salient pole alternator for high speed applications due to large air-gap, less eddy current loss, and high efficiency. In this paper the electromagnetic analysis of the 5KW/28V claw pole alternator at a speed of 9000 rpm was presented using finite element analysis software. The prototype model of the 5KW claw pole alternator was tested in the laboratory and it was observed that the output voltage and the current obtained from the simulation tool were equal to the laboratory results. This generator has the advantages of more air gap space, less temperature rise, less eddy current loss, better ventilation compared with the salient pole generator. Significant results for the proposed system pertaining to the aircraft application were presented. The thermal analysis of the claw pole generator and the overall performance of the integrated generator system will be studied in future.
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Abstract — This paper aims at a new planar left hand metamaterial structure for loading planar microstrip antenna (MPA). A metallic planar dual turn spiral resonator (DTSR), useful for artificial magnetic media design, is merged with a capacitive loaded strip (CLS) on the same plane to design capacitive strip coupled spiral resonator (CSC-SR) unit cell structure. Apart from having small size, the new structure offers advantages of demonstrating wide left handed frequency band, and simplicity of fabrication being on same plane, hence indicating supremacy of its inclusion in engineering of left hand metamaterials. The size of proposed antenna is $0.177\lambda \times 0.243\lambda$. The electro-magnetic coupling of the proposed structure causes the MPA to resonate at lower frequency of 13.25 GHz due to loading effects. The proposed novel antenna is able to give better performance in terms of return loss, gain and fractional bandwidth and is suitable for satellite communication. The measured results are presented to validate simulated model of the proposed antenna.

Index Terms — High Frequency Structure Simulator, left hand metamaterials, spiral resonator.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today's need for multifunctional systems demands small handheld portable wireless equipment. In order to fulfill this demand, researcher community is always challenged to design new small sized and more multifunctional antennas. An ineffaceable mark in this direction has been created by outset of metamaterials by antenna researchers for improving the performance of conventional planar antennas such as patch antenna [1]. Metamaterials (MTMs) are structured composite materials with inimitable characteristics caused by interaction of electromagnetic waves with the finer scale repetition of natural materials [2]. These may be used to amend the effective electromagnetic parameters of planar antenna dielectrics and to design antennas with improved coupling to the feed, augmented impedance, matching bandwidths, scaled down size and narrower beam widths as compared to those which instead choose the conventional dielectric materials.

The notion of these materials come into sight with the revolutionary intangible idea of Veselago [3] but materialized with the work of Pendry to synthesize the materials artificially [4-6] with split ring resonators (SRRs) and thin wires. These are also termed as double negative materials or left hand materials (LHM). It is known that some metals like gold, silver show a negative permittivity at optical frequencies [5]. But no material with negative permeability exists in nature. Hence, several different approaches to design SRR have been developed and practiced for various microwave applications to investigate the physics behind them and effects of their geometry on the fundamental material parameters of LHM. The SRRs can be coupled in many different ways by coalescing them with microstrip, coplanar and stripline feed to add the planarity attribute. Depending on the type of coupling used and resonator, different characteristics of the circuit can be customized. Various shapes of SRRs including rectangular [7-8], symmetrical [9], triangular [10], hexagonal [11], spiral [12-14], circular [15-16], omega [17] and S-shaped [18] etc., and their configurations including edge-coupled and broadside-coupled [19] and complementary forms [20-21] etc. have been investigated in literature and are still in progress.

This paper focuses on electrically small rectangular microstrip patch antenna (MPA) loaded with new left hand metamaterial unit cell structure. This structure is formed by merging dual turn spiral resonator (DTSR) and capacitance loaded strip (CLS) on the same side of plane on which the antenna is fabricated. The main advantages of spiral resonator (SR) are its small electrical size at resonance, lack of magneto-electric coupling thus avoiding bi-anisotropic effects in the bulk medium made up of this inclusion and easy fabrication.
The paper is planned in four Sections. After introduction of the topic of interest in Section I, Section II describes the materials used and gives the method of design, modeling, simulation of CSC-SR structure and proposed antenna. Section III presents the results and analysis of simulated results of proposed structure and loaded antenna followed by measured results of fabricated proposed antenna. Section IV concludes the presented work.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Modeling of proposed CSC-SR unit cell structure and CSC-SR loaded antenna

Mostly, SRR based LHMs exhibit a very narrow negative refraction band which can be widened by inclusion of thin wire structure due to inherently wide negative permittivity region [22]. The proposed CSC-SR LHM unit cell structure therefore consists of two turns spiral resonator and a capacitive loaded strip (CLS). The CLS is united with SR and combined structure is used to load the MPA in the same plane. The antenna of size $0.177\lambda \times 0.243\lambda$ with the parameters as mentioned in Table 1, is printed on Rogers RT/Duroid 5880 substrate of permittivity ($\varepsilon_r = 2.2$, loss tangent = 0.0009 and thickness ($h$) = 2.361 mm. The patch antenna is displaced at a distance ($d$) of 0.5 mm from CSC-SR unit cell. Figures 1 (a) and 1 (b) show the cross sectional view and top view of proposed microstrip patch antenna respectively.

To simulate the CSC-SR loaded antenna, the coax base connector is used to feed the patch at an optimized position (-1.13, -2.5) mm with respect to origin for excellent impedance matching. The CSC- SR structure gets excited through the patch as it is placed near the patch.

The characteristic size of the basic unit cell should be much less than the operating wavelength to approximate it to the effective electric and magnetic properties of a medium according to effective medium theory. The dimensions of unit cell are calculated accordingly, with the fundamental equations used in [12]. Then, optimizing the parameters of CSC-SR structure and loaded antenna with 'Optimetrics' feature of High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS), final dimensions are determined.

As the unit cell structures can be approximated with appropriate lumped circuit elements with the quasi-static approach, the proposed structure may be equated to an LC circuit [13]. The SR ring is equivalent to an inductance coil and the split in the spiral produces a parallel plate capacitor. An electric current gets induced in the spiral when placed in a time varying magnetic field so that charge gets accumulated across the gap. The resonant response of the SR loop current to an external magnetic field produces a resonant magnetic moment. An extra capacitance is provided by CLS. The magnetic moment leads to negative values of material parameters for LHM.

![Fig. 1. (a) Cross sectional view of new planar CSC-SR structure loaded MPA, and (b) top view of new planar CSC-SR structure loaded MPA.](image)

Table 1: Dimensional parameters of CSC-SR structure loaded MPA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Length of patch ($L_p$)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Width of patch ($W_p$)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Length of outermost turn of SR ($L$)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Width of outermost turn of SR ($W$)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Gap or split of turn ($g$)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Spacing between inner turn and outer turn ($s$)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Distance between patch antenna and LHM ($d$)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Thickness of ring ($t$)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Length of CLS ($L_s$)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Width of CLS ($W_s$)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Distance between CLS and SR ($p$)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Simulation of CSC-SR unit cell in waveguide

Initially, the proposed CSC-SR unit cell is simulated by putting it in a rectangular waveguide for investigating the metamaterial properties. The proposed CSC-SR unit cell used to load the antenna, is expected to demonstrate the left hand metamaterial properties. For this, the wire is excited by the electric fields, whereas the loop is excited by the magnetic fields. So, perfect electric conductor boundary conditions and perfect magnetic conductor boundary conditions are assigned on the y-direction and z-direction respectively. After applying boundaries, the metamaterial unit cell is applied excitations for field calculations. The CSC-SR unit cell depicted in Fig. 2 is simulated within a waveguide to observe its resonating frequency region and transmission frequency minimum. The proposed unit cell is numerically analyzed with HFSS software which
employs adaptive mesh refinement procedures iteratively in high error areas to enhance precision of solution. HFSS recalculates the error on each iteration until the convergence norms are fulfilled for ultimate solution. All the simulations are executed on Intel Core™ i7, 2.67 GHz processor with 4 GB RAM system.

The transmission spectrum of the CSC-SR is extracted from the S-parameter calculations. Further, effective permeability ($\mu_{\text{eff}}$) and effective permittivity ($\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}$) of an equivalent metamaterial are determined from Nicolson-Ross-Weir (NRW) approach [6] for in-plane incidence to retrieve the effective electromagnetic parameters ($\mu_{\text{eff}}$ and $\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}$) from Scattering parameters, i.e., $S_{11}$ and $S_{21}$. The reflection parameter ($S_{11}$) signifies the measure of EM wave reflected due to impedance mismatching in the transmission medium and transmission parameter ($S_{21}$) indicates the measure of EM wave passed through the conducting element:

$$V_1 = S_{21} + S_{11},$$

$$V_2 = S_{21} - S_{11}.$$  

The values, $V_1$ and $V_2$ indicate the summation and difference of S-parameters. The $V_1$ and $V_2$ are calculated from Equations (1) and (2):

$$\mu_{\text{eff}} = \frac{2}{j\omega \varepsilon_0 h} \frac{1 - V_2}{1 + V_2},$$

$$\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} = \frac{2}{j\omega \mu_0 h} \frac{1 + V_2}{1 - V_2},$$

where $\varepsilon_0$ is wave number in free space and is equated to $\omega/c$, $\omega$ is radian frequency and is $= 2\pi f$ for frequency $f$, $c$ is speed of light = $3 \times 10^8$ m/s, $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ is effective permeability of equivalent metamaterial, $\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}$ is effective permittivity of equivalent metamaterial and $h$ is thickness/height of substrate.

### III. RESULTS

#### A. Simulated results of CSC-SR structure in waveguide

To evaluate the effective parameters of the structure, S-parameters, $S_{11}$ and $S_{21}$ are obtained by simulation of the CSC-SR structure. Figure 3 depicts $S_{11}$ and $S_{21}$ for the CSC-SR structure.

The $S_{11}$ parameter for the proposed structure has a dip at frequency 2.45 GHz and transmission minimum of $S_{21}$ is observed at frequency 2.85 GHz. The phase reversal of $S_{11}$ and $S_{21}$ at resonant frequency is depicted in Fig. 4. The phase reversal exhibited by the novel structure at the resonant frequency verifies its metamaterial behavior.

![Fig. 2. Proposed CSC-SR unit cell on substrate.](image2.png)

![Fig. 3. $S_{11}$ and $S_{21}$ of CSC-SR structure.](image3.png)

![Fig. 4. Magnitude and phase of $S_{21}$ and $S_{11}$ of CSC-SR structure.](image4.png)
reported in [22]. In addition to the LH bandwidth, the proposed structure provides ease of fabrication as both conductors are on same side of substrate.

Fig. 5. (a). Effective permeability and permittivity of CSC-SR structure, and (b) refraction index of CSC-SR structure.

**B. Simulated results of unloaded MPA and proposed MPA loaded with CSC-SR LHM unit cell**

The MPA is placed near the CSC-SR MTM structure and excited by coaxial feed. The SR joined with wire gets excited due to mutual induction of MPA. Hence the complete proposed antenna consists of MPA with LHM unit cell. In the present work, the performance comparison for loaded MPA and unloaded MPA has been done and results are analyzed. The antenna model is initially executed without loading with the CSC-SR structure.

The unloaded antenna resonates at frequency of 27.12 GHz with return loss of 11.8 dB below 0 dB as depicted in Fig. 6. The value of voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) is 1.69 which indicates high mismatch of impedance. The gain and directivity achieved for the unloaded antenna is 3.7 dB and 3.87 dB respectively. The comparative performance of unloaded MPA and the proposed CSC-SR loaded MPA is given in Table 2. The novel antenna design is then obtained by loading CSC-SR LHM structure. The loading of SR is preferred for design of electrically small antenna (ESA) because conventional LC resonator uses unit cell area inadequately and so SR loading can be proposed to design ESA [14].

### Table 2: Comparison of proposed CSC-SR loaded MPA with unloaded MPA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Unloaded MPA</th>
<th>Proposed Antenna</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Return loss</td>
<td>-11.8 dB</td>
<td>-47 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>VSWR</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.0094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>3.7 dB</td>
<td>7.09 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Directivity</td>
<td>3.87 dB</td>
<td>7.17 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Antenna dimensions</td>
<td>4 mm × 0.5 mm</td>
<td>4 mm × 5.5 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numerical simulations of the proposed antenna are performed with the intention to conceive the interaction between these conductors with the applied electromagnetic fields. The proposed antenna is also numerically analyzed with HFSS software. The resonant frequency of CSC-SR MTM loaded antenna shifts to low frequency side as compared to resonant frequency of unloaded antenna. This is because of change in capacitance due to geometrical parameters of structure. The loaded antenna resonates at 13.25 GHz with an impedance bandwidth of 1056 MHz as demonstrated in Fig. 7. Its value is 47 dB below 0 dB at resonant frequency, 13.25 GHz and corresponding VSWR value is 1.009 indicating good matching of impedance. The fractional bandwidth (FBW) achieved is 7.96%.

![Fig. 6. Return loss of unloaded rectangular MPA.](image)

![Fig. 7. Return loss of CSC-SR loaded MPA.](image)
the input impedance variation over frequency sweep in Fig. 8.

Figure 9 displays 3D polar plot of gain with peak value 7.09 dB and 3D plot of directivity with maxima of 7.17 dB at resonant frequency. The elevation and azimuth gain radiation patterns are shown in Fig. 10 for proposed antenna.

![Fig. 8. Input impedance characteristics of CSC-SR structure loaded MPA.](image1)

![Fig. 9. 3D polar plot of gain and directivity of CSC-SR structure loaded MPA.](image2)

![Fig. 10. Simulated radiation pattern of MPA loaded with CSC-SR.](image3)

The essential condition for being an electrically small antenna, the largest dimension of the proposed antenna must fit inside an imaginary sphere, termed as ‘radian sphere’ of radius ‘a’, and should satisfy the condition in Equation (5) [23,24]:

\[ ka < 1 \]  

where \( k = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \) and \( \lambda \) is the operating wavelength. For the proposed antenna, \( ka = 0.943 \) which is less than 1.

A relationship between minimum quality factor \( Q_{chu} \) and the radiation quality of an ESA was derived by Chu which is given by Equation (6) [25]:

\[ Q_{chu} = \left( \frac{1}{ka} \right)^3 + \frac{1}{ka} \]  

According to Chu limit, an antenna would experience poor efficiency at a size below Chu limit \( Q_{chu} \). The minimum calculated radiation factor \( Q_{rad} \) from equation (7) for the proposed antenna is 2.25. For an antenna to be ESA, its radiation factor, \( Q_{rad} \) should be > 10 [26]. The value of \( Q_{rad} \) can be calculated as:

\[ Q_{rad} = \frac{1}{\text{fractional BW}} \]  

The value of \( Q_{rad} \) for proposed antenna is 12.7 and is >> \( Q_{chu} \). Thus, the proposed ESA structure is practically realistic with stated parameters.

C. Experimentally measured results of proposed fabricated antenna

The proposed antenna is fabricated on Rogers Duroid substrate 5880 of dielectric constant 2.2 and height 2.361 mm. The photographs of two sides of fabricated antenna are shown in Fig. 11.

The return loss for the fabricated antenna is shown in Fig. 12 measured with Agilent N5222A PNA Microwave Network Analyzer. The measured value of return loss for the fabricated antenna is 24 dB below 0 dB and impedance bandwidth is 1085 MHz at resonant frequency 13.2 GHz as compared to simulated value of 47 dB below 0 dB with impedance bandwidth 1056 MHz. The observed difference of experimental results from simulated results is due to cable loss between the connector and antenna and soldering.

Figure 13 compares the simulated 2D gain for the CSC-SR loaded antenna with the measured values. The antenna shows good response in the frequency range from 10.25 GHz to 17.25 GHz with maximum gain at 13.25 GHz. It is also observed that measured results for return loss are close to numerically evaluated results.

![Fig. 11. Photographs of fabricated CSC-SR structure loaded MPA on Rogers Duroid substrate.](image4)
The proposed metamaterial antenna offers better performance characteristics along with miniaturization than the design reported in [7] as summarized in Table 3.

Table 3: Comparison of proposed antenna with ESA antenna reported in [7]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antenna</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Joshi et al. [7]</th>
<th>Proposed Antenna</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>Return loss</td>
<td>-34 dB</td>
<td>-47 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>3.2 dBi</td>
<td>7.09 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directivity</td>
<td>7.8 dBi</td>
<td>7.17 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>512 MHz</td>
<td>1056 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrically</td>
<td>ka=0.775 &lt; 1</td>
<td>ka=0.943 &lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>small</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>antenna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>0.161λ x 0.192λ</td>
<td>0.177λ x 0.243λ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antenna</td>
<td>5 mm x 6 mm</td>
<td>4 mm x 5.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabricated</td>
<td>Return loss</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
<td>-24 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
<td>7 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
<td>1085 GHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, a new planar CSC-SR metamaterial structure based planar antenna has been proposed. It is observed that proposed CSC-SR structure exhibits a very wide frequency band of 3.3 GHz with negative permittivity and negative permeability. Hence this metamaterial structure would have great prospects in designing broadband microwave devices. Further this new structure loaded MPA of size 0.177λ x 0.243λ is presented resonating at 13.25 GHz whereas the unloaded MPA was resonating at a frequency of 27.12 GHz. The resonant frequency of the antenna gets lowered with improved magnetic permeability of dielectric material by metamaterial loading. Thus it is concluded that the resonance of antenna can be controlled according to the desired application. Good impedance matching is demonstrated with $S_{11}$ value reaching to -47 dB. The proposed antenna achieves high gain of 7.09 dB, an impedance bandwidth of 1056 MHz with fractional bandwidth of 7.96%. Measured results obtained are in good agreement with the simulated results. The proposed antenna satisfies the condition of ESA with good radiation factor and is practically feasible with stated parameters.
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Abstract — A switched beam antenna array based on substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) technology is designed and simulated for 60 GHz communications. The antenna array is fed by 4x4 planar butler matrix network in order to achieve the switched beam characteristic. Each of the components is designed and verified through simulations in electromagnetic field simulation tools, CST MWS and HFSS. The components are integrated later to form the switched beam antenna array. The return losses and isolations are better than 10 dB from 57 GHz to 64 GHz for all of the input ports. The peak gain for the switched beam antenna array is 18 dBi at 60 GHz.

Index Terms — Beamforming, butler matrix, electromagnetic simulation, millimeter wave, slot antenna, substrate integrated waveguide, switched beam antenna.

I. INTRODUCTION

These days the availability of high bandwidth at 60 GHz band is a highly attractive option for high speed wireless communications allowing transfer of uncompressed data, voice and video at the speed of gigabit per second [1]. At millimeter wave frequency band the losses in the planar microstrip circuit is high. Therefore this requires more efficient technology like the substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) to be used, which provides advantages of the traditional rectangular waveguide such as low loss, high quality factor, complete shielding and capability of handling high power along with the combined advantage of planar circuit designs [2]. Analysis of SIW structures is presented and compared with HFSS simulation results in [3]. SIW structures have proved to be a good choice for the construction of millimeter wave beamforming networks and multi-beam antennas, which includes techniques like SIW based Butler matrix, Blass matrix, Rotman lens etc. As compared to Blass and Nolen matrix, the Butler matrix requires the least number of couplers [4]. Butler matrix has been widely used in radar, warfare and satellite applications. As the length of the crossover is small for 60 GHz it becomes difficult to design the phase shifter which fits that size using straight delay lines in the butler matrix. One option is to use a curved delay line. In this work, a new design approach is used in designing the switched beam antenna. Here, the SIW based 4x4 planar butler matrix consisting of curved phase shifters and constructed using circular vias is integrated with the SIW slot antenna array constructed using rectangular vias to form the switched beam antenna for 60 GHz communications. The switched beam antenna array structure is designed on a Rogers RT/Duroid 5880 substrate with a dielectric constant of 2.2, thickness of 0.254 mm and loss tangent of 0.0009 at 10 GHz. It is designed, simulated and verified utilizing the electromagnetic field simulation tools, CST MWS and HFSS.

II. DESIGN OF BUTLER MATRIX

Butler matrix is one of the most popular multiple beamforming network. The 4x4 butler matrix design has four input ports and four output ports. Exciting each input port provides a different output beam as the relative phases across the output ports change. The general block diagram of 4x4 butler matrix is shown in Fig. 1. The 4x4 butler matrix has four 3 dB 90° hybrid couplers, two crossovers and phase shifters.

![Fig. 1. Butler matrix block diagram with antenna array.](image-url)
A. 3 dB 90° hybrid coupler and crossover

The diagram of the 3 dB hybrid coupler is shown in Fig. 2 where, \( L_c = 2.862 \) mm and \( W_c = 4.745 \) mm. The SIW designs are based on equations in [2] with diameter of vias as 0.2 mm and pitch as 0.35 mm. Figure 3 shows the magnitude and phase of the coupler. From Fig. 3 it is observed that the return loss and isolation are better than 10 dB from 57 GHz to 64 GHz. Also, \( S21 \) and \( S31 \) are almost equal in magnitude. Further, from Fig. 3 it is also observed that \( S21 \) and \( S31 \) have phase difference of almost 90° throughout the entire 60 GHz band. The simulation results from both HFSS and CST are observed to be similar. The schematic of crossover is also shown in Fig. 2 where, \( L_c = 6.012 \) mm and \( W_c = 4.745 \) mm. Figure 4 shows the magnitude and phase of the crossover. From Fig. 4 it is observed that \( S11, S21 \) and \( S41 \) are below -10 dB. Both HFSS and CST simulation results are observed to be similar.

![Fig. 2. Schematic of coupler and crossover.](image)

![Fig. 3. S-parameters and phase of hybrid coupler.](image)

![Fig. 4. S-parameters and phase of crossover.](image)

B. Phase shifters

The phase shift is obtained in this design using curved transmission line as it is not possible to achieve the required phase shift of 0° and 45° using straight transmission line. Figure 5 (a) and Fig. 5 (b) show the 0° and 45° phase shifters respectively.

![Fig. 5. Phase shifters: (a) 0° and (b) 45°.](image)

In Fig. 5, \( L_p = 2.019 \) mm and \( W_p = 2.81 \) mm for 0° phase shifter. For 45° phase shifter \( L_p = 2.281 \) mm and \( W_p = 2.835 \) mm. The magnitude and phase of the 0° and 45° phase shifter is shown in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6 it is observed that the return loss for both phase shifters is better than 10 dB for the entire 60 GHz band. Also, from Fig. 6 it is observed that the phase difference between the phase shifters is 45° at 60 GHz. The simulation results from HFSS and CST agree well with each other.

![Fig. 6. Magnitude and phase of 0° and 45° phase shifters.](image)

C. Butler matrix

The butler matrix is designed by integrating the components designed above. The performance of the butler matrix is verified through simulation in CST MWS and HFSS. Fig. 7 shows the designed butler matrix. Figure 8 shows the magnitude at the ports of the butler matrix when port 1 is excited, and Fig. 9 shows the relative phases at the output ports when port 1 is excited. Similarly, Fig. 10 shows the magnitude at the ports when port 2 is excited and Fig. 11 shows the relative phases at the output ports when port 2 is excited.

From Fig. 8 it is observed that when port 1 is excited, the return loss is better than 10 dB for the entire band from 57 GHz to 64 GHz. The magnitudes of output
at port 5, 6, 7 and 8 are also observed to be in acceptable range. Further, from Fig. 9 it is observed that the relative phase differences between the output ports are around -45°, -90° and -135° for ports 6, 7 and 8 with respect to port 5 when port 1 is excited.

From Fig. 10 it is observed that when port 2 is excited, the return loss is better than 13 dB for the entire band from 57 GHz to 64 GHz. Further, it is observed that the magnitudes of output at port 5, 6, 7 and 8 are also within the acceptable range. Similarly, from Fig. 11 it is observed that the phase differences between the output ports are around 135°, -90° and 45° for ports 6, 7 and 8 with respect to port 5. Also, the simulation results of CST MWS and HFSS are observed to be similar.

**III. SWITCHED BEAM SLOT ANTENNA**

The waveguide longitude slot antennas are popular for beam steering applications. The diagram of slot antenna is shown in Fig. 12 (a) and Fig. 12 (b) shows the E-field in it. In Fig. 12 (a), S = 0.15 mm, W= 0.3 mm, Ws = 0.198 mm, Ls = 1.789 mm, Es = 2.1 mm and slots displacement from the center is 0.17 mm. The antenna is designed as per the design equations mentioned in [5] using SIW technology with rectangular shaped vias which act as the side wall of the waveguide.

The theoretical values are used in the design of the antenna slots and further the design is optimized through CST MWS and verified through HFSS simulations. Figure 13 shows the radiation pattern of the single antenna. The E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns are shown in the figure. It is observed that the gain is 13 dBi. Figure 14 shows the design of the complete switched beam slot antenna array.

The radiation pattern of the switched beam antenna array is shown in Fig. 15. The gain is observed to be 17 dBi when port 2 or port 3 is excited. However, the gain is observed to be 18 dBi when port 1 or port 4 is excited. Further, it is observed that the main beam is directed towards +15° and -15° when port 1 and port 4 is excited respectively. It shifts to -39° and +39° when port 2 and port 3 is excited respectively. It is observed that the simulation results from CST MWS and HFSS agree.
well with each other.

Fig. 12. Slot antenna: (a) schematic and (b) E-field distribution.

Fig. 13. Radiation pattern of slot antenna.

Fig. 14. Switched beam slot antenna array.

Fig. 15. Radiation patterns when different ports are excited.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this communication, a planar 60 GHz switched beam antenna array has been designed and simulated. The designed switched beam antenna demonstrates a good performance as a candidate for beam steering and for systems on substrate applications.
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